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II

(Non-legislative acts)

REGULATIONS

COUNCIL REGULATION (EU) 2022/1903 

of 6 October 2022

amending Regulation (EU) 2022/263 concerning restrictive measures in response to the recognition 
of the non-government controlled areas of the Donetsk and Luhansk oblasts of Ukraine and the 

ordering of Russian armed forces into those areas 

THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION,

Having regard to the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union, and in particular Article 215 thereof,

Having regard to Council Decision (CFSP) 2022/266 of 23 February 2022 concerning restrictive measures in response to 
the recognition of the non-government controlled areas of the Donetsk and Luhansk oblasts of Ukraine and the ordering 
of Russian armed forces into those areas (1),

Having regard to the joint proposal of the High Representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy and of 
the European Commission,

Whereas:

(1) Council Regulation (EU) 2022/263 (2) gives effect to restrictive measures provided for in Decision (CFSP) 2022/266.

(2) On 6 October 2022, the Council adopted Decision (CFSP) 2022/1908 (3) amending the title of Decision (CFSP) 
2022/266 and extending the geographical scope of the restrictions contained therein to cover all the non- 
government controlled areas of Ukraine in the oblasts of Donetsk, Kherson, Luhansk and Zaporizhzhia. The 
political context and the policy reasons for extending the scope of the restrictive measures are set out in the recitals 
to Decision (CFSP) 2022/1908.

(3) Those amendments fall within the scope of the Treaty and therefore regulatory action at the level of the Union is 
necessary in order to implement them, in particular with a view to ensuring their uniform application in all 
Member States.

(4) Regulation (EU) 2022/263 should therefore be amended accordingly,

(1) OJ L 42I, 23.2.2022, p. 109.
(2) Council Regulation (EU) 2022/263 of 23 February 2022 concerning restrictive measures in response to the recognition of the non- 

government controlled areas of the Donetsk and Luhansk oblasts of Ukraine and the ordering of Russian armed forces into those areas 
(OJ L 042I, 23.2.2022, p. 77).

(3) Council Decision (CFSP) 2022/1908 of 6 October 2022 amending Decision (CFSP) 2022/266 concerning restrictive measures in 
response to the recognition of the non-government controlled areas of the Donetsk and Luhansk oblasts of Ukraine and the ordering 
of Russian armed forces into those areas (see page 118 of this Official Journal).
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HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION:

Article 1

Regulation (EU) 2022/263 is amended as follows:

(1) The title is replaced by the following:

‘Council Regulation (EU) 2022/263 of 23 February 2022 concerning restrictive measures in response to the illegal 
recognition, occupation or annexation by the Russian Federation of certain non-government controlled areas of 
Ukraine’;

(2) in Article 1, point (d) is replaced by the following:

‘(d) ‘specified territories’ means the non-government controlled areas of Ukraine in the oblasts of Donetsk, Kherson, 
Luhansk and Zaporizhzhia;’.

Article 2

This Regulation shall enter into force on the day following that of its publication in the Official Journal of the European Union.

This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member States.

Done at Brussels, 6 October 2022.

For the Council
The President

M. BEK
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EU) 2022/1904 

of 6 October 2022

amending Regulation (EU) No 833/2014 concerning restrictive measures in view of Russia's actions 
destabilising the situation in Ukraine 

THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION,

Having regard to the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union, and in particular Article 215 thereof,

Having regard to Council Decision (CFSP) 2022/1909 of 6 October 2022 amending Decision 2014/512/CFSP concerning 
restrictive measures in view of Russia’s actions destabilising the situation in Ukraine (1),

Having regard to the joint proposal from the High Representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy and 
the European Commission,

Whereas:

(1) On 31 July 2014, the Council adopted Regulation (EU) No 833/2014 (2).

(2) Regulation (EU) No 833/2014 gives effect to certain measures provided for in Council Decision 2014/512/CFSP (3).

(3) In response to the Russian Federation’s further aggression against Ukraine, the organisation of illegal sham 
'referenda' in the parts of the Donetsk, Kherson, Luhansk and Zaporizhzhia regions that are currently illegally 
occupied by the Russian Federation, the illegal annexation of those Ukrainian regions by the Russian Federation, as 
well as the mobilisation in the Russian Federation and its repeated threat to use weapons of mass destruction, on 
6 October 2022 the Council adopted Decision (CFSP) 2022/1909 amending Decision 2014/512/CFSP.

(4) Decision (CFSP) 2022/1909 extends the list of restricted items which might contribute to the Russian Federation’s 
military and technological enhancement or to the development of its defence and security sector, by including in 
that list certain chemical substances, nerve agents and goods which have no practical use other than for capital 
punishment, torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment, or which could be used for 
those purposes. Goods subject to that prohibition are also covered by Regulation (EU) 2019/125 of the 
European Parliament and of the Council (4). In this context, Regulation (EU) No 833/2014 is to be treated as lex 
specialis and therefore, in the event of a conflict, takes precedence over Regulation (EU) 2019/125.

(5) Decision (CFSP) 2022/1909 prohibits the sale, supply, transfer or export of firearms, their parts and essential 
components and ammunition. Goods subject to that prohibition are also covered by Regulation (EU) No 258/2012 
of the European Parliament and of the Council (5). In this context, Regulation (EU) No 833/2014 is to be treated as 
lex specialis and therefore, in the event of a conflict, takes precedence over Regulation (EU) No 258/2012.

(1) See page 122 of this Official Journal.
(2) Council Regulation (EU) No 833/2014 of 31 July 2014 concerning restrictive measures in view of Russia’s actions destabilising the 

situation in Ukraine (OJ L 229, 31.7.2014, p. 1).
(3) Council Decision 2014/512/CFSP of 31 July 2014 concerning restrictive measures in view of Russia’s actions destabilising the 

situation in Ukraine (OJ L 229, 31.7.2014, p. 13).
(4) Regulation (EU) 2019/125 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 16 January 2019 concerning trade in certain goods which 

could be used for capital punishment, torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment (OJ L 30, 31.1.2019, 
p. 1).

(5) Regulation (EU) No 258/2012 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 14 March 2012 implementing Article 10 of the 
United Nations’ Protocol against the illicit manufacturing of and trafficking in firearms, their parts and components and ammunition, 
supplementing the United Nations Convention against Transnational Organised Crime (UN Firearms Protocol), and establishing 
export authorisation, and import and transit measures for firearms, their parts and components and ammunition (OJ L 94, 
30.3.2012, p. 1).
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(6) Decision (CFSP) 2022/1909 further extends the import ban on steel products that either originate in the Russian 
Federation or have been exported from it. It also imposes import restrictions on additional items that generate 
significant revenues for the Russian Federation. That prohibition applies to goods that originate in the Russian 
Federation or are exported from it and includes such items as wood pulp and paper, certain elements used in the 
jewellery industry such as stones and precious metals, certain machinery and chemical items, cigarettes, plastics and 
finished chemical products such as cosmetics. It also extends the export prohibition by adding new items to the list 
of goods which could contribute to the enhancement of Russian industrial capacities. It also imposes restrictions on 
the sale, supply, transfer or export of additional goods used in the aviation sector.

(7) The Union is committed to avoiding threats to nuclear safety and security. Consequently, none of the measures in 
this Regulation seek to undermine the safety of civil nuclear capabilities or civil nuclear cooperation, in particular in 
the field of research and development, or to undermine the planning, construction and engineering, commissioning, 
maintenance or fuel supply of newly built nuclear projects.

(8) Decision (CFSP) 2022/1909 introduces an exemption from the prohibition to provide technical assistance, brokering 
services or financing or financial assistance, related to the maritime transport to third countries of crude oil or 
petroleum products which originate in or are exported from Russia, purchased at or below a pre-established price 
cap agreed by the Price Cap Coalition. That exemption should mitigate adverse consequences on energy supply to 
third countries and reduce price surges driven by extraordinary market conditions, while limiting Russian oil 
revenues.

(9) The exemption from the prohibition to provide maritime services is conditional upon the Council introducing the 
price cap into Annex XI to Decision 2014/512/CFSP. In deciding whether to introduce that price cap, the Council 
will take into account the effectiveness of the measure in terms of its expected results, international adherence to 
and informal alignment with the price cap mechanism, and its potential impact on the Union and its Member States.

(10) The Commission should fully support the Council in making the assessment as to whether to introduce the price 
cap, including by convening coordination meetings with the Member States and representatives of the affected 
industries. Following the entry into force of the first Council Decision making the price cap applicable, the 
Commission will continue to convene such meetings to assess, inter alia, potential circumvention practices of the 
price cap, such as deflagging of vessels, and their impact on the effectiveness of the price cap mechanism, and will 
propose appropriate solutions.

(11) The price cap should apply to the maritime transport to third countries of crude oil and certain petroleum products 
and to the provision of related services. It does not affect in any way the exceptions allowing certain Member States 
to continue importing crude oil and petroleum products from Russia due to their specific situation or in the event 
that the supply of crude oil by pipeline from Russia is interrupted for reasons outside their control. Specific projects 
which are essential for the energy security of certain third countries may be exempted from the price cap. That 
exemption should be time-limited, in order to ensure that it remains appropriate, and can be renewed, if justified by 
the third country’s energy security needs.

(12) The price cap mechanism would rely on an attestation process that would enable operators in the supply chain of 
seaborne Russian oil to demonstrate that it has been purchased at or below the price cap. The Commission, in close 
consultation with the Council, would issue guidance to specify the practical aspects of the price cap application, in 
order to facilitate uniform application and enable a level playing field in the Union and globally.

(13) In addition to the existing prohibitions related to the provision of services for the maritime transport of crude oil and 
certain petroleum products to third countries, Decision (CFSP) 2022/1909 further prohibits the maritime transport 
of such goods to third countries. That prohibition should not be applicable unless and until the Council adopts the 
necessary measures making the price cap applicable.
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(14) In the event that a vessel under the flag of a third country has transported Russian crude oil or petroleum products 
purchased at a price above the price cap, it should be prohibited to provide technical assistance, brokering services, 
financing or financial assistance, including insurance, related to any transport in the future by that vessel of crude 
oil or petroleum products.

(15) Decision (CFSP) 2022/1909 also expands the prohibition to engage in any transaction with certain Russian State- 
owned or controlled legal persons, entities or bodies by including a ban on Union nationals to hold any posts on 
the governing bodies of those legal persons, entities or bodies.

(16) Decision (CFSP) 2022/1909 adds to the list of Russian State-owned or controlled entities that are subject to the 
transaction ban the Russian Maritime Register of Shipping, a 100 % State-owned entity which performs activities 
related to the classification and inspection, including in the field of security, of Russian and non-Russian ships and 
crafts. That addition prohibits the provision of any sort of economically valuable benefit to the Russian Maritime 
Register of Shipping. Decision (CFSP) 2022/1909 also requires the withdrawal of authorisations granted by Member 
States to the Russian Maritime Register of Shipping under Directive 2005/65/EC (6), 2009/15/EC (7) or (EU) 
2016/1629 (8) of the European Parliament and of the Council or Regulation (EC) No 725/2004 of the European 
Parliament and of the Council (9). To enable the Member States to effect such withdrawals in compliance with 
Regulation (EC) No 391/2009 of the European Parliament and of the Council (10) and Directive (EU) 2016/1629, 
the Union's recognition of the Russian Maritime Register of Shipping should be withdrawn.

(17) Decision (CFSP) 2022/1909 extends the port access and lock ban in the territory of the Union to vessels certified by 
the Russian Maritime Register of Shipping.

(18) Decision (CFSP) 2022/1909 removes the threshold for the existing prohibition on the provision of crypto-asset 
wallet, account or custody services to Russian persons and residents, thereby banning the provision of such services 
regardless of the total value of such crypto-assets.

(19) Furthermore, Decision (CFSP) 2022/1909 extends the existing prohibition on the provision of certain services to the 
Russian Federation by banning the provision of architectural and engineering services as well as of IT consultancy 
services and legal advisory services. In line with the Central Products Classification as set out in Statistical Office of 
the United Nations, Statistical Papers, Series M, No 77, CPC prov., 1991, ‘architectural and engineering services’ 
covers both architectural and engineering services as well as integrated engineering services, urban planning and 
landscape architectural services and engineering-related scientific and technical consulting services. The provision of 
technical assistance related to goods exported to Russia remains allowed, provided that the sale, supply, transfer or 
export of such goods is not prohibited under this Regulation at the time at which such technical assistance is 
provided. ‘IT consultancy services’ covers consultancy services related to the installation of computer hardware, 
including assistance services to the clients in the installation of computer hardware (i.e. physical equipment) and 
computer networks, and software implementation services, including all services involving consultancy services on, 
development of and implementation of software. ‘Legal advisory services’ covers: the provision of legal advice to 
customers in non-contentious matters, including commercial transactions, involving the application or 
interpretation of law; participation with or on behalf of clients in commercial transactions, negotiations and other 
dealings with third parties; and preparation, execution and verification of legal documents. ‘Legal advisory services’ 
does not include any representation, advice, preparation of documents or verification of documents in the context 
of legal representation services, namely in matters or proceedings before administrative agencies, courts or other 
duly constituted official tribunals, or in arbitral or mediation proceedings.

(6) Directive 2005/65/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 October 2005 on enhancing port security (OJ L 310, 
25.11.2005, p. 28).

(7) Directive 2009/15/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 23 April 2009 on common rules and standards for ship 
inspection and survey organisations and for the relevant activities of maritime administrations (OJ L 131, 28.5.2009, p. 47).

(8) Directive (EU) 2016/1629 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 14 September 2016 laying down technical requirements 
for inland waterway vessels, amending Directive 2009/100/EC and repealing Directive 2006/87/EC (OJ L 252, 16.9.2016, p. 118).

(9) Regulation (EC) No 725/2004 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 31 March 2004 on enhancing ship and port facility 
security (OJ L 129, 29.4.2004, p. 6).

(10) Regulation (EC) No 391/2009 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 23 April 2009 on common rules and standards for 
ship inspection and survey organisations (OJ L 131 28.5.2009, p. 11).
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(20) Finally, Decision (CFSP) 2022/1909 makes certain technical corrections in the operative text and certain annexes.

(21) These measures fall within the scope of the Treaty and therefore, in particular with a view to ensuring their uniform 
application in all Member States, regulatory action at the level of the Union is necessary.

(22) Regulation (EU) No 833/2014 should therefore be amended accordingly,

HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION:

Article 1

Regulation (EU) No 833/2014 is amended as follows:

(1) the following Article is inserted:

‘Article 2aa

1. It shall be prohibited to sell, supply, transfer or export, directly or indirectly, firearms, their parts and essential 
components and ammunition as listed in Annex I to Regulation (EU) No 258/2012 of the European Parliament and 
of the Council (*), whether or not originating in the Union, to any natural or legal person, entity or body in Russia or 
for use in Russia.

2. It shall be prohibited to:

(a) provide technical assistance, brokering services or other services related to the goods referred to in paragraph 1 
and to the provision, manufacture, maintenance and use of those goods, directly or indirectly to any natural or 
legal person, entity or body in Russia or for use in Russia;

(b) provide financing or financial assistance related to the goods referred to in paragraph 1 for any sale, supply, 
transfer or export of those goods, or for the provision of related technical assistance, brokering services or other 
services, directly or indirectly to any natural or legal person, entity or body in Russia, or for use in Russia.

_____________
(*) Regulation (EU) No 258/2012 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 14 March 2012 implementing 

Article 10 of the United Nations’ Protocol against the illicit manufacturing of and trafficking in firearms, their 
parts and components and ammunition, supplementing the United Nations Convention against Transnational 
Organised Crime (UN Firearms Protocol), and establishing export authorisation, and import and transit measures 
for firearms, their parts and components and ammunition (OJ L 94, 30.3.2012, p. 1).’;

(2) Article 3c is amended as follows:

(a) paragraph 5 is replaced by the following:

‘5. With regard to the goods listed in Part A of Annex XI, the prohibitions in paragraphs 1 and 4 shall not 
apply to the execution until 28 March 2022 of contracts concluded before 26 February 2022, or of ancillary 
contracts necessary for the execution of such contracts.’;

(b) the following paragraph is inserted:

‘5a. With regard to the goods listed in Part B of Annex XI, the prohibitions in paragraphs 1 and 4 shall not 
apply to the execution until 6 November 2022 of contracts concluded before 7 October 2022, or of ancillary 
contracts necessary for the execution of such contracts.’;
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(c) the following paragraph is inserted:

‘6a. By way of derogation from paragraphs 1 and 4, the competent authorities may authorise, under such 
conditions as they deem appropriate, the sale, supply, transfer or export of the goods listed in Part B of Annex 
XI, or related technical assistance, brokering services, financing or financial assistance, after having determined 
that it is necessary for the production of titanium goods required in the aeronautic industry, for which no 
alternative supply is available.’;

(3) Article 3ea is amended as follows:

(a) the following paragraph is inserted:

‘1a. The prohibition in paragraph 1 shall also apply, after 8 April 2023, to any vessel certified by the Russian 
Maritime Register of Shipping.’;

(b) in paragraph 3, the introductory wording is replaced by the following:

‘3. For the purposes of this Article, with the exception of paragraph 1a, a “vessel” means:’;

(c) paragraph 4 is replaced by the following:

‘4. Paragraphs 1 and 1a shall not apply in the case of a vessel in need of assistance seeking a place of refuge, of 
an emergency port call for reasons of maritime safety, or for saving life at sea.’;

(d) in paragraph 5, the introductory wording is replaced by the following:

‘5. By way of derogation from paragraphs 1 and 1a, the competent authorities may authorise a vessel to access 
a port or lock, under such conditions as they deem appropriate, after having determined that the access is 
necessary for:’;

(e) the following paragraph is inserted:

‘5b. By way of derogation from paragraph 2, the competent authorities may authorise, under such conditions 
as they deem appropriate, a vessel to access a port or lock provided that it:

(a) has flown the Russian Federation flag under a bareboat charter registration initially effected prior to 
24 February 2022;

(b) has resumed its right to fly the flag of the underlying Member State registry before 31 January 2023; and

(c) is not owned, chartered, operated or otherwise controlled by a Russian national or any legal person, entity or 
body incorporated or constituted under the law of the Russian Federation.’;

(4) Article 3g is amended as follows:

(a) in paragraph 1, point (d) is replaced by the following:

‘(d) to import or purchase, as from 30 September 2023, directly or indirectly, iron and steel products as listed in 
Annex XVII when processed in a third country incorporating iron and steel products originating in Russia as 
listed in Annex XVII; with regard to products listed in Annex XVII processed in a third country incorporating 
steel products originating in Russia of CN code 7207 11 or 7207 12 10, this prohibition shall apply as of 
1 April 2024 for CN code 7207 11 and as of 1 October 2024 for CN code 7207 12 10;’;

(b) in paragraph 1, the following point is added:

‘(e) to provide, directly or indirectly, technical assistance, brokering services, financing or financial assistance, 
including financial derivatives, as well as insurance and re-insurance, related to the prohibitions in points (a), 
(b), (c) and (d).’;

(c) paragraph 2 is replaced by the following:

‘2. With regard to the goods listed in Part A of Annex XVII, and irrespective of whether they are listed in Part B 
of that Annex, the prohibitions in paragraph 1 shall not apply to the execution until 17 June 2022 of contracts 
concluded before 16 March 2022, or of ancillary contracts necessary for the execution of such contracts.’;
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(d) the following paragraphs are added:

‘3. With regard to the goods listed in Part B of Annex XVII that are not listed in Part A of that Annex, and 
without prejudice to paragraph 4, the prohibitions in paragraph 1 shall not apply to the execution until 
8 January 2023 of contracts concluded before 7 October 2022, or of ancillary contracts necessary for the 
execution of such contracts. This provision does not apply to goods falling under CN codes 7207 11
and 7207 12 10, for which the paragraphs 4 and 5 apply.

4. The prohibitions in points (a), (b), (c) and (e) of paragraph 1 shall not apply to the import, purchase or 
transport, or related technical or financial assistance, of the following quantities of goods falling under CN code 
7207 12 10:

(a) 3 747 905 metric tonnes between 7 October 2022 and 30 September 2023;

(b) 3 747 905 metric tonnes between 1 October 2023 and 30 September 2024.

5. The prohibitions in paragraph 1 shall not apply to the import, purchase or transport, or related technical or 
financial assistance, of the following quantities of goods falling under CN code 7207 11:

(a) 487 202 metric tonnes between 7 October 2022 and 30 September 2023;

(b) 85 260 metric tonnes between 1 October 2023 and 31 December 2023;

(c) 48 720 metric tonnes between 1 January 2024 and 31 March 2024.

6. The import volume quotas set out in paragraphs 4 and 5 shall be managed by the Commission and the 
Member States in accordance with the management system for tariff-rate quotas provided for in Articles 49 to 
54 of Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) 2015/2447 (*).

7. By way of derogation from paragraph 1, the competent authorities may authorise the purchase, import or 
transfer of the goods listed in Annex XVII, under such conditions as they deem appropriate, after having 
determined that this is necessary for the establishment, operation, maintenance, fuel supply and retreatment and 
safety of civil nuclear capabilities, and the continuation of design, construction and commissioning required for 
the completion of civil nuclear facilities, the supply of precursor material for the production of medical 
radioisotopes and similar medical applications, or critical technology for environmental radiation monitoring, as 
well as for civil nuclear cooperation, in particular in the field of research and development.

8. The Member State concerned shall inform the other Member States and the Commission of any 
authorisation granted under paragraph 7 within two weeks of the authorisation.

_____________
(*) Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) 2015/2447 of 24 November 2015 laying down detailed rules for 

implementing certain provisions of Regulation (EU) No 952/2013 of the European Parliament and of the 
Council laying down the Union Customs Code (OJ L 343 29.12.2015, p. 558).’;

(5) Article 3i is amended as follows:

(a) paragraph 3 is replaced by the following:

‘3. With regard to the goods listed in Part A of Annex XXI, the prohibitions in paragraphs 1 and 2 shall not 
apply to the execution until 10 July 2022 of contracts concluded before 9 April 2022, or of ancillary contracts 
necessary for the execution of such contracts.’;

(b) the following paragraphs are inserted:

‘3a. The prohibition in paragraph 1 shall not apply to purchases in Russia which are necessary for the 
functioning of diplomatic and consular representations of the Union and of the Member States, including 
delegations, embassies and missions, or for the personal use of nationals of Member States and their immediate 
family members.

3b. With regard to the goods listed in Part B of Annex XXI, the prohibitions in paragraphs 1 and 2 shall not 
apply to the execution until 8 January 2023 of contracts concluded before 7 October 2022, or of ancillary 
contracts necessary for the execution of such contracts.
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3c. By way of derogation from paragraphs 1 and 2, the competent authorities may authorise the purchase, 
import or transfer of the goods listed in Annex XXI, or the provision of related technical and financial assistance, 
under such conditions as they deem appropriate, after having determined that this is necessary for the 
establishment, operation, maintenance, fuel supply and retreatment and safety of civil nuclear capabilities, and 
the continuation of design, construction and commissioning required for the completion of civil nuclear 
facilities, the supply of precursor material for the production of medical radioisotopes and similar medical 
applications, or critical technology for environmental radiation monitoring, as well as for civil nuclear 
cooperation, in particular in the field of research and development.’;

(c) The following paragraph is added:

‘6. The Member State concerned shall inform the other Member States and the Commission of any 
authorisation granted under paragraph 3c within two weeks of the authorisation.’;

(6) in Article 3j, paragraph 1 is replaced by the following:

‘1. It shall be prohibited to purchase, import or transfer, directly or indirectly, coal and other products, as listed in 
Annex XXII, into the Union if they originate in Russia or are exported from Russia.’;

(7) Article 3k is amended as follows:

(a) the following paragraph is inserted:

‘3a. With regard to the goods falling under CN codes 2701, 2702, 2703 and 2704 as listed in Annex XXIII, the 
prohibitions in paragraph 1 and 2 shall not apply to the execution until 8 January 2023 of contracts concluded 
before 7 October 2022, or of ancillary contracts necessary for the execution of such contracts.’;

(b) in paragraph 5, the following point is added:

‘(c) the establishment, operation, maintenance, fuel supply and retreatment and safety of civil nuclear capabilities, 
and the continuation of design, construction and commissioning required for the completion of civil nuclear 
facilities, the supply of precursor material for the production of medical radioisotopes and similar medical 
applications, or critical technology for environmental radiation monitoring, as well as for civil nuclear 
cooperation, in particular in the field of research and development.’;

(8) Article 3n is amended as follows:

(a) paragraph 2 is replaced by the following:

‘2. The prohibition in paragraph 1 shall not apply to the execution of contracts concluded before 4 June 2022, 
or of ancillary contracts necessary for the execution of such contracts until:

(a) 5 December 2022, for crude oil falling under CN code 2709 00;

(b) 5 February 2023, for petroleum products falling under CN code 2710.’;

(b) the following paragraphs are added:

‘3. The prohibition in paragraph 1 does not apply to the payment of insurance claims after 5 December 2022, 
for crude oil falling under CN code 2709 00, or after 5 February 2023, for petroleum products falling under CN 
code 2710, on the basis of insurance contracts concluded before 4 June 2022 and provided that the insurance 
coverage has ceased by the relevant date.

4. It shall be prohibited to transport, including through ship-to-ship transfers, to third countries, crude oil 
falling under CN code 2709 00, as of 5 December 2022, or petroleum products falling under CN code 2710, as 
of 5 February 2023, as listed in Annex XXV, which originate in Russia or which have been exported from Russia.

5. The prohibition in paragraph 4 shall apply as from the date of entry into force of the first Council Decision 
amending Annex XI to Decision 2014/512/CFSP in accordance with Article 4p(9)(a) of that Decision.
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As from the date of entry into force of every subsequent Council Decision amending Annex XI to Decision 
2014/512/CFSP, the prohibition in paragraph 4 shall not apply, for a period of 90 days, to the transport of 
products listed in Annex XXV to this Regulation which originate in Russia or which have been exported from 
Russia, provided that:

(a) the transport is based on a contract concluded before that date of entry into force; and

(b) the purchase price per barrel did not exceed the price laid down in Annex XXVIII to this Regulation on the 
date of conclusion of that contract.

6. The prohibitions in paragraphs 1 and 4 shall not apply:

(a) as of 5 December 2022, to crude oil falling under CN code 2709 00, and as of 5 February 2023, to petroleum 
products falling under CN code 2710, which originate in Russia or which have been exported from Russia, 
provided that the purchase price per barrel of such products does not exceed the price laid down in Annex 
XXVIII;

(b) to crude oil or petroleum products as listed in Annex XXV where those goods originate in a third country and 
are only being loaded in, departing from or transiting through Russia, provided that both the origin and the 
owner of those goods are non-Russian;

(c) to the transport, or to technical assistance, brokering services, financing or financial assistance related to such 
transport, of the products mentioned in Annex XXIX to the third countries mentioned therein, for the 
duration specified in that Annex.

7. In the event that, after the entry into force of a Council Decision amending Annex XI to Decision 
2014/512/CFSP, a vessel has transported the crude oil or petroleum products referred to in paragraph 4 whose 
purchase price per barrel exceeded the price laid down in Annex XXVIII to this Regulation on the date of 
conclusion of the contract for such purchase, it shall be prohibited thereafter to provide the services referred to 
in paragraph 1 relating to the transport of crude oil or petroleum products by that vessel.

8. The prohibition in paragraph 1 shall not apply to the provision of pilot services necessary for reasons of 
maritime safety.’;

(9) Article 5aa is amended as follows:

(a) the following paragraph is inserted:

‘1a. It shall be prohibited as from 22 October 2022 to hold any posts in the governing bodies of any legal 
person, entity or body referred to in paragraph 1.’;

(b) paragraph 2 is replaced by the following:

‘2. The prohibition in paragraph 1 shall not apply to the execution until 15 May 2022 of contracts concluded 
with a legal person, entity or body referred to in Part A of Annex XIX before 16 March 2022, or of ancillary 
contracts necessary for the execution of such contracts.’;

(c) paragraph 2a is replaced by the following:

‘2a. The prohibition in paragraph 1 shall not apply to the reception of payments due by the legal persons, 
entities or bodies referred to in Part A of Annex XIX pursuant to contracts performed before 15 May 2022.’;

(d) the following paragraphs are inserted:

‘2b. The prohibition in paragraph 1 shall not apply to the execution until 8 January 2023 of contracts 
concluded with a legal person, entity or body referred to in Part B of Annex XIX before 7 October 2022, or of 
ancillary contracts necessary for the execution of such contracts.

2c. The prohibition in paragraph 1 shall not apply to the reception of payments due by the legal persons, 
entities or bodies referred to in Part B of Annex XIX pursuant to contracts performed before 8 January 2023.’;
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(e) the following paragraph is added:

‘4. By way of derogation from the procedure laid down in Article 7(3) of Regulation (EC) No 391/2009 of the 
European Parliament and of the Council (*) and in Article 21(3) of Directive (EU) 2016/1629 of the 
European Parliament and of the Council (**), the Union's recognition of the Russian Maritime Register of 
Shipping under Regulation (EC) No 391/2009 and Directive (EU) 2016/1629 is withdrawn.

_____________
(*) Regulation (EC) No 391/2009 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 23 April 2009 on common 

rules and standards for ship inspection and survey organisations (OJ L 131 28.5.2009, p. 11).
(**) Directive (EU) 2016/1629 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 14 September 2016 laying 

down technical requirements for inland waterway vessels, amending Directive 2009/100/EC and repealing 
Directive 2006/87/EC (OJ L 252, 16.9.2016, p. 118).’;

(10) in Article 5b, paragraph 2 is replaced by the following:

‘2. It shall be prohibited to provide crypto-asset wallet, account or custody services to Russian nationals or natural 
persons residing in Russia, or legal persons, entities or bodies established in Russia.’;

(11) in Article 5m, paragraph 4 is replaced by the following:

‘4. Paragraphs 1 and 2 shall not apply when the trustor or beneficiary is a national of a Member State, of a country 
member of the European Economic Area or of Switzerland, or a natural person having a temporary or permanent 
residence permit in a Member State, in a country member of the European Economic Area or in Switzerland.’;

(12) Article 5n is replaced by the following:

‘Article 5n

1. It shall be prohibited to provide, directly or indirectly, accounting, auditing, including statutory audit, 
bookkeeping or tax consulting services, or business and management consulting or public relations services to:

(a) the Government of Russia; or

(b) legal persons, entities or bodies established in Russia.

2. It shall be prohibited to provide, directly or indirectly, architectural and engineering services, legal advisory 
services and IT consultancy services to:

(a) the Government of Russia; or

(b) legal persons, entities or bodies established in Russia.

3. Paragraph 1 shall not apply to the provision of services that are strictly necessary for the termination by 5 July 
2022 of contracts which are not compliant with this Article concluded before 4 June 2022, or of ancillary contracts 
necessary for the execution of such contracts.

4. Paragraph 2 shall not apply to the provision of services that are strictly necessary for the termination by 
8 January 2023 of contracts which are not compliant with this Article concluded before 7 October 2022, or of 
ancillary contracts necessary for the execution of such contracts.

5. Paragraphs 1 and 2 shall not apply to the provision of services that are strictly necessary for the exercise of the 
right of defence in judicial proceedings and the right to an effective legal remedy.

6. Paragraphs 1 and 2 shall not apply to the provision of services which are strictly necessary to ensure access to 
judicial, administrative or arbitral proceedings in a Member State, or for the recognition or enforcement of a 
judgment or an arbitration award rendered in a Member State, provided that such provision of services is consistent 
with the objectives of this Regulation and of Council Regulation (EU) No 269/2014 (*).
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7. Paragraphs 1 and 2 shall not apply to the provision of services intended for the exclusive use of legal persons, 
entities or bodies established in Russia that are owned by, or solely or jointly controlled by, a legal person, entity or 
body which is incorporated or constituted under the law of a Member State, a country member of the European 
Economic Area, Switzerland or a partner country as listed in Annex VIII.

8. Paragraph 2 shall not apply to the provision of services necessary for public health emergencies, the urgent 
prevention or mitigation of an event likely to have a serious and significant impact on human health and safety or 
the environment, or as a response to natural disasters.

9. Paragraph 2 shall not apply to the provision of services necessary for software updates for non-military use and 
for a non-military end user, permitted by Articles 2(3)(d) and 2a(3)(d) in relation to goods listed in Annex VII.

10. By way of derogation from paragraphs 1 and 2, the competent authorities may authorise the services referred 
to therein, under such conditions as they deem appropriate, after having determined that this is necessary for:

(a) humanitarian purposes such as delivering or facilitating the delivery of assistance, including medical supplies, 
food, or the transfer of humanitarian workers and related assistance, or for evacuations;

(b) civil society activities that directly promote democracy, human rights or the rule of law in Russia; or

(c) the functioning of diplomatic and consular representations of the Union and of the Member States or partner 
countries in Russia, including delegations, embassies and missions, or international organisations in Russia 
enjoying immunities in accordance with international law.

11. By way of derogation from paragraphs 1 and 2, the competent authorities may authorise the services referred 
to therein, under such conditions as they deem appropriate, after having determined that this is necessary for:

(a) ensuring critical energy supply within the Union and the purchase, import or transport into the Union of 
titanium, aluminium, copper, nickel, palladium and iron ore;

(b) ensuring the continuous operation of infrastructures, hardware and software which are critical for human health 
and safety, or the safety of the environment;

(c) the establishment, operation, maintenance, fuel supply and retreatment and safety of civil nuclear capabilities, and 
the continuation of design, construction and commissioning required for the completion of civil nuclear facilities, 
the supply of precursor material for the production of medical radioisotopes and similar medical applications, or 
critical technology for environmental radiation monitoring, as well as for civil nuclear cooperation, in particular 
in the field of research and development; or

(d) the provision of electronic communication services by Union telecommunication operators necessary for the 
operation, maintenance and security, including cybersecurity, of electronic communication services, in Russia, in 
Ukraine, in the Union, between Russia and the Union, and between Ukraine and the Union, and for data centre 
services in the Union.

12. The Member State concerned shall inform the other Member States and the Commission of any authorisation 
granted under paragraphs 10 and 11 within two weeks of the authorisation.

_____________
(*) Council Regulation (EU) No 269/2014 of 17 March 2014 concerning restrictive measures in respect of actions 

undermining or threatening the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine (OJ L 78, 
17.3.2014, p. 6).’;

(13) the following Article is inserted:

‘Article 7a

The Commission shall amend:

(a) Annex XXVIII in accordance with the decisions of the Council amending Decision 2014/512/CFSP to update the 
prices agreed by the Price Cap Coalition; and
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(b) Annex XXIX, in accordance with the decisions of the Council amending Decision 2014/512/CFSP to update the 
list of exempted energy projects on the basis of objective eligibility criteria agreed by the Price Cap Coalition.’;

(14) Annex VII is amended in accordance with Annex I to this Regulation;

(15) Annex VIII is amended in accordance with Annex II to this Regulation;

(16) Annex XI is amended in accordance with Annex III to this Regulation;

(17) Annex XVII is amended in accordance with Annex IV to this Regulation;

(18) Annex XIX is amended in accordance with Annex V to this Regulation;

(19) Annex XXI is amended in accordance with Annex VI to this Regulation;

(20) Annex XXIII is amended in accordance with Annex VII to this Regulation;

(21) Annex XXVIII is inserted in accordance with Annex VIII to this Regulation;

(22) Annex XXIX is inserted in accordance with Annex IX to this Regulation.

Article 2

This Regulation shall enter into force on the day following that of its publication in the Official Journal of the European Union.

This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member States.

Done at Brussels, 6 October 2022.

For the Council
The President

M. BEK
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ANNEX I 

Annex VII to Regulation (EU) No 833/2014 is amended as follows:

1) the following heading is added after the title ‘List of goods and technology referred to in Articles 2a(1) and 2b(1)’:

‘Part A’;

2) in ‘Category VIII – Miscellaneous items’, the following items are inserted:

‘X.A.VIII.020 Weapons and devices designed for the purpose of riot control or self-protection, as follows:

a. Portable electric discharge weapons that can target only one individual each time an electric shock is 
administered, including but not limited to electric shock batons, electric shock shields, stun guns and 
electric shock dart guns;

b. Kits containing all essential components for assembly of portable electric discharge weapons 
controlled by item X.A.VIII.020.a; or

Note: The following goods are considered to be essential components:

1. The unit producing an electric shock;

2. The switch, whether or not on a remote control; and

3. The electrodes or, where applicable, the wires through which the electrical shock is to be administered.

c. Fixed or mountable electric discharge weapons that cover a wide area and can target multiple 
individuals with electrical shocks.

X.A.VIII.021 Weapons and equipment disseminating incapacitating or irritating chemical substances for the purpose 
of riot control or self-protection and certain related substances, as follows:

a. Portable weapons and equipment which either administer a dose of an incapacitating or irritating 
chemical substance that targets one individual or disseminate a dose of such substance affecting a 
small area, e.g. in the form of a spray fog or cloud, when the chemical substance is administered or 
disseminated;

Note 1: This item does not control equipment controlled by item ML7(e) of the CML of the European Union.

Note 2: This item does not control individual portable equipment, even if containing a chemical substance, when 
accompanying their user for the user's own personal protection.

Note 3: In addition to relevant chemical substances, such as riot control agents or PAVA, the goods controlled by 
items X.A.VIII.021.c and X.A.VIII.021.d shall be deemed to be incapacitating or irritating chemical 
substances.

b. Pelargonic acid vanillylamide (PAVA) (CAS 2444-46-4);

c. Oleoresin capsicum (OC) (CAS 8023-77-6);

d. Mixtures containing at least 0,3 % by weight of PAVA or OC and a solvent (such as ethanol, 
1-propanol or hexane), which could be administered as such as incapacitating or irritating agents, in 
particular in aerosols and in liquid form, or used for manufacturing of incapacitating or irritating 
agents;

Note 1: This item does not control sauces and preparations therefor, soups or preparations therefor and mixed 
condiments or seasonings, provided that PAVA or OC is not the only constituent flavour in them.

Note 2: This item does not control medicinal products for which a marketing authorisation has been granted in 
accordance with Union law.
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e. Fixed equipment for the dissemination of incapacitating or irritating chemical substances, which can 
be attached to a wall or to a ceiling inside a building, comprises a canister of irritating or 
incapacitating chemical agents and is activated using a remote control system; or

Note: In addition to relevant chemical substances, such as riot control agents or PAVA, the goods controlled by 
items X.A.VIII.021.c and X.A.VIII.021.d shall be deemed to be incapacitating or irritating chemical 
substances

f. Fixed or mountable equipment for the dissemination of incapacitating or irritating chemical agents 
that covers a wide area and is not designed to be attached to a wall or to a ceiling inside a building.

Note 1: This item does not control equipment controlled by item ML7(e) of the CML of the European Union.

Note 2: In addition to relevant chemical substances, such as riot control agents or PAVA, the goods controlled by 
items X.A.VIII.021.c and X.A.VIII.021.d shall be deemed to be incapacitating or irritating chemical 
substances.

X.A.VIII.022 Products which could be used for the execution of human beings by means of lethal injection, as follows:

a. Short and intermediate acting barbiturate anaesthetic agents including, but not limited to:

1. Amobarbital (CAS 57-43-2);

2. Amobarbital sodium salt (CAS 64-43-7);

3. Pentobarbital (CAS 76-74-4);

4. Pentobarbital sodium salt (CAS 57-33-0);

5. Secobarbital (CAS 76-73-3);

6. Secobarbital sodium salt (CAS 309-43-3);

7. Thiopental (CAS 76-75-5); or

8. Thiopental sodium salt (CAS 71-73-8), also known as thiopentone sodium;

b. Products containing one of the anaesthetic agents listed under X.A.VIII.022.a.’;

3) in ‘Category IX – Special Materials and Related Equipment’, section ‘X.C.IX.001 Separate chemically defined compounds 
according to Note 1 to Chapters 28 and 29 of the Combined Nomenclature’, point ‘b. In concentrations of 90 % weight 
or greater, as follows:’, the following items are added:

‘39. Mercury (CAS 7439-97-6);

40. Barium chloride (CAS 10361-37-2);

41. Sulphuric acid (CAS 7664-93-9);

42. 3,3-dimethyl-1-butene (CAS 558-37-2);

43. 2,2-dimethylpropanal (CAS 630-19-3);

44. 2,2-dimethylpropylchloride (CAS 753-89-9);

45. 2-methylbutene (CAS 26760-64-5);

46. 2-chloro-3-methylbutane (CAS 631-65-2);

47. 2,3-dimethyl-2,3-butanediol (CAS 76-09-5);

48. 2-methyl-2-butene (CAS 513-35-9);

49. Butyl lithium (CAS 109-72-8);

50. Bromo(methyl)magnesium (CAS 75-16-1);

51. Formaldehyde (CAS 50-00-0);

52. Diethanolamine (CAS 111-42-2);
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53. Dimethylcarbonate (CAS 616-38-6);

54. Methyldiethanolamine hydrochloride (CAS 54060-15-0);

55. Diethylamine hydrochloride (CAS 660-68-4);

56. Diisopropylamine hydrochloride (CAS 819-79-4);

57. 3-Quinuclidinone hydrochloride (CAS 1193-65-3);

58. 3-Quinuclidinol hydrochloride (CAS 6238-13-7);

59. (R)-3- Quinuclidinol hydrochloride (CAS 42437-96-7);

60. N,N-Diethylaminoethanol hydrochloride (CAS 14426-20-1).’;

4) the following part is added:

‘Part B

1. Semiconductor devices

CN Code Description

8541 10 Diodes, other than photosensitive or light-emitting diodes (LED)

8541 21 Transistors, other than photosensitive transistors with a dissipation rate of less than 1 W

8541 29 Other transistors, other than photosensitive transistors

8541 49 Photosensitive semiconductor devices (excl. Photovoltaic generators and cells)

8541 51 Other semiconductor devices: Semiconductor-based transducers

8541 59 Other semiconductor devices

8541 90 Semiconductor devices: Parts

2. Electronic integrated circuits

CN Code Description

8542 31 Processors and controllers, whether or not combined with memories, converters, logic 
circuits, amplifiers, clock and timing circuits, or other circuits

8542 32 Memories

8542 33 Amplifiers

8542 39 Other Electronic Integrated Circuits

8542 90 Electronic integrated circuits: Parts

3. Photographic cameras

CN Code Description

9006 30 Cameras specially designed for underwater use, for aerial survey or for medical or surgical 
examination of internal organs; comparison cameras for forensic or criminological 
purposes’
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ANNEX II 

In Annex VIII to Regulation (EU) No 833/2014, the title is replaced by:

‘List of partner countries referred to in Articles 2(4), 2a(4), 2d(4), 3h(3), 3k(4) and 5n(7)’.
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ANNEX III 

Annex XI to Regulation (EU) No 833/2014 is replaced by the following:

‘ANNEX XI

List of goods and technologies referred to in Article 3c(1) 

Part A

CN Code Description

88 Aircraft, spacecraft, and parts thereof

Part B

CN Code Description

ex 2710 19 83 Hydraulic oils for the usage in vehicles of Chapter 88

2710 19 99 Other lubricating oils and other oils for use in aviation

4011 30 00 New pneumatic tyres of rubber, of a kind used on aircraft

ex 6813 20 00 Brake discs and pads for use on aircraft

6813 81 00 Brake linings and pads

8517 71 00 Aerials and aerial reflectors of all kinds; parts suitable for use therewith

8517 79 00 Other parts related to aerials

9024 10 00 Machines and appliances for testing the hardness, strength, compressibility, elasticity or other 
mechanical properties of materials: Machines and appliances for testing metals

9026 00 00 Instruments and apparatus for measuring or checking the flow, level, pressure or other variables of 
liquids or gases (for example, flow meters, level gauges, manometers, heat meters), excluding 
instruments and apparatus of heading 9014, 9015, 9028 or 9032’
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ANNEX IV 

Annex XVII to Regulation (EU) No 833/2014 is replaced by the following:

‘ANNEX XVII

List of iron and steel products referred to in Article 3g 

Part A

CN/TARIC Codes Name of the good

7208 10 00 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7208 25 00 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7208 26 00 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7208 27 00 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7208 36 00 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7208 37 00 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7208 38 00 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7208 39 00 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7208 40 00 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7208 52 99 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7208 53 90 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7208 54 00 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7211 14 00 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7211 19 00 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7212 60 00 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7225 19 10 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7225 30 10 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7225 30 30 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7225 30 90 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7225 40 15 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7225 40 90 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7226 19 10 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7226 91 20 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7226 91 91 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7226 91 99 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7209 15 00 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Cold Rolled Sheets

7209 16 90 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Cold Rolled Sheets

7209 17 90 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Cold Rolled Sheets

7209 18 91 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Cold Rolled Sheets

7209 25 00 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Cold Rolled Sheets

7209 26 90 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Cold Rolled Sheets

7209 27 90 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Cold Rolled Sheets
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CN/TARIC Codes Name of the good

7209 28 90 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Cold Rolled Sheets

7209 90 20 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Cold Rolled Sheets

7209 90 80 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Cold Rolled Sheets

7211 23 20 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Cold Rolled Sheets

7211 23 30 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Cold Rolled Sheets

7211 23 80 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Cold Rolled Sheets

7211 29 00 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Cold Rolled Sheets

7211 90 20 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Cold Rolled Sheets

7211 90 80 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Cold Rolled Sheets

7225 50 20 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Cold Rolled Sheets

7225 50 80 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Cold Rolled Sheets

7226 20 00 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Cold Rolled Sheets

7226 92 00 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Cold Rolled Sheets

7209 16 10 Electrical Sheets (other than GOES)

7209 17 10 Electrical Sheets (other than GOES)

7209 18 10 Electrical Sheets (other than GOES)

7209 26 10 Electrical Sheets (other than GOES)

7209 27 10 Electrical Sheets (other than GOES)

7209 28 10 Electrical Sheets (other than GOES)

7225 19 90 Electrical Sheets (other than GOES)

7226 19 80 Electrical Sheets (other than GOES)

7210 41 00 20 Metallic Coated Sheets

7210 41 00 30 Metallic Coated Sheets

7210 49 00 20 Metallic Coated Sheets

7210 49 00 30 Metallic Coated Sheets

7210 61 00 20 Metallic Coated Sheets

7210 61 00 30 Metallic Coated Sheets

7210 69 00 20 Metallic Coated Sheets

7210 69 00 30 Metallic Coated Sheets

7212 30 00 20 Metallic Coated Sheets

7212 30 00 30 Metallic Coated Sheets

7212 50 61 20 Metallic Coated Sheets

7212 50 61 30 Metallic Coated Sheets

7212 50 69 20 Metallic Coated Sheets

7212 50 69 30 Metallic Coated Sheets

7225 92 00 20 Metallic Coated Sheets

7225 92 00 30 Metallic Coated Sheets

7225 99 00 11 Metallic Coated Sheets
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CN/TARIC Codes Name of the good

7225 99 00 22 Metallic Coated Sheets

7225 99 00 23 Metallic Coated Sheets

7225 99 00 41 Metallic Coated Sheets

7225 99 00 45 Metallic Coated Sheets

7225 99 00 91 Metallic Coated Sheets

7225 99 00 92 Metallic Coated Sheets

7225 99 00 93 Metallic Coated Sheets

7226 99 30 10 Metallic Coated Sheets

7226 99 30 30 Metallic Coated Sheets

7226 99 70 11 Metallic Coated Sheets

7226 99 70 13 Metallic Coated Sheets

7226 99 70 91 Metallic Coated Sheets

7226 99 70 93 Metallic Coated Sheets

7226 99 70 94 Metallic Coated Sheets

7210 20 00 Metallic Coated Sheets

7210 30 00 Metallic Coated Sheets

7210 90 80 Metallic Coated Sheets

7212 20 00 Metallic Coated Sheets

7212 50 20 Metallic Coated Sheets

7212 50 30 Metallic Coated Sheets

7212 50 40 Metallic Coated Sheets

7212 50 90 Metallic Coated Sheets

7225 91 00 Metallic Coated Sheets

7226 99 10 Metallic Coated Sheets

7210 41 00 80 Metallic Coated Sheets

7210 49 00 80 Metallic Coated Sheets

7210 61 00 80 Metallic Coated Sheets

7210 69 00 80 Metallic Coated Sheets

7212 30 00 80 Metallic Coated Sheets

7212 50 61 80 Metallic Coated Sheets

7212 50 69 80 Metallic Coated Sheets

7225 92 00 80 Metallic Coated Sheets

7225 99 00 25 Metallic Coated Sheets

7225 99 00 95 Metallic Coated Sheets

7226 99 30 90 Metallic Coated Sheets

7226 99 70 19 Metallic Coated Sheets

7226 99 70 96 Metallic Coated Sheets

7210 70 80 Organic Coated Sheets
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CN/TARIC Codes Name of the good

7212 40 80 Organic Coated Sheets

7209 18 99 Tin Mill products

7210 11 00 Tin Mill products

7210 12 20 Tin Mill products

7210 12 80 Tin Mill products

7210 50 00 Tin Mill products

7210 70 10 Tin Mill products

7210 90 40 Tin Mill products

7212 10 10 Tin Mill products

7212 10 90 Tin Mill products

7212 40 20 Tin Mill products

7208 51 20 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Quarto Plates

7208 51 91 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Quarto Plates

7208 51 98 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Quarto Plates

7208 52 91 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Quarto Plates

7208 90 20 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Quarto Plates

7208 90 80 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Quarto Plates

7210 90 30 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Quarto Plates

7225 40 12 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Quarto Plates

7225 40 40 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Quarto Plates

7225 40 60 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Quarto Plates

7219 11 00 Stainless Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7219 12 10 Stainless Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7219 12 90 Stainless Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7219 13 10 Stainless Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7219 13 90 Stainless Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7219 14 10 Stainless Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7219 14 90 Stainless Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7219 22 10 Stainless Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7219 22 90 Stainless Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7219 23 00 Stainless Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7219 24 00 Stainless Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7220 11 00 Stainless Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7220 12 00 Stainless Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7219 31 00 Stainless Cold Rolled Sheets and Strips

7219 32 10 Stainless Cold Rolled Sheets and Strips

7219 32 90 Stainless Cold Rolled Sheets and Strips

7219 33 10 Stainless Cold Rolled Sheets and Strips
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7219 33 90 Stainless Cold Rolled Sheets and Strips

7219 34 10 Stainless Cold Rolled Sheets and Strips

7219 34 90 Stainless Cold Rolled Sheets and Strips

7219 35 10 Stainless Cold Rolled Sheets and Strips

7219 35 90 Stainless Cold Rolled Sheets and Strips

7219 90 20 Stainless Cold Rolled Sheets and Strips

7219 90 80 Stainless Cold Rolled Sheets and Strips

7220 20 21 Stainless Cold Rolled Sheets and Strips

7220 20 29 Stainless Cold Rolled Sheets and Strips

7220 20 41 Stainless Cold Rolled Sheets and Strips

7220 20 49 Stainless Cold Rolled Sheets and Strips

7220 20 81 Stainless Cold Rolled Sheets and Strips

7220 20 89 Stainless Cold Rolled Sheets and Strips

7220 90 20 Stainless Cold Rolled Sheets and Strips

7220 90 80 Stainless Cold Rolled Sheets and Strips

7219 21 10 Stainless Hot Rolled Quarto Plates

7219 21 90 Stainless Hot Rolled Quarto Plates

7214 30 00 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Merchant Bars and Light Sections

7214 91 10 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Merchant Bars and Light Sections

7214 91 90 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Merchant Bars and Light Sections

7214 99 31 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Merchant Bars and Light Sections

7214 99 39 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Merchant Bars and Light Sections

7214 99 50 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Merchant Bars and Light Sections

7214 99 71 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Merchant Bars and Light Sections

7214 99 79 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Merchant Bars and Light Sections

7214 99 95 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Merchant Bars and Light Sections

7215 90 00 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Merchant Bars and Light Sections

7216 10 00 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Merchant Bars and Light Sections

7216 21 00 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Merchant Bars and Light Sections

7216 22 00 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Merchant Bars and Light Sections

7216 40 10 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Merchant Bars and Light Sections

7216 40 90 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Merchant Bars and Light Sections

7216 50 10 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Merchant Bars and Light Sections

7216 50 91 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Merchant Bars and Light Sections

7216 50 99 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Merchant Bars and Light Sections

7216 99 00 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Merchant Bars and Light Sections

7228 10 20 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Merchant Bars and Light Sections

7228 20 10 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Merchant Bars and Light Sections
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7228 20 91 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Merchant Bars and Light Sections

7228 30 20 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Merchant Bars and Light Sections

7228 30 41 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Merchant Bars and Light Sections

7228 30 49 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Merchant Bars and Light Sections

7228 30 61 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Merchant Bars and Light Sections

7228 30 69 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Merchant Bars and Light Sections

7228 30 70 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Merchant Bars and Light Sections

7228 30 89 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Merchant Bars and Light Sections

7228 60 20 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Merchant Bars and Light Sections

7228 60 80 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Merchant Bars and Light Sections

7228 70 10 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Merchant Bars and Light Sections

7228 70 90 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Merchant Bars and Light Sections

7228 80 00 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Merchant Bars and Light Sections

7214 20 00 Rebars

7214 99 10 Rebars

7222 11 11 Stainless Bars and Light Sections

7222 11 19 Stainless Bars and Light Sections

7222 11 81 Stainless Bars and Light Sections

7222 11 89 Stainless Bars and Light Sections

7222 19 10 Stainless Bars and Light Sections

7222 19 90 Stainless Bars and Light Sections

7222 20 11 Stainless Bars and Light Sections

7222 20 19 Stainless Bars and Light Sections

7222 20 21 Stainless Bars and Light Sections

7222 20 29 Stainless Bars and Light Sections

7222 20 31 Stainless Bars and Light Sections

7222 20 39 Stainless Bars and Light Sections

7222 20 81 Stainless Bars and Light Sections

7222 20 89 Stainless Bars and Light Sections

7222 30 51 Stainless Bars and Light Sections

7222 30 91 Stainless Bars and Light Sections

7222 30 97 Stainless Bars and Light Sections

7222 40 10 Stainless Bars and Light Sections

7222 40 50 Stainless Bars and Light Sections

7222 40 90 Stainless Bars and Light Sections

7221 00 10 Stainless Wire Rod

7221 00 90 Stainless Wire Rod

7213 10 00 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Wire Rod
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7213 20 00 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Wire Rod

7213 91 10 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Wire Rod

7213 91 20 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Wire Rod

7213 91 41 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Wire Rod

7213 91 49 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Wire Rod

7213 91 70 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Wire Rod

7213 91 90 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Wire Rod

7213 99 10 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Wire Rod

7213 99 90 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Wire Rod

7227 10 00 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Wire Rod

7227 20 00 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Wire Rod

7227 90 10 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Wire Rod

7227 90 50 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Wire Rod

7227 90 95 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Wire Rod

7216 31 10 Angles, Shapes and Sections of Iron or Non Alloy Steel

7216 31 90 Angles, Shapes and Sections of Iron or Non Alloy Steel

7216 32 11 Angles, Shapes and Sections of Iron or Non Alloy Steel

7216 32 19 Angles, Shapes and Sections of Iron or Non Alloy Steel

7216 32 91 Angles, Shapes and Sections of Iron or Non Alloy Steel

7216 32 99 Angles, Shapes and Sections of Iron or Non Alloy Steel

7216 33 10 Angles, Shapes and Sections of Iron or Non Alloy Steel

7216 33 90 Angles, Shapes and Sections of Iron or Non Alloy Steel

7301 10 00 Sheet Piling

7302 10 22 Railway Material

7302 10 28 Railway Material

7302 10 40 Railway Material

7302 10 50 Railway Material

7302 40 00 Railway Material

7306 30 41 Other tubes, pipes

7306 30 49 Other tubes, pipes

7306 30 72 Other tubes, pipes

7306 30 77 Other tubes, pipes

7306 61 10 Hollow sections

7306 61 92 Hollow sections

7306 61 99 Hollow sections

7304 11 00 Seamless Stainless Tubes and Pipes

7304 22 00 Seamless Stainless Tubes and Pipes

7304 24 00 Seamless Stainless Tubes and Pipes
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7304 41 00 Seamless Stainless Tubes and Pipes

7304 49 83 Seamless Stainless Tubes and Pipes

7304 49 85 Seamless Stainless Tubes and Pipes

7304 49 89 Seamless Stainless Tubes and Pipes

7304 19 10 Other Seamless Tubes

7304 19 30 Other Seamless Tubes

7304 19 90 Other Seamless Tubes

7304 23 00 Other Seamless Tubes

7304 29 10 Other Seamless Tubes

7304 29 30 Other Seamless Tubes

7304 29 90 Other Seamless Tubes

7304 31 20 Other Seamless Tubes

7304 31 80 Other Seamless Tubes

7304 39 30 Other Seamless Tubes

7304 39 50 Other Seamless Tubes

7304 39 82 Other Seamless Tubes

7304 39 83 Other Seamless Tubes

7304 39 88 Other Seamless Tubes

7304 51 81 Other Seamless Tubes

7304 51 89 Other Seamless Tubes

7304 59 82 Other Seamless Tubes

7304 59 83 Other Seamless Tubes

7304 59 89 Other Seamless Tubes

7304 90 00 Other Seamless Tubes

7305 11 00 Large welded tubes

7305 12 00 Large welded tubes

7305 19 00 Large welded tubes

7305 20 00 Large welded tubes

7305 31 00 Large welded tubes

7305 39 00 Large welded tubes

7305 90 00 Large welded tubes

7306 11 00 Other Welded Pipes

7306 19 00 Other Welded Pipes

7306 21 00 Other Welded Pipes

7306 29 00 Other Welded Pipes

7306 30 12 Other Welded Pipes

7306 30 18 Other Welded Pipes

7306 30 80 Other Welded Pipes
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7306 40 20 Other Welded Pipes

7306 40 80 Other Welded Pipes

7306 50 21 Other Welded Pipes

7306 50 29 Other Welded Pipes

7306 50 80 Other Welded Pipes

7306 69 10 Other Welded Pipes

7306 69 90 Other Welded Pipes

7306 90 00 Other Welded Pipes

7215 10 00 Non-alloy and other alloy cold finished bars

7215 50 11 Non-alloy and other alloy cold finished bars

7215 50 19 Non-alloy and other alloy cold finished bars

7215 50 80 Non-alloy and other alloy cold finished bars

7228 10 90 Non-alloy and other alloy cold finished bars

7228 20 99 Non-alloy and other alloy cold finished bars

7228 50 20 Non-alloy and other alloy cold finished bars

7228 50 40 Non-alloy and other alloy cold finished bars

7228 50 61 Non-alloy and other alloy cold finished bars

7228 50 69 Non-alloy and other alloy cold finished bars

7228 50 80 Non-alloy and other alloy cold finished bars

7217 10 10 Non Alloy Wire

7217 10 31 Non Alloy Wire

7217 10 39 Non Alloy Wire

7217 10 50 Non Alloy Wire

7217 10 90 Non Alloy Wire

7217 20 10 Non Alloy Wire

7217 20 30 Non Alloy Wire

7217 20 50 Non Alloy Wire

7217 20 90 Non Alloy Wire

7217 30 41 Non Alloy Wire

7217 30 49 Non Alloy Wire

7217 30 50 Non Alloy Wire

7217 30 90 Non Alloy Wire

7217 90 20 Non Alloy Wire

7217 90 50 Non Alloy Wire

7217 90 90 Non Alloy Wire
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7206 iron and non-alloy steel in ingots or other primary forms (excl. remelting scrap ingots, products 
obtained by continuous casting and iron of heading 7203)

7207 semi-finished products of iron or non-alloy steel

7208 flat-rolled products of iron or non-alloy steel, of a width >= 600 mm, hot-rolled, not clad, plated or 
coated

7209 flat-rolled products of iron or non-alloy steel, of a width of >= 600 mm, cold-rolled "cold-reduced", 
not clad, plated or coated

7210 flat-rolled products of iron or non-alloy steel, of a width >= 600 mm, hot-rolled or cold-rolled 
"cold-reduced", clad, plated or coated

7211 flat-rolled products of iron or non-alloy steel, of a width of < 600 mm, hot-rolled or cold-rolled 
"cold-reduced", not clad, plated or coated

7212 flat-rolled products of iron or non-alloy steel, of a width of < 600 mm, hot-rolled or cold-rolled 
"cold-reduced", clad, plated or coated

7213 bars and rods of iron or non-alloy steel, hot-rolled, in irregularly wound coils

7214 bars and rods, of iron or non-alloy steel, not further worked than forged, hot-rolled, hot-drawn or 
hot-extruded, but incl. those twisted after rolling (excl. in irregularly wound coils)

7215 bars and rods, of iron or non-alloy steel, cold-formed or cold-finished, whether or not further 
worked, or hot-formed and further worked, n.e.s.

7216 angles, shapes and sections of iron or non-alloy steel, n.e.s.

7217 wire of iron or non-alloy steel, in coils (excl. bars and rods)

7218 stainless steel in ingots or other primary forms (excl. remelting scrap ingots and products obtained 
by continuous casting); semi-finished products of stainless steel

7219 flat-rolled products of stainless steel, of a width of >= 600 mm, hot-rolled or cold-rolled "cold- 
reduced"

7220 flat-rolled products of stainless steel, of a width of < 600 mm, hot-rolled or cold-rolled "cold- 
reduced"

7221 bars and rods of stainless steel, hot-rolled, in irregularly wound coils

7222 other bars and rods of stainless steel; angles, shapes and sections of stainless steel, n.e.s.

7223 wire of stainless steel, in coils (excl. bars and rods)

7224 steel, alloy, other than stainless, in ingots or other primary forms, semi-finished products of alloy 
steel other than stainless (excl. waste and scrap in ingot form, and products obtained by continuous 
casting)

7225 flat-rolled products of alloy steel other than stainless, of a width of >= 600 mm, hot-rolled or cold- 
rolled "cold-reduced"

7226 flat-rolled products of alloy steel other than stainless, of a width of < 600 mm, hot-rolled or cold- 
rolled "cold-reduced"

7227 bars and rods of alloy steel other than stainless, hot-rolled, in irregularly wound coils

7228 other bars and rods of alloy steel other than stainless, angles, shapes and sections of alloy steel other 
than stainless, n.e.s.; hollow drill bars and rods, of alloy or non-alloy steel
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7229 wire of alloy steel other than stainless, in coils (excl. bars and rods)

7301 sheet piling of iron or steel, whether or not drilled, punched or made from assembled elements; 
welded angles, shapes and sections, of iron or steel

7302 railway or tramway track construction material of iron or steel, the following : rails, check-rails and 
rack rails, switch blades, crossing frogs, point rods and other crossing pieces, sleepers "cross-ties", 
fish-plates, chairs, chair wedges, sole plates "base plates", rail clips, bedplates, ties and other 
material specialised for jointing or fixing rails

7303 tubes, pipes and hollow profiles, of cast iron

7304 tubes, pipes and hollow profiles, seamless, of iron or steel (excl. products of cast iron)

7305 tubes and pipes, having circular cross-sections and an external diameter of > 406,4 mm, of flat- 
rolled products of iron or steel "e.g., welded, riveted or similarly closed"

7306 tubes, pipes and hollow profiles "e.g., open seam or welded, riveted or similarly closed", of iron or 
steel (excl. of cast iron, seamless tubes and pipes and tubes having internal and external circular 
cross-sections and an external diameter of > 406,4 mm)

7307 tube or pipe fittings "e.g. couplings, elbows, sleeves", of iron or steel

7308 structures and parts of structures "e.g., bridges and bridge-sections, lock-gates, towers, lattice 
masts, roofs, roofing frameworks, doors and windows and their frames and thresholds for doors, 
shutters, balustrades, pillars and columns", of iron or steel; plates, rods, angles, shapes, sections, 
tubes and the like, prepared for use in structures, of iron or steel (excl. prefabricated buildings of 
heading 9406)

7309 reservoirs, tanks, vats and similar containers, of iron or steel, for any material "other than 
compressed or liquefied gas", of a capacity of > 300 l, not fitted with mechanical or thermal 
equipment, whether or not lined or heat-insulated (excl. containers specifically constructed or 
equipped for one or more types of transport)

7310 tanks, casks, drums, cans, boxes and similar containers, of iron or steel, for any material "other than 
compressed or liquefied gas", of a capacity of <= 300 l, not fitted with mechanical or thermal 
equipment, whether or not lined or heat-insulated, n.e.s.

7311 containers of iron or steel, for compressed or liquefied gas (excl. containers specifically constructed 
or equipped for one or more types of transport)

7312 stranded wire, ropes, cables, plaited bands, slings and the like, of iron or steel (excl. electrically 
insulated products and twisted fencing wire and barbed wire)

7313 barbed wire of iron or steel; twisted hoop or single flat wire, barbed or not, and loosely twisted 
double wire, of a kind used for fencing, of iron or steel

7314 cloth, incl. endless bands, grill, netting and fencing, of iron or steel wire, expanded metal of iron or 
steel (excl. woven products of metal fibres of a kind used for cladding, lining or similar purposes)

7315 chain and parts thereof, or iron or steel (excl. watch chains, necklace chains and the like, cutting 
and saw chain, skid chain, scraper chain for conveyors, toothed chain for textile machinery and the 
like, safety devices with chains for securing doors, measuring chains)

7316 anchors, grapnels and parts thereof, of iron or steel
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7317 nails, tacks, drawing pins, corrugated nails, staples and similar articles of iron or steel, whether or 
not with heads of other material (excl. such articles with heads of copper and staples in strips)

7318 screws, bolts, nuts, coach screws, screw hooks, rivets, cotters, cotter pins, washers, incl. spring 
washers, and similar articles, of iron or steel (excl. lag screws, stoppers, plugs and the like, threaded)

7319 sewing needles, knitting needles, bodkins, crochet hooks, embroidery stilettos and similar articles, 
for use in the hand, of iron or steel; safety pins and other pins of iron or steel, n.e.s.

7320 springs and leaves for springs, of iron or steel (excl. clock and watch springs, springs for sticks and 
handles of umbrellas or parasols, shock absorbers and torque rod or torsion bar springs of  
section 17)

7321 stoves, ranges, grates, cookers, incl. those with subsidiary boilers for central heating, barbecues, 
braziers, gas rings, plate warmers and similar non-electric domestic appliances, and parts thereof of 
iron or steel (excl. boilers and radiators for central heating, geysers and hot water cylinders)

7322 radiators for central heating, non-electrically heated, and parts thereof, of iron or steel; air heaters 
and hot-air distributors, incl. distributors which can also distribute fresh or conditioned air, non- 
electrically heated, incorporating a motor-driven fan or blower, and parts thereof, of iron or steel

7323 table, kitchen or other household articles, and parts thereof, of iron or steel; iron or steel wool; pot 
scourers and scouring or polishing pads, gloves and the like, of iron or steel (excl. cans, boxes and 
similar containers of heading 7310; waste baskets; shovels, corkscrews and other articles of the 
nature of a work implement; articles of cutlery, spoons, ladles, forks etc. of heading 8211 to 8215; 
ornamental articles; sanitary ware)

7324 sanitary ware, and parts thereof, of iron or steel (excl. cans, boxes and similar containers of heading 
7310, small wall cabinets for medical supplies or toiletries and other furniture of chapter 94, and 
fittings)

7325 articles of iron or steel, cast, n.e.s.

7326 articles of iron or steel, n.e.s. (excl. cast articles)’
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ANNEX V 

Annex XIX to Regulation (EU) No 833/2014 is replaced by the following:

‘ANNEX XIX

List of legal persons, entities and bodies referred to in Article 5aa 

Part A

OPK OBORONPROM

UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION

URALVAGONZAVOD

ROSNEFT

TRANSNEFT

GAZPROM NEFT

ALMAZ-ANTEY

KAMAZ

ROSTEC (RUSSIAN TECHNOLOGIES STATE CORPORATION)

JSC PO SEVMASH

SOVCOMFLOT

UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION

Part B

RUSSIAN MARITIME REGISTER of SHIPPING (RMRS)’.
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ANNEX VI 

Annex XXI to Regulation (EU) No 833/2014 is replaced by the following:

‘ANNEX XXI

List of goods and technology referred to in Article 3i 

Part A

CN code Name of the good

0306 Crustaceans, whether in shell or not, live, fresh, chilled, frozen, dried, salted or in brine; smoked 
crustaceans, whether in shell or not, whether or not cooked before or during the smoking process; 
crustaceans, in shell, cooked by steaming or by boiling in water, whether or not chilled, frozen, 
dried, salted or in brine

1604 31 00 Caviar

1604 32 00 Caviar substitutes

2208 Undenatured ethyl alcohol of an alcoholic strength by volume of less than 80 % vol; spirits, 
liqueurs and other spirituous beverages

2303 Residues of starch manufacture and similar residues, beet-pulp, bagasse and other waste of sugar 
manufacture, brewing or distilling dregs and waste, whether or not in the form of pellets

2523 Portland cement, aluminous cement, slag cement, supersulphate cement and similar hydraulic 
cements, whether or not coloured or in the form of clinkers

ex 2825 Hydrazine and hydroxylamine and their inorganic salts; other inorganic bases; other metal oxides, 
hydroxides and peroxides, except for CN codes 2825 20 00 and 2825 30 00

ex 2835 Phosphinates (hypophosphites), phosphonates (phosphites) and phosphates; polyphosphates, 
whether or not chemically defined, except for CN code 2835 26 00

ex 2901 Acyclic hydrocarbons, except for CN code 2901 10 00

2902 Cyclic hydrocarbons

ex 2905 Acyclic alcohols and their halogenated, sulphonated, nitrated or nitrosated derivatives, except for 
CN code 2905 11 00

2907 Phenols; phenol-alcohols

2909 Ethers, ether-alcohols, ether-phenols, ether-alcohol-phenols, alcohol peroxides, ether peroxides, 
acetal and hemiacetal peroxides, ketone peroxides (whether or not chemically defined), and their 
halogenated, sulphonated, nitrated or nitrosated derivatives

3104 20 Potassium chloride

3105 20 Mineral or chemical fertilisers containing the three fertilising elements nitrogen, phosphorus and 
potassium

3105 60 Mineral or chemical fertilisers containing the two fertilising elements phosphorus and potassium

ex 3105 90 20 Other fertilising containing photassium chloride

ex 3105 90 80 Other fertilising containing photassium chloride

3902 Polymers of propylene or of other olefins, in primary forms

4011 New pneumatic tyres, of rubber
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44 Wood and articles of wood; wood charcoal

4705 Wood pulp obtained by a combination of mechanical and chemical pulping processes

4804 Uncoated kraft paper and paperboard, in rolls or sheets, other than that of heading 4802 or 4803

6810 Articles of cement, of concrete or of artificial stone, whether or not reinforced

7005 Float glass and surface ground or polished glass, in sheets, whether or not having an absorbent, 
reflecting or non-reflecting layer, but not otherwise worked

7007 Safety glass, consisting of toughened (tempered) or laminated glass

7010 Carboys, bottles, flasks, jars, pots, phials, ampoules and other containers, of glass, of a kind used for 
the conveyance or packing of goods; preserving jars of glass; stoppers, lids and other closures, of 
glass

7019 Glass fibres (including glass wool) and articles thereof (for example, yarn, rovings, woven fabrics)

7106 Silver (including silver plated with gold or platinum), unwrought or in semi-manufactured forms, 
or in powder form

7606 Aluminium plates, sheets and strip, of a thickness exceeding 0,2 mm

7801 Unwrought lead

ex 8411 Turbojets, turbopropellers and other gas turbines with the exception of parts of turbojets or 
turbopropellers of CN code 8411 91 00

8431 Parts suitable for use solely or principally with the machinery of headings 8425 to 8430

8901 Cruise ships, excursion boats, ferry-boats, cargo ships, barges and similar vessels for the transport 
of persons or goods

8904 Tugs and pusher craft

8905 Light-vessels, fire-floats, dredgers, floating cranes, and other vessels the navigability of which is 
subsidiary to their main function; floating docks; floating or submersible drilling or production 
platforms

9403 Other furniture and parts thereof

Part B

CN code Name of the good

2402 Cigars, cheroots, cigarillos and cigarettes, of tobacco or of tobacco substitutes

2811 inorganic acids and inorganic oxygen compounds of non-metals (excl. hydrogen chloride 
"hydrochloric acid", chlorosulphuric acid, sulphuric acid, oleum, nitric acid, sulphonitric acids, 
diphosphorus pentaoxide, phosphoric acid, polyphosphoric acids, oxides of boron and boric acids)

2818 artificial corundum, whether or not chemically defined; aluminium oxide; aluminium hydroxide

2834 nitrites; nitrates

2836 carbonates; peroxocarbonates "percarbonates"; commercial ammonium carbonate containing 
ammonium carbamate
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2903 halogenated derivatives of hydrocarbons

2905 11 methanol "methyl alcohol"

2914 ketones and quinones, whether or not with other oxygen function, and their halogenated, 
sulphonated, nitrated or nitrosated derivatives

2915 saturated acyclic monocarboxylic acids and their anhydrides, halides, peroxides and peroxyacids; 
their halogenated, sulphonated, nitrated or nitrosated derivatives

2917 polycarboxylic acids, their anhydrides, halides, peroxides and peroxyacids; their halogenated, 
sulphonated, nitrated or nitrosated derivatives

2922 oxygen-function amino-compounds

2923 quaternary ammonium salts and hydroxides; lecithins and other phosphoaminolipids, whether or 
not chemically defined

2931 separate chemically defined organo-inorganic compounds (excl. organo-sulphur compounds and 
those of mercury)

2933 heterocyclic compounds with nitrogen hetero-atom[s] only

3301 essential oils, whether or not terpeneless, incl. concretes and absolutes; resinoids; extracted 
oleoresins; concentrates of essential oils in fats, fixed oils, waxes or the like, obtained by enfleurage 
or maceration; terpenic by-products of the deterpenation of essential oils; aqueous distillates and 
aqueous solutions of essential oils

3304 beauty or make-up preparations and preparations for the care of the skin, incl. sunscreen or suntan 
preparations (excl. medicaments); manicure or pedicure preparations

3305 preparations for use on the hair

3306 preparations for oral or dental hygiene, incl. denture fixative pastes and powders; yarn used to 
clean between the teeth "dental floss", in individual retail packages

3307 shaving preparations, incl. pre-shave and aftershave products, personal deodorants, bath and 
shower preparations, depilatories and other perfumery, toilet or cosmetic preparations, n.e.s.; 
prepared room deodorisers, whether or not perfumed or having disinfectant properties

3401 soap; organic surface-active products and preparations for use as soap, in the form of bars, cakes, 
moulded pieces or shapes, whether or not containing soap; organic surface-active products and 
preparations for washing the skin, in the form of liquid or cream and put up for retail sale, whether 
or not containing soap; paper, wadding, felt and nonwovens, impregnated, coated or covered with 
soap or detergent

3402 organic surface-active agents (excl. soap); surface-active preparations, washing preparations, incl. 
auxiliary washing preparations, and cleaning preparations, whether or not containing soap (excl. 
those of heading 3401)

3404 artificial waxes and prepared waxes

3801 artificial graphite; colloidal or semi-colloidal graphite; preparations based on graphite or other 
carbon in the form of pastes, blocks, plates or other semi-manufactures

3811 anti-knock preparations, oxidation inhibitors, gum inhibitors, viscosity improvers, anti-corrosive 
preparations and other prepared additives, for mineral oils, incl. gasoline, or for other liquids used 
for the same purposes as mineral oils

3812 prepared rubber accelerators; compound plasticisers for rubber or plastics, n.e.s.; anti-oxidising 
preparations and other compound stabilisers for rubber or plastics
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3817 mixed alkylbenzenes and mixed alkylnaphthalenes produced by the alkylation of benzene and 
naphthalene (excl. mixed isomers of cyclic hydrocarbons)

3819 hydraulic brake fluids and other prepared liquids for hydraulic transmission not containing 
petroleum oil or bituminous mineral oil, or containing < 70% petroleum oil or bituminous mineral 
oil by weight

3823 industrial monocarboxylic fatty acids; acid oils from refining; industrial fatty alcohols

3824 prepared binders for foundry moulds or cores; chemical products and preparations for the 
chemical or allied industries, incl. mixtures of natural products, n.e.s.

3901 polymers of ethylene, in primary forms

3903 polymers of styrene, in primary forms

3904 polymers of vinyl chloride or of other halogenated olefins, in primary forms

3907 polyacetals, other polyethers and epoxide resins, in primary forms; polycarbonates, alkyd resins, 
polyallyl esters and other polyesters, in primary forms

3908 polyamides, in primary forms

3916 monofilament of which any cross-sectional dimension > 1 mm, rods, sticks and profile shapes, of 
plastics, whether or not surface-worked but not further worked

3917 tubes, pipes and hoses, and fittings therefor, e.g. joints, elbows, flanges, of plastics

3919 self-adhesive plates, sheets, film, foil, tape, strip and other flat shapes, of plastics, whether or not in 
rolls (excl. floor, wall and ceiling coverings of heading 3918)

3920 plates, sheets, film, foil and strip, of non-cellular plastics, not reinforced, laminated, supported or 
similarly combined with other materials, without backing, unworked or merely surface-worked or 
merely cut into squares or rectangles (excl. self-adhesive products, and floor, wall and ceiling 
coverings of heading 3918)

3921 plates, sheets, film, foil and strip, of plastics, reinforced, laminated, supported or similarly 
combined with other materials, or of cellular plastic, unworked or merely surface-worked or 
merely cut into squares or rectangles (excl. self-adhesive products, floor, wall and ceiling coverings 
of heading 3918)

3923 articles for the conveyance or packaging of goods, of plastics; stoppers, lids, caps and other 
closures, of plastics

3925 builders’ ware of plastics, n.e.s.

3926 articles of plastics and articles of other materials of heading 3901 to 3914, n.e.s.

4107 leather further prepared after tanning or crusting "incl. parchment-dressed leather", of bovine "incl. 
buffalo" or equine animals, without hair on, whether or not split (excl. chamois leather, patent 
leather and patent laminated leather, and metallised leather)

4202 trunks, suitcases, vanity cases, executive-cases, briefcases, school satchels, spectacle cases, 
binocular cases, camera cases, musical instrument cases, gun cases, holsters and similar containers; 
travelling-bags, insulated food or beverage bags, toilet bags, rucksacks, handbags, shopping-bags, 
wallets, purses, map-cases, cigarette-cases, tobacco-pouches, tool bags, sports bags, bottle-cases, 
jewellery boxes, powder-boxes, cutlery cases and similar containers, of leather or of composition 
leather, of sheeting of plastics, of textile materials, of vulcanised fibre or of paperboard, or wholly 
or mainly covered with such materials or with paper
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4301 raw furskins, incl. heads, tails, paws and other pieces or cuttings suitable for use in furriery (excl. 
raw hides and skins of heading 4101, 4102 or 4103)

4703 chemical wood pulp, soda or sulphate (excl. dissolving grades)

4801 newsprint as specified in note 4 to chapter 48, in rolls of a width > 28 cm or in square or 
rectangular sheets with one side > 28 cm and the other side > 15 cm in the unfolded state

4802 uncoated paper and paperboard, of a kind used for writing, printing or other graphic purposes, and 
non-perforated punchcards and punch-tape paper, in rolls or in square or rectangular sheets, of any 
size, and handmade paper and paperboard (excl. newsprint of heading 4801 and paper of heading 
4803)

4803 toilet or facial tissue stock, towel or napkin stock and similar paper for household or sanitary 
purposes, cellulose wadding and webs of cellulose fibres, whether or not creped, crinkled, 
embossed, perforated, surface-coloured, surface-decorated or printed, in rolls of a width > 36 cm 
or in square or rectangular sheets with one side > 36 cm and the other side > 15 cm in the unfolded 
state

4805 other paper and paperboard, uncoated, in rolls of a width > 36 cm or in square or rectangular 
sheets with one side > 36 cm and the other side > 15 cm in the unfolded state, not worked other 
than as specified in note 3 to this chapter, n.e.s.

4810 paper and paperboard, coated on one or both sides with kaolin "china clay" or other inorganic 
substances, with or without a binder, and with no other coating, whether or not surface-coloured, 
surface-decorated or printed, in rolls or in square or rectangular sheets, of any size (excl. all other 
coated papers and paperboards)

4811 paper, paperboard, cellulose wadding and webs of cellulose fibres, coated, impregnated, covered, 
surface-coloured, surface-decorated or printed, in rolls or in square or rectangular sheets, of any 
size (excl. goods of heading 4803, 4809 and 4810)

4818 toilet paper and similar paper, cellulose wadding or webs of cellulose fibres, of a kind used for 
household or sanitary purposes, in rolls of a width <= 36 cm, or cut to size or shape; handkerchiefs, 
cleansing tissues, towels, tablecloths, serviettes, bedsheets and similar household, sanitary or 
hospital articles, articles of apparel and clothing accessories, of paper pulp, paper, cellulose 
wadding or webs of cellulose fibres

4819 cartons, boxes, cases, bags and other packing containers, of paper, paperboard, cellulose wadding 
or webs of cellulose fibres, n.e.s.; box files, letter trays, and similar articles, of paperboard of a kind 
used in offices, shops or the like

4823 paper, paperboard, cellulose wadding and webs of cellulose fibres, in strips or rolls of a width <= 
36 cm, in rectangular or square sheets of which no side > 36 cm in the unfolded state, or cut to 
shape other than rectangular or square, and articles of paper pulp, paper, paperboard, cellulose 
wadding or webs or cellulose fibres, n.e.s.

5402 synthetic filament yarn, incl. synthetic monofilaments of < 67 decitex (excl. sewing thread and 
yarn put up for retail sale)

5601 wadding of textile materials and articles thereof; textile fibres with a length of <= 5 mm "flock", 
textile dust and mill neps (excl. wadding and articles thereof impregnated or coated with 
pharmaceutical substances or put up for retail sale for medical, surgical, dental or veterinary 
purposes, and products impregnated, coated or covered with perfumes, cosmetics, soaps etc.)

5603 nonwovens, whether or not impregnated, coated, covered or laminated, n.e.s.
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6204 women’s or girls’ suits, ensembles, jackets, blazers, dresses, skirts, divided skirts, trousers, bib and 
brace overalls, breeches and shorts (excl. knitted or crocheted, wind-jackets and similar articles, 
slips, petticoats and panties, tracksuits, ski suits and swimwear)

6305 sacks and bags, of a kind used for the packing of goods, of all types of textile materials

6403 footwear with outer soles of rubber, plastics, leather or composition leather and uppers of leather 
(excl. orthopaedic footwear, skating boots with ice or roller skates attached, and toy footwear)

6806 slag-wool, rock-wool and similar mineral wools; exfoliated vermiculite, expanded clays, foamed 
slag and similar expanded mineral materials; mixtures and articles of heat-insulating, sound- 
insulating or sound absorbing mineral materials (excl. articles of light concrete, asbestos, asbestos- 
cement, cellulose fibre-cement or the like, mixtures and other articles of or based on asbestos, and 
ceramic products)

6807 articles of asphalt or of similar materials, e.g. petroleum bitumen or coal tar pitch

6808 panels, boards, tiles, blocks and similar articles of vegetable fibre, of straw or of shavings, chips, 
particles, sawdust or other waste of wood, agglomerated with cement, plaster or other mineral 
binders (excl. articles of asbestos-cement, cellulose fibre-cement or the like)

6814 worked mica and articles of mica, incl. agglomerated or reconstituted mica, whether or not on a 
support of paper, paperboard or other materials (excl. electrical insulators, insulating fittings, 
resistors and capacitors, protective goggles of mica and their glasses, and mica in the form of 
christmas tree decorations)

6815 articles of stone or of other mineral substances, incl. carbon fibres, articles of carbon fibres and 
articles of peat, n.e.s.

6902 refractory bricks, blocks, tiles and similar refractory ceramic constructional goods (excl. those of 
siliceous fossil meals or similar siliceous earths)

6907 ceramic flags and paving, hearth or wall tiles; ceramic mosaic cubes and the like, whether or not on 
a backing (excl. of siliceous fossil meals or similar siliceous earths, refractory goods, tiles specially 
adapted as table mats, ornamental articles and tiles specifically manufactured for stoves)

7104 precious and semi-precious stones, synthetic or reconstructed, whether or not worked or graded 
but not strung, mounted or set; ungraded synthetic or reconstructed precious or semi-precious 
stones, temporarily strung for convenience of transport

7112 waste and scrap of precious metal or of metal clad with precious metal; other waste and scrap 
containing precious metal or precious-metal compounds, of a kind used principally for the 
recovery of precious metal (excl. waste and scrap melted down into unworked blocks, ingots, or 
similar forms)

7115 articles of precious metal or of metal clad with precious metal, n.e.s.

8207 tools, interchangeable, for hand tools, whether or not power-operated, or for machine tools "e.g. 
for pressing, stamping, punching, tapping, threading, drilling, boring, broaching, milling, turning 
or screw driving", incl. dies for drawing or extruding metal, and rock-drilling or earth-boring tools

8212 non-electric razors and razor blades of base metal, incl. razor blade blanks in strips

8302 base metal mountings, fittings and similar articles suitable for furniture, doors, staircases, windows, 
blinds, coachwork, saddlery, trunks, chests, caskets or the like; base metal hat-racks, hat-pegs, 
brackets and similar fixtures; castors with mountings of base metal; automatic door closers of base 
metal
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8309 stoppers, caps and lids, incl. crown corks, screw caps and pouring stoppers, capsules for bottles, 
threaded bungs, bung covers, seals and other packing accessories, of base metal

8407 spark-ignition reciprocating or rotary internal combustion piston engine

8408 compression-ignition internal combustion piston engine "diesel or semi-diesel engine"

8409 parts suitable for use solely or principally with internal combustion piston engine of heading 8407
or 8408

8412 engines and motors (excl. steam turbines, internal combustion piston engine, hydraulic turbines, 
water wheels, gas turbines and electric motors); parts thereof

8413 pumps for liquids, whether or not fitted with a measuring device (excl. ceramic pumps and 
secretion aspirating pumps for medical use and medical pumps carried on or implanted in the 
body); liquid elevators (excl. pumps); parts thereof

8414 air or vacuum pumps (excl. gas compound elevators and pneumatic elevators and conveyors); air 
or other gas compressors and fans; ventilating or recycling hoods incorporating a fan, whether or 
not fitted with filters; parts thereof

8418 refrigerators, freezers and other refrigerating or freezing equipment, electric or other; heat pumps; 
parts thereof (excl. air conditioning machines of heading 8415)

8419 machinery, plant or laboratory equipment whether or not electrically heated (excl. furnaces, ovens 
and other equipment of heading 8514), for the treatment of materials by a process involving a 
change of temperature such as heating, cooking, roasting, distilling, rectifying, sterilising, pasteur-
ising, steaming, drying, evaporating, vaporising, condensing or cooling (excl. those used for 
domestic purposes); instantaneous or storage water heaters, non-electric; parts thereof

8421 centrifuges, incl. centrifugal dryers (excl. those for isotope separation); filtering or purifying 
machinery and apparatus, for liquids or gases; parts thereof (excl. artificial kidneys)

8422 dishwashing machines; machinery for cleaning or drying bottles or other containers; machinery for 
filling, closing, sealing or labelling bottles, cans, boxes, bags or other containers; machinery for 
capsuling bottles, jars, tubes and similar containers; other packing or wrapping machinery, incl. 
heat-shrink wrapping machinery; machinery for aerating beverages; parts thereof

8424 mechanical appliances, whether or not hand-operated, for projecting, dispersing or spraying 
liquids or powders, n.e.s.; fire extinguishers, charged or not (excl. fire-extinguishing bombs and 
grenades); spray guns and similar appliances (excl. electric machines and apparatus for hot spraying 
of metals or sintered metal carbides of heading 8515); steam or sand blasting machines and similar 
jet projecting machines; parts thereof, n.e.s.

8426 ships’ derricks; cranes, incl. cable cranes (excl. wheel-mounted cranes and vehicle cranes for 
railways); mobile lifting frames, straddle carriers and works trucks fitted with a crane

8450 household or laundry-type washing machines, incl. machines which both wash and dry; parts 
thereof

8455 metal-rolling mills and rolls therefor; parts of metal-rolling mills

8466 parts and accessories suitable for use solely or principally with the machines of headings 8456 to 
8465, incl. work or tool holders, self-opening dieheads, dividing heads and other special attach-
ments for the machines, n.e.s.; tool holders for any type of tool for working in the hand
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8467 tools for working in the hand, pneumatic, hydraulic or with self-contained electric or non-electric 
motor; parts thereof

8471 automatic data-processing machines and units thereof; magnetic or optical readers, machines for 
transcribing data onto data media in coded form and machines for processing such data, n.e.s.

8474 machinery for sorting, screening, separating, washing, crushing, grinding, mixing or kneading 
earth, stone, ores or other mineral substances, in solid, incl. powder or paste, form; machinery for 
agglomerating, shaping or moulding solid mineral fuels, ceramic paste, unhardened cements, 
plastering materials or other mineral products in powder or paste form; machines for forming 
foundry moulds of sand; parts thereof

8477 machinery for working rubber or plastics or for the manufacture of products from these materials, 
not specified or included elsewhere in this chapter, parts thereof

8479 machines and mechanical appliances having individual functions, not specified or included 
elsewhere in this chapter; parts thereof

8480 moulding boxes for metal foundry; mould bases; moulding patterns; moulds for metal (other than 
ingot moulds), metal carbides, glass, mineral materials, rubber or plastics (excl. moulds of graphite 
or other carbons, ceramic or glass moulds and linotype moulds or matrices)

8481 taps, cocks, valves and similar appliances for pipes, boiler shells, tanks, vats or the like, incl. 
pressure-reducing valves and thermostatically controlled valves; parts thereof

8482 ball or roller bearings (excl. steel balls of heading 7326); parts thereof

8483 transmission shafts, incl. camshafts and crankshafts, and cranks; bearing housings and plain shaft 
bearings for machines; gears and gearing; ball or roller screws, gear boxes and other speed 
changers, incl. torque converters; flywheels and pulleys, incl. pulley blocks, clutches and shaft 
couplings, incl. universal joints; parts thereof

8487 machinery parts, n.e.s. in chapter 84 (excl. parts containing electrical connectors, insulators, coils, 
contacts or other electrical features)

8501 electric motors and generators (excl. generating sets)

8502 electric generating sets and rotary converters

8503 parts suitable for use solely or principally with electric motors and generators, electric generating 
sets and rotary converters, n.e.s.

8504 electrical transformers, static converters, e.g. rectifiers, and inductors; parts thereof

8511 electrical ignition or starting equipment of a kind used for spark-ignition or compression-ignition 
internal combustion engines, e.g. ignition magnetos, magneto-dynamos, ignition coils, sparking 
plugs, glow plugs and starter motors; generators, e.g. dynamos and alternators, and cut-outs of a 
kind used in conjunction with such engines; parts thereof

8516 electric instantaneous or storage water heaters and immersion heaters; electric space-heating 
apparatus and soil-heating apparatus; electro-thermic hairdressing apparatus, e.g. hairdryers, hair 
curlers and curling tong heaters, and hand dryers; electric smoothing irons; other electro-thermic 
appliances of a kind used for domestic purposes; electric heating resistors (other than those of 
heading 8545); parts thereof

8517 telephone sets, incl. telephones for cellular networks or for other wireless networks; other 
apparatus for the transmission or reception of voice, images or other data, incl. apparatus for 
communication in a wired or wireless network [such as a local or wide area network]; parts thereof 
(excl. than transmission or reception apparatus of heading 8443, 8525, 8527 or 8528)
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8523 discs, tapes, solid-state non-volatile storage devices, "smart cards" and other media for the 
recording of sound or of other phenomena, whether or not recorded, incl. matrices and masters for 
the production of discs (excl. products of chapter 37)

8525 transmission apparatus for radio-broadcasting or television, whether or not incorporating 
reception apparatus or sound recording or reproducing apparatus; television cameras, digital 
cameras and video camera recorders

8526 radar apparatus, radio navigational aid apparatus and radio remote control apparatus

8531 electric sound or visual signalling apparatus, e.g. bells, sirens, indicator panels, burglar or fire 
alarms (excl. those for cycles, motor vehicles and traffic signalling); parts thereof

8535 electrical apparatus for switching or protecting electrical circuits, or for making connections to or 
in electrical circuits, e.g., switches, fuses, lightning arresters, voltage limiters, surge suppressors, 
plugs and other connectors, junction boxes, for a voltage > 1 000 v (excl. control desks, cabinets, 
panels etc. of heading 8537)

8536 electrical apparatus for switching or protecting electrical circuits, or for making connections to or 
in electrical circuits, e.g., switches, relays, fuses, surge suppressors, plugs, sockets, lamp holders and 
junction boxes, for a voltage <= 1 000 v (excl. control desks, cabinets, panels etc. of heading 8537)

8537 boards, panels, consoles, desks, cabinets and other bases, equipped with two or more apparatus of 
heading 8535 or 8536, for electric control or the distribution of electricity, incl. those incorporat-
ing instruments or apparatus of chapter 90, and numerical control apparatus (excl. switching 
apparatus for line telephony or line telegraphy)

8538 parts suitable for use solely or principally with the apparatus of heading 8535, 8536 or 8537, n.e.s.

8539 electric filament or discharge lamps, incl. sealed beam lamp units and ultraviolet or infra-red lamps; 
arc lamps; light-emitting diode "led" lamps; parts thereof

8541 diodes, transistors and similar semiconductor devices; photosensitive semiconductor devices, incl. 
photovoltaic cells whether or not assembled in modules or made up into panels (excl. photovotaic 
generators); light emitting diodes "led"; mounted piezoelectric crystals; parts thereof

8542 electronic integrated circuits; parts thereof

8543 electrical machines and apparatus, having individual functions, n.e.s. in chapter 85 and parts 
thereof

8544 insulated "incl. enamelled or anodised" wire, cable "incl. coaxial cable" and other insulated electric 
conductors, whether or not fitted with connectors; optical fibre cables, made up of individually 
sheathed fibres, whether or not assembled with electric conductors or fitted with connectors

8545 carbon electrodes, carbon brushes, lamp carbons, battery carbons and other articles of graphite or 
other carbon, with or without metal, of a kind used for electrical purposes

8603 self-propelled railway or tramway coaches, vans and trucks (excl. those of heading 8604)

8606 railway or tramway goods vans and wagons (excl. self-propelled and luggage vans and post office 
coaches)

8701 tractors (other than tractors of heading 8709)
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8703 motor cars and other motor vehicles principally designed for the transport of <10 persons, incl. 
station wagons and racing cars (excl. motor vehicles of heading 8702)

8704 motor vehicles for the transport of goods, incl. chassis with engine and cab

8716 trailers and semi-trailers; other vehicles, not mechanically propelled (excl. railway and tramway 
vehicles); parts thereof, n.e.s.

8802 powered aircraft "e.g. helicopters and aeroplanes"; spacecraft, incl. satellites, and suborbital and 
spacecraft launch vehicles

8903 yachts and other vessels for pleasure or sports; rowing boats and canoes

9001 optical fibres and optical fibre bundles; optical fibre cables (excl. made up of individually sheathed 
fibres of heading 8544); sheets and plates of polarising material; lenses, incl. contact lenses, prisms, 
mirrors and other optical elements of any material, unmounted (excl. such elements of glass not 
optically worked)

9006 photographic cameras, photographic flashlight apparatus and flashbulbs (excl. discharge lamps of 
heading 8539)

9013 liquid crystal devices not constituting articles provided for more specifically in other heading; 
lasers (excl. laser diodes); other optical appliances and instruments not elsewhere specified in 
chapter 90

9014 direction finding compasses; other navigational instruments and appliances (excl. radio 
navigational equipment)

9026 instruments and apparatus for measuring or checking the flow, level, pressure or other variables of 
liquids or gases, e.g. flow meters, level gauges, manometers, heat meters (excl. instruments and 
apparatus of heading 9014, 9015, 9028 or 9032)

9027 instruments and apparatus for physical or chemical analysis, e.g. polarimeters, refractometers, 
spectrometers, gas or smoke analysis apparatus; instruments and apparatus for measuring or 
checking viscosity, porosity, expansion, surface tension or the like; instruments and apparatus for 
measuring or checking quantities of heat, sound or light, incl. exposure meters; microtomes

9030 oscilloscopes, spectrum analysers and other instruments and apparatus for measuring or checking 
electrical quantities (excl. meters of heading 9028); instruments and apparatus for measuring or 
detecting alpha, beta, gamma, x-ray, cosmic or other ionising radiations

9031 measuring or checking instruments, appliances and machines not elsewhere specified in chapter 
90; profile projectors

9032 regulating or controlling instruments and apparatus (excl. taps, cocks and valves of heading 8481)

9401 seats, whether or not convertible into beds, and parts thereof, n.e.s. (excl. medical, surgical, dental 
or veterinary of heading 9402)

9404 mattress supports (excl. spring interiors for seats); articles of bedding and similar furnishing, e.g. 
mattresses, quilts, eiderdowns, cushions, pouffes and pillows, fitted with springs or stuffed or 
internally filled with any material or of cellular rubber or plastics, whether or not covered (excl. 
pneumatic or water mattresses and pillows, blankets and covers)

9405 lamps and lighting fittings, incl. searchlights and spotlights, and parts thereof, n.e.s; illuminated 
signs, illuminated nameplates and the like having a permanently fixed light source, and parts 
thereof, n.e.s.

9406 prefabricated buildings, whether or not complete or already assembled’
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ANNEX VII 

Annex XXIII to Regulation (EU) No 833/2014 is replaced by the following:

‘ANNEX XXIII

List of goods and technology referred to in Article 3k 

CN code Name of the good

0601 10 Bulbs, tubers, tuberous roots, corms, crowns and rhizomes, dormant

0601 20 Bulbs, tubers, tuberous roots, corms, crowns and rhizomes, in growth or in flower; chicory plants 
and roots

0602 30 Rhododendrons and azaleas, grafted or not

0602 40 Roses, grafted or not

0602 90 Other live plants (including their roots), cuttings and slips; mushroom spawn - Other

0604 20 Foliage, branches and other parts of plants, without flowers or flower buds, and grasses, mosses 
and lichens, being goods of a kind suitable for bouquets or for ornamental purposes, fresh, dried, 
dyed, bleached, impregnated or otherwise prepared - Fresh

2508 40 Other clays

2508 70 Chamotte or dinas earths

2509 00 Chalk

2512 00 Siliceous fossil meals (for example, kieselguhr, tripolite and diatomite) and similar siliceous earths, 
whether or not calcined, of an apparent specific gravity of 1 or less

2515 12 Merely cut, by sawing or otherwise, into blocks or slabs of a rectangular (including square) shape

2515 20 Ecaussine and other calcareous monumental or building stone; alabaster

2518 20 Calcined or sintered dolomite

2519 10 Natural magnesium carbonate (magnesite)

2520 10 Gypsum; anhydrite

2521 00 Limestone flux; limestone and other calcareous stone, of a kind used for the manufacture of lime or 
cement

2522 10 Quicklime

2522 30 Hydraulic lime

2525 20 Mica powder

2526 20 Natural steatite, whether or not roughly trimmed or merely cut, by sawing or otherwise, into 
blocks or slabs of a rectangular (including square) shape; talc - Crushed or powdered

2530 20 Kieserite, epsomite (natural magnesium sulphates)

2701 00 Coal; briquettes, ovoids and similar solid fuels manufactured from coal

2702 00 Lignite, whether or not agglomerated, excluding jet

2703 00 Peat (including peat litter), whether or not agglomerated

2704 00 Coke and semi-coke of coal, of lignite or of peat, whether or not agglomerated; retort carbon
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2707 30 Xylol (xylenes)

2708 20 Pitch coke

2712 10 Petroleum jelly

2712 90 Petroleum jelly; paraffin wax, microcrystalline petroleum wax, slack wax, ozokerite, lignite wax, 
peat wax, other mineral waxes, and similar products obtained by synthesis or by other processes, 
whether or not coloured

2715 00 Bituminous mastics, cut-backs and other bituminous mixtures based on natural asphalt, on natural 
bitumen, on petroleum bitumen, on mineral tar or on mineral tar pitch - Other

2804 10 Hydrogen

2804 30 Nitrogen

2804 40 Oxygen

2804 61 Silicon - Containing by weight not less than 99,99 % of silicon

2804 80 Arsenic

2806 10 Hydrogen chloride (hydrochloric acid)

2806 20 Chlorosulphuric acid

2811 29 Other inorganic oxygen compounds of non-metals - Other

2813 10 Carbon disulphide

2814 20 Ammonia in aqueous solution

2815 12 Sodium hydroxide (caustic soda) - In aqueous solution (soda lye or liquid soda)

2818 30 aluminium hydroxide

2819 90 Chromium oxides and hydroxides - Other

2820 10 Manganese dioxide

2827 31 Other chlorides - Of magnesium

2827 35 Other chlorides - Of nikel

2828 90 Hypochlorites; commercial calcium hypochlorite; chlorites; hypobromites - Other

2829 11 Chlorates - Of sodium

2832 20 Sulphites (excluding sodium)

2833 24 Sulphates of nickel

2833 30 Alums

2834 10 Nitrites

2836 30 Sodium hydrogencarbonate (sodium bicarbonate)

2836 50 Calcium carbonate

2839 90 Silicates; commercial alkali metal silicates - Other

2840 30 Peroxoborates (perborates)

2841 50 Other chromates and dichromates; peroxochromates

2841 80 Tungstates (wolframates)

2843 10 Colloidal precious metals
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2843 21 Silver nitrate

2843 29 Silver compounds - Other

2843 30 Gold compounds

2847 00 Hydrogen peroxide, whether or not solidified with urea

2901 23 Butene (butylene) and isomers thereof

2901 24 Buta-1,3-diene and isoprene

2901 29 Acyclic hydrocarbons - Unsaturated - Other

2902 11 Cyclohexane

2902 30 Toluene

2902 41 o-xylene

2902 43 p-xylene

2902 44 Mixed xylene isomers

2902 50 Styrene

2903 11 Chloromethane (methyl chloride) and chloroethane (ethyl chloride)

2903 12 Dichloromethane (methylene chloride)

2903 21 Vinyl chloride (chloroethylene)

2903 23 Tetrachloroethylene (perchloroethylene)

2903 29 Unsaturated chlorinated derivatives of acyclic hydrocarbons - Other

2903 76 Bromochlorodifluoromethane (Halon-1211), bromotrifluoromethane (Halon-1301) and 
dibromotetrafluoroethanes (Halon-2402)

2903 81 1,2,3,4,5,6-Hexachlorocyclohexane (HCH (ISO)), including lindane (ISO, INN)

2903 91 Chlorobenzene, o-dichlorobenzene and p-dichlorobenzene

2904 10 Derivatives containing only sulpho groups, their salts and ethyl esters

2904 20 Derivatives containing only nitro or only nitroso groups

2904 31 Perfluorooctane sulphonic acid

2905 13 Butan-1-ol (n-butyl alcohol)

2905 16 Octanol (octyl alcohol) and isomers thereof

2905 19 Saturated monohydric alcohols - Other

2905 41 2-Ethyl-2-(hydroxymethyl)propane-1,3-diol (trimethylolpropane)

2905 59 Other polyhydric alcohols - Other

2906 13 Sterols and inositols

2906 19 Cyclanic, cyclenic or cycloterpenic -Other

2907 11 Phenol (hydroxybenzene) and its salts

2907 13 Octylphenol, nonylphenol and their isomers; salts thereof

2907 19 Monophenols - Other

2907 22 Hydroquinone (quinol) and its salts

2909 11 Pentachlorophenol (ISO)
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2909 20 Cyclanic, cyclenic or cycloterpenic ethers and their halogenated, sulphonated, nitrated or 
nitrosated derivatives

2909 41 2,2′-Oxydiethanol (diethylene glycol, digol)

2909 43 Monobutyl ethers of ethylene glycol or of diethylene glycol

2909 49 Ether-alcohols and their halogenated, sulphonated, nitrated or nitrosated derivatives - Other

2910 10 Oxirane (ethylene oxide)

2910 20 Methyloxirane (propylene oxide)

2911 00 Acetals and hemiacetals, whether or not with other oxygen function, and their halogenated, 
sulphonated, nitrated or nitrosated derivat

2912 12 Ethanal (acetaldehyde)

2912 49 Aldehyde-alcohols, aldehyde-ethers, aldehyde-phenols and aldehydes with other oxygen function - 
Other

2912 60 Paraformaldehyde

2914 11 Acetone

2914 61 Anthraquinone

2915 13 Esters of formic acid

2915 90 Saturated acyclic monocarboxylic acids and their anhydrides, halides, peroxides and peroxyacids; 
their halogenated, sulphonated, nitrated or nitrosated derivatives - Other

2916 12 Esters of acrylic acid

2916 13 Methacrylic acid and its salts

2916 14 Esters of methacrylic acid

2916 15 Oleic, linoleic or linolenic acids, their salts and esters

2917 33 Dinonyl or didecyl orthophthalates

2920 11 Parathion (ISO) and parathion-methyl (ISO) (methyl-parathion)

2921 22 Hexamethylenediamine and its salts

2921 41 Aniline and its salts

2922 11 Monoethanolamine and its salts

2922 43 Anthranilic acid and its salts

2923 20 Lecithins and other phosphoaminolipids

2930 40 Methionine

2933 54 Other derivatives of malonylurea (barbituric acid); salts thereof

2933 71 6-Hexanelactam (epsilon-caprolactam)

3201 90 Tanning extracts of vegetable origin; tannins and their salts, ethers, esters and other derivatives

3202 10 Synthetic organic tanning substances

3202 90 Synthetic organic tanning substances; inorganic tanning substances; tanning preparations, whether 
or not containing natural tanning substances; enzymatic preparations for pre-tanning
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3203 00 Colouring matter of vegetable or animal origin, incl. dye extracts (excl. animal black), whether or 
not chemically defined; preparations based on colouring matter of vegetable or animal origin of a 
kind used to dye fabrics or produce colorant preparations (excl. preparations of heading 3207, 
3208, 3209, 3210, 3213 and 3215) - Other

3204 90 Synthetic organic colouring matter, whether or not chemically defined; preparations as specified in 
note 3 to this chapter based on synthetic organic colouring matter; synthetic organic products of a 
kind used as fluorescent brightening agents or as luminophores, whether or not chemically defined

3205 00 colour lakes (other than chinese or japanese lacquer and paints); preparations based on colour 
lakes of a kind used to dye fabrics or produce colorant preparations (excl. preparations of heading 
3207, 3208, 3209, 3210, 3213 and 3215)

3206 41 ultramarine and preparations based thereon of a kind used for colouring any material or produce 
colorant preparations (excl. preparations of heading 3207, 3208, 3209, 3210, 3213 and 3215)

3206 49 inorganic or mineral colouring matter, n.e.s.; preparations based on inorganic or mineral colouring 
matter of a kind used for colouring any material or produce colorant preparations, n.e.s. (excl. 
preparations of heading 3207, 3208, 3209, 3210, 3213 and 3215 and inorganic products of a 
kind used as liminophores) - Other

3207 10 Prepared pigments, prepared opacifiers, prepared colours and similar preparations

3207 20 Engobes (slips)

3207 30 Liquid lustres and similar preparations

3207 40 Glass frit and other glass, in the form of powder, granules or flakes

3208 10 Paints and varnishes (including enamels and lacquers) based on synthetic polymers or chemically 
modified natural polymers, dispersed or dissolved in a non-aqueous medium; solutions as defined 
in note 4 to Chapter 32 - Based on polyesters

3208 20 Paints and varnishes (including enamels and lacquers) based on synthetic polymers or chemically 
modified natural polymers, dispersed or dissolved in a non-aqueous medium; solutions as defined 
in note 4 to Chapter 32 - Based on acrylic or vinyl polymers

3208 90 Paints and varnishes (including enamels and lacquers) based on synthetic polymers or chemically 
modified natural polymers, dispersed or dissolved in a non-aqueous medium; solutions as defined 
in note 4 to Chapter 32 -

3209 10 paints and varnishes, incl. enamels and lacquers, based on acrylic or vinyl polymers, dispersed or 
dissolved in an aqueous medium

3209 90 paints and varnishes, incl. enamels and lacquers, based on synthetic or chemically modified natural 
polymers, dispersed or dissolved in an aqueous medium (excl. those based on acrylic or vinyl 
polymers) - Other

3210 00 Other paints and varnishes (including enamels, lacquers and distempers); prepared water pigments 
of a kind used for finishing leather

3212 90 Pigments (including metallic powders and flakes) dispersed in non- aqueous media, in liquid or 
paste form, of a kind used in the manufacture of paints (including enamels); stamping foils; dyes 
and other colouring matter put up in forms or packings for retail sale - Other

3214 10 Glaziers' putty, grafting putty, resin cements, caulking compounds and other mastics; painters' 
fillings
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3214 90 Glaziers' putty, grafting putty, resin cements, caulking compounds and other mastics; painters' 
fillings; non-refractory surfacing preparations for façades, indoor walls, floors, ceilings or the like - 
Other

3215 11 Printing ink - Black

3215 19 Printing ink - Other

3403 11 Lubricating preparations (including cutting-oil preparations, bolt or nut release preparations, anti- 
rust or anti-corrosion preparations and mould-release preparations, based on lubricants) and 
preparations of a kind used for the oil or grease treatment of textile materials, leather, furskins or 
other materials, but excluding preparations containing, as basic constituents, 70 % or more by 
weight of petroleum oils or of oils obtained from bituminous minerals – Containing petroleum oils 
or oils obtained from bituminous minerals - Preparations for the treatment of textile materials, 
leather, furskins or other materials

3403 19 Lubricating preparations (including cutting-oil preparations, bolt or nut release preparations, anti- 
rust or anti-corrosion preparations and mould-release preparations, based on lubricants) and 
preparations of a kind used for the oil or grease treatment of textile materials, leather, furskins or 
other materials, but excluding preparations containing, as basic constituents, 70 % or more by 
weight of petroleum oils or of oils obtained from bituminous minerals – Containing petroleum oils 
or oils obtained from bituminous minerals - Other

3403 91 Preparations for the treatment of textile materials, leather, furskins or other materials

3403 99 Lubricating preparations (including cutting-oil preparations, bolt or nut release preparations, anti- 
rust or anti-corrosion preparations and mould-release preparations, based on lubricants) and 
preparations of a kind used for the oil or grease treatment of textile materials, leather, furskins or 
other materials, but excluding preparations containing, as basic constituents, 70 % or more by 
weight of petroleum oils or of oils obtained from bituminous minerals - Other

3505 10 Dextrins and other modified starches

3506 99 Prepared glues and other prepared adhesives, not elsewhere specified or included; products suitable 
for use as glues or adhesives, put up for retail sale as glues or adhesives, not exceeding a net weight 
of 1 kg- Other

3701 20 Instant print film

3701 91 For colour photography (polychrome)

3702 32 Other film, with silver halide emulsion

3702 39 Photographic film in rolls, sensitised, unexposed, of any material other than paper, paperboard or 
textiles; instant print film in rolls, sensitised, unexposed - Other

3702 43 Other film, without perforations, of a width exceeding 105 mm - Of a width exceeding 610 mm 
and of a length not exceeding 200 m

3702 44 Other film, without perforations, of a width exceeding 105 mm - Of a width exceeding 105 mm 
but not exceeding 610 mm

3702 55 Other film, for colour photography (polychrome) - Of a width exceeding 16 mm but not exceeding 
35 mm and of a length exceeding 30 m

3702 56 Other film, for colour photography (polychrome) - Of a width exceeding 35 mm

3702 97 Other film, for colour photography (polychrome) - Of a width not exceeding 35 mm and of a 
length exceeding 30 mm.
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3702 98 photographic film, sensitised, in rolls, unexposed, with perforations, for monochrome 
photography, width > 35 mm (excl. of paper, paperboard and textiles; x-ray film)

3703 20 photographic paper, paperboard and textiles, sensitised, unexposed, for colour photography 
"polychrome" (excl. products in rolls > 610 mm wide)

3703 90 photographic paper, paperboard and textiles, sensitised, unexposed, for monochrome 
photography (excl. products in rolls > 610 mm wide)

3705 00 photographic plates and film, exposed and developed (excl. products made of paper, paperboard or 
textiles, cinematographic film and ready-to-use printing plates)

3706 10 cinematographic film, exposed and developed, whether or not incorporating soundtrack or 
consisting only of soundtrack, width >= 35 mm

3801 20 colloidal or semi-colloidal graphite

3806 20 salts of rosin, of resin acids or of derivatives of rosin or resin acids (excl. salts of rosin adducts)

3807 00 wood tar; wood tar oils; wood creosote; wood naphtha; vegetable pitch; brewer's pitch and similar 
preparations based on rosin, resin acids or vegetable pitch (excl. burgundy pitch, yellow pitch, 
stearin pitch, fatty acid pitch, fatty tar and glycerin pitch)

3809 10 finishing agents, dye carriers to accelerate the dyeing or fixing of dyestuffs and other products and 
preparations such as dressings and mordants of a kind used in the textile, paper, leather or like 
industries, n.e.s., based on starch or derivatives thereof

3809 91 finishing agents, dye carriers to accelerate the dyeing or fixing of dyestuffs, and other products and 
preparations, e.g. dressings and mordants of a kind used in the textile or similar industries, n.e.s. 
(excl. those with a basis of amylaceous substances)

3809 92 finishing agents, dye carriers to accelerate the dyeing or fixing of dyestuffs, and other products and 
preparations, e.g. dressings and mordants of a kind used in the paper or similar industries, n.e.s. 
(excl. those with a basis of amylaceous substances)

3809 93 finishing agents, dye carriers to accelerate the dyeing or fixing of dyestuffs, and other products and 
preparations, e.g. dressings and mordants of a kind used in the leather or similar industries, n.e.s. 
(excl. those with a basis of amylaceous substances)

3810 10 pickling preparations for metal surfaces; soldering, brazing or welding pastes and powders 
consisting of metal and other materials

3811 21 prepared additives for oil lubricants containing petroleum oil or bituminous mineral oil

3811 29 prepared additives for oil lubricants not containing petroleum oil or bituminous mineral oil

3811 90 oxidation inhibitors, gum inhibitors, viscosity improvers, anti-corrosive preparations and other 
prepared additives for mineral oils, incl. gasoline, or for other liquids used for the same purposes as 
mineral oils (excl. anti-knock preparations and oil lubricant additives)

3812 20 compound plasticisers for rubber or plastics, n.e.s.

3813 00 preparations and charges for fire-extinguishers; charged fire-extinguishing grenades (excl. full or 
empty fire-extinguishing devices, whether or not portable, unmixed chemically undefined 
products with fire-extinguishing properties in other forms)
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3814 00 organic composite solvents and thinners, n.e.s.; prepared paint or varnish removers (excl. nail 
varnish remover)

3815 11 supported catalysts with nickel or a nickel compound as the active substance, n.e.s.

3815 12 supported catalysts with precious metal or a precious-metal compound as the active substance, n.e.s.

3815 19 supported catalysts, n.e.s. (excl. with precious metal, a precious-metal compound, nickel or a nickel 
compound as the active substance)

3815 90 reaction initiators, reaction accelerators and catalytic preparations, n.e.s. (excl. rubber accelerators 
and supported catalysts)

3816 00 10 Dolomite ramming mix

3817 00 mixed alkylbenzenes and mixed alkylnaphthalenes produced by the alkylation of benzene and 
naphthalene (excl. mixed isomers of cyclic hydrocarbons)

3819 00 hydraulic brake fluids and other prepared liquids for hydraulic transmission not containing 
petroleum oil or bituminous mineral oil, or containing < 70% petroleum oil or bituminous mineral 
oil by weight

3820 00 anti-freezing preparations and prepared de-icing fluids (excl. prepared additives for mineral oils or 
other liquids used for the same purposes as mineral oils)

3823 13 tall oil fatty acids, industrial

3827 90 Mixtures containing halogenated derivatives of methane, ethane or propane (excl. those of 
subheadings 3824.71.00 to 3824.78.00)

3824 81 mixtures and preparations containing oxirane "ethylene oxide"

3824 84 mixtures and preparations containing aldrin (iso), camphechlor (iso) "toxaphene", chlordane (iso), 
chlordecone (iso), ddt (iso) "clofenotane (inn), 1,1,1-trichloro-2,2-bis"p-chlorophenyl"ethane", 
dieldrin "iso, inn", endosulfan (iso), endrin (iso), heptachlor (iso) or mirex (iso)

3824 99 chemical products and preparations of the chemical or allied industries, incl. those consisting of 
mixtures of natural products, n.e.s.

3825 90 residual products of the chemical or allied industries, n.e.s. (excl. waste)

3826 00 biodiesel and mixtures thereof, not containing or containing < 70 % by weight of petroleum oils or 
oils obtained from bituminous minerals

3901 40 ethylene-alpha-olefin copolymers, having a specific gravity of < 0,94 , in primary forms

3902 20 polyisobutylene, in primary forms

3902 30 propylene copolymers, in primary forms

3902 90 polymers of propylene or of other olefins, in primary forms (excl. polypropylene, polyisobutylene 
and propylene copolymers)

3903 19 polystyrene, in primary forms (excl. expansible)

3903 90 polymers of styrene, in primary forms (excl. polystyrene, styrene-acrylonitrile copolymers "san" 
and acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene "abs")

3904 10 poly"vinyl chloride", in primary forms, not mixed with any other substances

3904 50 vinylidene chloride polymers, in primary forms
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3905 12 poly"vinyl acetate", in aqueous dispersion

3905 19 poly"vinyl acetate", in primary forms (excl. in aqueous dispersion)

3905 21 vinyl acetate copolymers, in aqueous dispersion

3905 29 vinyl acetate copolymers, in primary forms (excl. in aqueous dispersion)

3905 91 copolymers of vinyl, in primary forms (excl. vinyl chloride-vinyl acetate copolymers and other 
vinyl chloride copolymers, and vinyl acetate copolymers)

3906 10 poly"methyl methacrylate", in primary forms

3906 90 acrylic polymers, in primary forms (excl. poly"methyl methacrylate")

3907 21 polyethers, in primary forms (excl. polyacetals and goods of 3002 10)

3907 40 polycarbonates, in primary forms

3907 70 poly"lactic acid", in primary forms

3907 91 unsaturated polyallyl esters and other polyesters, in primary forms (excl. polycarbonates, alkyd 
resins, poly"ethylene terephthalate" and poly"lactic acid")

3908 10 polyamides-6, -11, -12, -6,6, -6,9, -6,10 or -6,12, in primary forms

3908 90 polyamides, in primary forms (excl. polyamides-6, -11, -12, -6,6, -6,9, -6,10 and -6,12)

3909 20 melamine resins, in primary forms

3909 39 amino-resins, in primary forms (excl. urea, thiourea and melamine resins and mdi)

3909 40 phenolic resins, in primary forms

3909 50 polyurethanes, in primary forms

3912 11 non-plasticised cellulose acetates, in primary forms

3912 90 cellulose and chemical derivatives thereof, n.e.s., in primary forms (excl. cellulose acetates, cellulose 
nitrates and cellulose ethers)

3915 20 waste, parings and scrap, of polymers of styrene

3917 10 artificial guts "sausage casings" of hardened protein or cellulose materials

3917 23 rigid tubes, pipes and hoses, of polymers of vinyl chloride

3917 31 flexible tubes, pipes and hoses, of plastics, burst pressure >= 27,6 mpa

3917 32 flexible tubes, pipes and hoses of plastics, not reinforced or otherwise combined with other 
materials, without fittings

3917 33 flexible tubes, pipes and hoses of plastics, not reinforced or otherwise combined with other 
materials, with fittings, seals or connectors

3920 10 plates, sheets, film, foil and strip, of non-cellular polymers of ethylene, not reinforced, laminated, 
supported or similarly combined with other materials, without backing, unworked or merely 
surface-worked or merely cut into squares or rectangles (excl. self-adhesive products, and floor, 
wall and ceiling coverings of heading 3918)

3920 61 plates, sheets, film, foil and strip, of non-cellular polycarbonates, not reinforced, laminated, 
supported or similarly combined with other materials, without backing, unworked or merely 
surface-worked or merely cut into squares or rectangles (excl. those of poly"methyl methacrylate", 
self-adhesive products, and floor, wall and ceiling coverings of heading 3918)
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3920 69 plates, sheets, film, foil and strip, of non-cellular polyesters, not reinforced, laminated, supported 
or similarly combined with other materials, not worked or only surface-worked, or only cut to 
rectangular, incl. square, shapes (excl. polycarbonates, polythylene terephthalate and other 
unsaturated polyesters, self-adhesive products, and floor, wall and ceiling coverings in heading 
3918)

3920 73 plates, sheets, film, foil and strip, of non-cellular cellulose acetates, not reinforced, laminated, 
supported or similarly combined with other materials, without backing, unworked or merely 
surface-worked or merely cut into squares or rectangles (excl. self-adhesive products, and floor, 
wall and ceiling coverings of heading 3918)

3920 91 plates, sheets, film, foil and strip, of non-cellular poly"vinyl butyral", not reinforced, laminated, 
supported or similarly combined with other materials, without backing, unworked or merely 
surface-worked or merely cut into squares or rectangles (excl. self-adhesive products, floor, wall 
and ceiling coverings of heading 3918)

3921 19 plates, sheets, film, foil and strip, of cellular plastic, unworked or merely surface-worked or merely 
cut into squares or rectangles (excl.those of polymers of styrene, vinyl chloride, polyurethanes and 
regenerated cellulose, self-adhesive products, floor, wall and ceiling coverings of heading 3918 and 
sterile surgical or dental adhesion barriers of subheading 3006.10.30)

3922 90 bidets, lavatory pans, flushing cisterns and similar sanitary ware, of plastics (excl. baths, shower- 
baths, sinks, washbasins, lavatory seats and covers)

3925 20 doors, windows and their frames and thresholds for doors, of plastics

4002 11 styrene-butadiene rubber latex "sbr"; carboxylated styrene-butadiene rubber latex "xsbr"

4002 20 butadiene rubber "br", in primary forms or in plates, sheets or strip

4002 31 isobutylene isoprene rubber "iir", in primary forms or in plates, sheets or strip

4002 39 halo-isobutene-isoprene rubber "ciir" or "biir", in primary forms or in plates, sheets or strip

4002 41 chloroprene latex "chlorobutadiene rubber, cr"

4002 51 latex of acrylonitrile-butadiene rubber "nbr"

4002 80 mixtures of natural rubber, balata, gutta-percha, guayule, chicle or similar types of natural rubber 
with synthetic rubber or factice, in primary forms or in plates, sheets or strip

4002 91 synthetic rubber and factice derived from oils, in primary forms or in plates, sheets or strip (excl. 
styrene-butadiene rubber "sbr", carboxylated styrene-butadiene rubber "xsbr", butadiene rubber 
"br", isobutylene isoprene rubber "iir", halo-isobutene-isoprene rubber "ciir" or "biir", chloroprene 
rubber "cr", acrylonitrile-butadiene rubber "nbr", isoprene rubber "ir" and non-conjugated 
ethylene-propylene diene rubber "epdm")

4002 99 synthetic rubber and factice derived from oils, in primary forms or in plates, sheets or strip (excl. 
latex, styrene-butadiene rubber "sbr", carboxylated styrene-butadiene rubber "xsbr", butadiene 
rubber "br", isobutylene isoprene rubber "iir", halo-isobutene-isoprene rubber "ciir" or "biir", 
chloroprene rubber "cr", acrylonitrile-butadiene rubber "nbr", isoprene rubber "ir" and non- 
conjugated ethylene-propylene diene rubber "epdm")

4005 10 rubber, unvulcanised, compounded with carbon black or silica, in primary forms or in plates, 
sheets or strip
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4005 20 compounded rubber, unvulcanised, in the form of solutions or dispersions (excl. rubber 
compounded with carbon black or silica, and mixtures of natural rubber, balata, gutta-percha, 
guayule, chicle and similar natural gums containing synthetic rubber or factice derived from oils)

4005 91 compounded rubber, unvulcanised, in the form of plates, sheets or strip (excl. rubber compounded 
with carbon black or silica, and mixtures of natural rubber, balata, gutta-percha, guayule, chicle and 
similar natural gums containing synthetic rubber or factice derived from oils)

4005 99 compounded, unvulcanised rubber in primary forms (excl. solutions and dispersions, those 
containing carbon black or silica, mixtures of natural rubber, balata, gutta-percha, guayule, chicle 
or similar types of natural rubber with synthetic rubber or factice, and those in the form of plates, 
sheets or strip)

4006 10 'camel-back' strips of unvulcanised rubber, for retreading rubber tyres

4008 21 plates, sheets and strip, of non-cellular rubber

4009 12 tubes, pipes and hoses, of vulcanised rubber (excl. hard rubber), not reinforced or otherwise 
combined with other materials, with fittings

4009 41 tubes, pipes and hoses, of vulcanised rubber (excl. hard rubber), reinforced or otherwise combined 
with materials other than metal or textile materials, without fittings

4010 31 endless transmission belts of trapezoidal cross-section "v-belts", of vulcanised rubber, v-ribbed, of 
an outside circumference > 60 cm but <= 180 cm

4010 33 endless transmission belts of trapezoidal cross-section "v-belts", of vulcanised rubber, v-ribbed, of 
an outside circumference > 180 cm but <= 240 cm

4010 35 endless synchronous belts, of vulcanised rubber, of an outside circumference > 60 cm but <= 150 
cm

4010 36 endless synchronous belts, of vulcanised rubber, of an outside circumference > 150 cm but <= 198 
cm

4010 39 transmission belts or belting, of vulcanised rubber (excl. endless transmission belts of trapezoidal 
cross-section "v-belts", v-ribbed, of an outside circumference > 60 cm but <= 240 cm and endless 
synchronous belts of an outside circumference > 60 cm but <= 198 cm)

4012 11 retreaded pneumatic tyres, of rubber, of a kind used on motor cars "incl. station wagons and racing 
cars"

4012 13 retreaded pneumatic tyres, of rubber, of a kind used on aircraft

4012 19 retreaded pneumatic tyres, of rubber (excl. of a kind used on motor cars, station wagons, racing 
cars, buses, lorries and aircraft)

4012 20 used pneumatic tyres of rubber

4016 93 gaskets, washers and other seals, of vulcanised rubber (excl. hard rubber and those of cellular 
rubber)

4407 19 coniferous wood sawn or chipped lengthwise, sliced or peeled, whether or not planed, sanded or 
end-jointed, of a thickness of > 6 mm (excl. pine "pinus spp.", fir "abies spp." and spruce "picea 
spp.")

4407 92 beech "fagus spp.", sawn or chipped lengthwise, sliced or peeled, whether or not planed, sanded or 
end-jointed, of a thickness of > 6 mm

4407 94 cherry "prunus spp.", sawn or chipped lengthwise, sliced or peeled, whether or not planed, sanded 
or end-jointed, of a thickness of > 6 mm
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4407 97 poplar and aspen "populus spp.", sawn or chipped lengthwise, sliced or peeled, whether or not 
planed, sanded or end-jointed, of a thickness of > 6 mm

4407 99 wood, sawn or chipped lengthwise, sliced or peeled, whether or not planed, sanded or end-jointed, 
of a thickness of > 6 mm (excl. tropical wood, coniferous wood, oak "quercus spp.", beech "fagus 
spp.", maple "acer spp.", cherry "prunus spp.", ash "fraxinus spp.", birch "betula spp.", poplar and 
aspen "populus spp.")

4408 10 sheets for veneering, incl. those obtained by slicing laminated wood, for coniferous plywood or for 
other similar laminated coniferous wood and other coniferous wood, sawn lengthwise, sliced or 
peeled, whether or not planed, sanded, spliced or end-jointed, of a thickness of <= 6 mm

4411 13 medium density fibreboard "mdf" of wood, of a thickness > 5 mm but <= 9 mm

4411 94 fibreboard of wood or other ligneous materials, whether or not agglomerated with resins or other 
organic bonding agents, of a density of <= 0,5 g/cm3 (excl. medium density fibreboard "mdf"; 
particle board, whether or not bonded with one or more sheets of fibreboard; laminated wood 
with a layer of plywood; cellular wood panels of which both sides are fibreboard; paperboard; 
identifiable furniture components)

4412 31 plywood consisting solely of sheets of wood <= 6 mm thick, with at least one outer ply of tropical 
wood (excl. sheets of compressed wood, cellular wood panels, inlaid wood and sheets identifiable 
as furniture components)

4412 33 plywood consisting solely of sheets of wood <= 6 mm thick, with at least one outer ply of non- 
coniferous wood (excl. of bamboo, with an outer ply of tropical wood or of alder, ash, beech, birch, 
cherry, chestnut, elm, eucalyptus, hickory, horse chestnut, lime, maple, oak, plane tree, poplar, 
aspen, robinia, tulipwood or walnut, and sheets of compressed wood, cellular wood panels, inlaid 
wood and sheets identifiable as furniture components)

4412 94 laminated wood as blockboard, laminboard or battenboard (excl. of bamboo, plywood consisting 
solely of sheets of wood <= 6 mm thick, sheets of compressed wood, inlaid wood and sheets 
identifiable as furniture components)

4416 00 casks, barrels, vats, tubs and other coopers’ products parts thereof, of wood, incl. staves

4418 40 wooden shuttering for concrete constructional work (excl. plywood boarding)

4418 60 posts and beams, of wood

4418 79 flooring panels, assembled, of wood other than bamboo (excl. multilayer panels and panels for 
mosaic floors)

4503 10 corks and stoppers of all types, of natural cork, incl. round-edged blanks

4504 10 tiles of any shape, blocks, plates, sheets and strip, solid cylinders, incl. discs, of agglomerated cork

4701 00 mechanical wood pulp, not chemically treated

4703 19 unbleached non-coniferous chemical wood pulp, soda or sulphate (excl. dissolving grades)

4703 21 semi-bleached or bleached coniferous chemical wood pulp, soda or sulphate (excl. dissolving 
grades)

4703 29 semi-bleached or bleached non-coniferous chemical wood pulp, soda or sulphate (excl. dissolving 
grades)
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4704 11 unbleached coniferous chemical wood pulp, sulphite (excl. dissolving grades)

4704 21 semi-bleached or bleached coniferous chemical wood pulp, sulphite (excl. dissolving grades)

4704 29 semi-bleached or bleached non-coniferous chemical wood pulp, sulphite (excl. dissolving grades)

4705 00 wood pulp obtained by a combination of mechanical and chemical pulping processes

4706 30 pulps of fibrous cellulosic bamboo material

4706 92 chemical pulp of fibrous cellulosic material (excl. that of bamboo, wood, cotton linters and fibres 
derived from recovered [waste and scrap] paper or paperboard)

4707 10 recovered "waste and scrap" paper or paperboard of unbleached kraft paper, corrugated paper or 
corrugated paperboard

4707 30 recovered "waste and scrap" paper or paperboard made mainly of mechanical pulp, e.g. 
newspapers, journals and similar printed matter

4802 20 paper and paperboard of a kind used as a base for photosensitive, heat-sensitive or electrosensitive 
paper and paperboard, uncoated, in rolls or in square or rectangular sheets, of any size

4802 40 wallpaper base, uncoated

4802 58 uncoated paper and paperboard, of a kind used for writing, printing or other graphic purposes, and 
non-perforated punchcards and punch-tape paper, in rolls or in square or rectangular sheets, of any 
size, not containing fibres obtained by a mechanical or chemi-mechanical process or of which <= 
10% by weight of the total fibre content consists of such fibres, weighing > 150 g/m2, n.e.s.

4802 61 uncoated paper and paperboard, of a kind used for writing, printing or other graphic purposes, and 
non-perforated punchcards and punch-tape paper, in rolls of any size, of which > 10% by weight of 
the total fibre content consists of fibres obtained by a mechanical or chemi-mechanical process,  
n.e.s.

4804 11 unbleached kraftliner, uncoated, in rolls of a width > 36 cm

4804 19 kraftliner, uncoated, in rolls of a width > 36 cm (excl. unbleached and goods of heading 4802 and 
4803)

4804 21 unbleached sack kraft paper, uncoated, in rolls of a width > 36 cm (excl. goods of heading 4802, 
4803 or 4808)

4804 29 sack kraft paper, uncoated, in rolls of a width > 36 cm (excl. unbleached, and goods of heading 
4802, 4803 or 4808)

4804 31 unbleached kraft paper and paperboard, uncoated, in rolls of a width > 36 cm or in square or 
rectangular sheets with one side > 36 cm and the other side > 15 cm in the unfolded state, weighing 
<= 150 g/m2 (excl. kraftliner, sack kraft paper and goods of heading 4802, 4803 or 4808)

4804 39 kraft paper and paperboard, uncoated, in rolls of a width > 36 cm or in square or rectangular sheets 
with one side > 36 cm and the other side > 15 cm in the unfolded state, weighing <= 150 g/m2 

(excl. unbleached, kraftliner, sack kraft paper and goods of heading 4802, 4803 or 4808)

4804 41 unbleached kraft paper and paperboard, uncoated, in rolls of a width > 36 cm or in square or 
rectangular sheets with one side > 36 cm and the other side > 15 cm in the unfolded state, weighing 
> 150 g to < 225 g/m2 (excl. kraftliner, sack kraft paper, and goods of heading 4802, 4803 or 
4808)
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4804 42 kraft paper and paperboard, uncoated, in rolls of a width > 36 cm or in square or rectangular sheets 
with one side > 36 cm and the other side > 15 cm in the unfolded state, weighing > 150 g to  
< 225 g/m2, bleached uniformly in the mass, containing > 95% chemically processed wood fibre 

by weight in relation to the total fibre content (excl. kraftliner, sack kraft paper and goods of 
heading 4802, 4803 or 4808)

4804 49 kraft paper and paperboard, uncoated, in rolls of a width > 36 cm or in square or rectangular sheets 
with one side > 36 cm and the other side > 15 cm in the unfolded state, weighing > 150 g to  
< 225 g/m2 (excl. unbleached, bleached uniformly in the mass and containing > 95% chemically 
processed wood fibre by weight in relation to the total fibre content, kraftliner, sack kraft paper and 
goods of heading 4802, 4803 or 4808)

4804 52 kraft paper and paperboard, uncoated, in rolls of a width > 36 cm or in square or rectangular sheets 
with one side > 36 cm and the other side > 15 cm in the unfolded state, weighing >= 225 g/m2, 
bleached uniformly in the mass, containing > 95% chemically processed wood fibre by weight in 
relation to the total fibre content (excl. kraftliner, sack kraft paper and goods of heading 4802, 
4803 or 4808)

4804 59 kraft paper and paperboard, uncoated, in rolls of a width > 36 cm or in square or rectangular sheets 
with one side > 36 cm and the other side > 15 cm in the unfolded state, weighing >= 225 g/m2 

(excl. unbleached or bleached uniformly in the mass and containing > 95% chemically prepared 
wood fibre by weight in relation to the total fibre content, and kraftliner, sack kraft paper and 
goods of heading 4802, 4803 or 4808)

4805 24 testliner "recycled liner board", uncoated, in rolls of a width > 36 cm or in square or rectangular 
sheets with one side > 36 cm and the other side > 15 cm in the unfolded state, weighing  
<= 150 g/m2

4805 25 testliner "recycled liner board", uncoated, in rolls of a width > 36 cm or in square or rectangular 
sheets with one side > 36 cm and the other side > 15 cm in the unfolded state, weighing > 150 g/m2

4805 40 filter paper and paperboard, in rolls of a width > 36 cm or in square or rectangular sheets with one 
side > 36 cm and the other side > 15 cm in the unfolded state

4805 91 paper and paperboard, uncoated, in rolls of a width > 36 cm or in square or rectangular sheets with 
one side > 36 cm and the other side > 15 cm in the unfolded state, weighing <= 150 g/m2, n.e.s.

4805 92 paper and paperboard, uncoated, in rolls of a width > 36 cm or in square or rectangular sheets with 
one side > 36 cm and the other side > 15 cm in the unfolded state, weighing > 150 g to < 225 g/m2, 
n.e.s.

4806 10 vegetable parchment, in rolls of a width > 36 cm or in square or rectangular sheets with one side > 
36 cm and the other side > 15 cm in the unfolded state

4806 20 greaseproof papers, in rolls of a width > 36 cm or in square or rectangular sheets with one side > 
36 cm and the other side > 15 cm in the unfolded state

4806 30 tracing papers, in rolls of a width > 36 cm or in square or rectangular sheets with one side > 36 cm 
and the other side > 15 cm in the unfolded state

4806 40 glassine and other glazed transparent or translucent papers, in rolls of a width > 36 cm or in square 
or rectangular sheets with one side > 36 cm and the other side > 15 cm in the unfolded state (excl. 
vegetable parchment, greaseproof papers and tracing papers)
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4807 00 composite paper and paperboard "made by sticking flat layers of paper or paperboard together 
with an adhesive", not surface-coated or impregnated, whether or not internally reinforced, in rolls 
of a width > 36 cm or in square or rectangular sheets with one side > 36 cm and the other side  
> 15 cm in the unfolded state

4808 90 paper and paperboard, creped, crinkled, embossed or perforated, in rolls of a width > 36 cm or in 
square or rectangular sheets with one side > 36 cm and the other side > 15 cm in the unfolded state 
(excl. sack kraft and other kraft paper, and goods of heading 4803)

4809 20 self-copy paper, whether or not printed, in rolls of a width > 36 cm or in square or rectangular 
sheets with one side > 36 cm and the other side > 15 cm in the unfolded state (excl. carbon and 
similar copying papers)

4810 13 paper and paperboard used for writing, printing or other graphic purposes, not containing fibres 
obtained by a mechanical or chemi-mechanical process or of which <= 10% by weight of the total 
fibre content consists of such fibres, coated on one or both sides with kaolin or other inorganic 
substances, in rolls of any size

4810 19 paper and paperboard used for writing, printing or other graphic purposes, not containing fibres 
obtained by a mechanical or chemi-mechanical process or of which <= 10% by weight of the total 
fibre content consists of such fibres, coated on one or both sides with kaolin or other inorganic 
substances, in square or rectangular sheets with one side > 435 mm or with one side <= 435 mm 
and the other side > 297 mm in the unfolded state

4810 22 lightweight coated paper used for writing, printing or other graphic purposes, total weight  
<= 72 g/m2, coating weight <= 15 g/m2 per side, on a base of which >= 50% by weight of the total 
fibre content consists of fibres obtained by a mechanical process, coated on both sides with kaolin 
or other inorganic substances, in rolls or in square or rectangular sheets, of any size

4810 31 kraft paper and paperboard, bleached uniformly throughout the mass and containing > 95% 
chemically processed wood fibres by weight in relation to the total fibre content, coated on one or 
both sides with kaolin or other inorganic substances, in rolls or in square or rectangular sheets, of 
any size, weighing <= 150 g/m2 (excl. that for writing, printing or other graphic purposes)

4810 39 kraft paper and paperboard, coated on one or both sides with kaolin or other inorganic substances, 
in rolls or in square or rectangular sheets, of any size (excl. that for writing, printing or other 
graphic purposes; paper and paperboard bleached uniformly in the mass and containing > 95% 
chemically processed wood fibres by weight in relation to the total fibre content)

4810 92 multi-ply paper and paperboard, coated on one or both sides with kaolin or other inorganic 
substances, in rolls or in square or rectangular sheets, of any size (excl. that for writing, printing or 
other graphic purposes, kraft paper and paperboard)

4810 99 paper and paperboard, coated on one or both sides with kaolin "china clay" or other inorganic 
substances, with or without a binder, and with no other coating, whether or not surface-coloured, 
surface-decorated or printed, in rolls or in square or rectangular sheets, of any size (excl. that for 
writing, printing or other graphic purposes, kraft paper and paperboard, multi-ply paper and 
paperboard, and with no other coating)

4811 10 tarred, bituminised or asphalted paper and paperboard, in rolls or in square or rectangular sheets, 
of any size
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4811 51 paper and paperboard, surface-coloured, surface-decorated or printed, coated, impregnated or 
covered with artificial resins or plastics, in rolls or in square or rectangular sheets, of any size, 
bleached and weighing > 150 g/m2 (excl. adhesives)

4811 59 paper and paperboard, surface-coloured, surface-decorated or printed, coated, impregnated or 
covered with artificial resins or plastics, in rolls or in square or rectangular sheets, of any size (excl. 
bleached and weighing > 150 g/m2, and adhesives)

4811 60 paper and paperboard, coated, impregnated or covered with wax, paraffin wax, stearin, oil or 
glycerol, in rolls or in square or rectangular sheets, of any size (excl. goods of heading 4803, 4809
and 4818)

4811 90 paper, paperboard, cellulose wadding and webs of soft cellulose, coated, impregnated, covered, 
surface-coloured, surface-decorated or printed, in rolls or in square or rectangular sheets, of any 
size (excl. goods of heading 4803, 4809, 4810 and 4818, and of subheading 4811.10 to 4811.60)

4814 90 wallpaper and similar wallcoverings of paper, and window transparencies of paper (excl. 
wallcoverings of paper, consisting of paper coated or covered, on the face side, with a grained, 
embossed, coloured or design-printed or otherwise decorated layer of plastics)

4819 20 folding cartons, boxes and cases, of non-corrugated paper or paperboard

4822 10 bobbins, spools, cops and similar supports of paper pulp, paper or paperboard, whether or not 
perforated or hardened, for winding textile yarn

4823 20 filter paper and paperboard, in strips or rolls of a width <= 36 cm, in rectangular or square sheets, 
of which no side > 36 cm in the unfolded state, or cut to shape other than rectangular or square

4823 40 rolls, sheets and dials, printed for self-recording apparatus, in rolls of a width <= 36 cm, in 
rectangular or square sheets of which no side > 36 cm in the unfolded state, or cut into dials

4823 70 moulded or pressed articles of paper pulp, n.e.s.

4906 00 plans and drawings for architectural, engineering, industrial, commercial, topographical or similar 
purposes, being originals drawn by hand; handwritten texts; photographic reproductions on 
sensitised paper and carbon copies of the foregoing

5105 39 fine animal hair, carded or combed (excl. wool and hair of kashmir "cashmere" goats)

5105 40 coarse animal hair, carded or combed

5106 10 carded wool yarn containing >= 85% wool by weight (excl. that put up for retail sale)

5106 20 carded wool yarn containing predominantly, but < 85% wool by weight (excl. that put up for retail 
sale)

5107 20 yarn of combed wool containing predominantly, but < 85% wool by weight (excl. that put up for 
retail sale)

5112 11 woven fabrics containing >= 85% combed wool or combed fine animal hair by weight and 
weighing <= 200 g/m2 (excl. fabrics for technical uses of heading 5911)

5112 19 woven fabrics containing >= 85% combed wool or combed fine animal hair by weight and 
weighing > 200 g/m2

5205 21 single cotton yarn, of combed fibres, containing >= 85% cotton by weight and with a linear density 
of >= 714,29 decitex "<= mn 14" (excl. sewing thread and yarn put up for retail sale)
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5205 28 single cotton yarn, of combed fibres, containing >= 85% cotton by weight and with a linear density 
of < 83,33 decitex "> mn 120" (excl. sewing thread and yarn put up for retail sale)

5205 41 multiple "folded" or cabled cotton yarn, of combed fibres, containing >= 85% cotton by weight and 
with a linear density of >= 714,29 decitex "<= mn 14" per single yarn (excl. sewing thread and yarn 
put up for retail sale)

5206 42 multiple "folded" or cabled cotton yarn containing predominantly, but < 85% cotton by weight, of 
combed fibres and with a linear density of 232,56 decitex to < 714,29 decitex "> mn 14 to mn 43" 
per single yarn (excl. sewing thread and yarn put up for retail sale)

5209 11 plain woven fabrics of cotton, containing >= 85% cotton by weight and weighing > 200 g/m2, 
unbleached

5211 19 woven fabrics of cotton, containing predominantly, but < 85% cotton by weight, mixed principally 
or solely with man-made fibres and weighing > 200 g/m2, unbleached (excl. those in three-thread 
or four-thread twill, incl. cross twill, and plain woven fabrics)

5211 51 plain woven fabrics of cotton, containing predominantly, but < 85% cotton by weight, mixed 
principally or solely with man-made fibres and weighing > 200 g/m2, printed

5211 59 woven fabrics of cotton, containing predominantly, but < 85% cotton by weight, mixed principally 
or solely with man-made fibres and weighing > 200 g/m2, printed (excl. those in three-thread or 
four-thread twill, incl. cross twill, and plain woven fabrics)

5308 20 hemp yarn

5402 63 multiple "folded" or cabled filament yarn of polypropylene, incl. monofilament of < 67 decitex 
(excl. sewing thread, yarn put up for retail sale and textured yarn)

5403 33 filament yarn of cellulose acetate, incl. monofilament of < 67 decitex, single (excl. sewing thread, 
high-tenacity yarn and yarn put up for retail sale)

5403 42 multiple "folded" or cabled filament yarn of cellulose acetate, incl. monofilament of < 67 decitex 
(excl. sewing thread, high-tenacity yarn and yarn put up for retail sale)

5404 12 polypropylene monofilament of >= 67 decitex and with a cross sectional dimension of <= 1 mm 
(excl. elastomers)

5404 19 synthetic monofilament of >= 67 decitex and with a cross sectional dimension of <= 1 mm (excl. of 
elastomers and polypropylene)

5404 90 strip and the like, e.g. artificial straw, of synthetic textile material, with an apparent width of <= 5 mm

5407 30 woven fabrics of synthetic filament yarn, incl. monofilament of >= 67 decitex and with a cross 
sectional dimension of <= 1 mm, consisting of layers of parallel textile yarns superimposed on 
each other at acute or right angles, the layers being bonded at the intersections of the yarns by an 
adhesive or by thermal bonding

5501 90 synthetic filament tow as specified in note 1 to chapter 55 (excl. that of acrylic, modacrylic, 
polyesters, polypropylene, nylon or other polyamide filament)

5502 10 artificial filament tow as specified in note 1 to chapter 55, of acetate

5503 19 staple fibres of nylon or other polyamides, not carded, combed or otherwise processed for 
spinning (excl. those of aramids)
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5503 40 staple fibres of polypropylene, not carded, combed or otherwise processed for spinning

5504 90 artificial staple fibres, not carded, combed or otherwise processed for spinning (excl. those of 
viscose rayon)

5506 40 staple fibres of polypropylene, carded, combed or otherwise processed for spinning

5507 00 artificial staple fibres, carded, combed or otherwise processed for spinning

5512 21 woven fabrics containing >= 85% acrylic or modacrylic staple fibres by weight, unbleached or 
bleached

5512 99 woven fabrics containing >= 85% synthetic staple fibres by weight, dyed, made of yarn of different 
colours or printed (excl. those of acrylic, modacrylic or polyester staple fibres)

5516 44 woven fabrics containing predominantly, but < 85% artificial staple fibres by weight, mixed 
principally or solely with cotton, printed

5516 94 woven fabrics containing predominantly, but < 85% artificial staple fibres by weight, other than 
those mixed principally or solely with cotton, wool, fine animal hair or man-made filament, 
printed

5601 29 wadding of textile materials and articles thereof (excl. of cotton or man-made fibres; sanitary 
towels and tampons, napkins and napkin liners for babies and similar sanitary articles, wadding 
and articles thereof, impregnated or covered with medicated substances or put up for retail for 
medical, surgical, dental or veterinary purposes, or impregnated, coated or covered with perfumes, 
make-up, soaps, cleansing agents, etc.)

5601 30 textile flock and dust and mill neps

5604 90 textile yarn, strip and the like of heading 5404 and 5405, impregnated, coated, covered or 
sheathed with rubber or plastics (excl. imitation catgut, thread and cord with fish-hook attach-
ments or otherwise put up as fishing line)

5605 00 metallised yarn, whether or not gimped, being textile yarn, or strip or the like of heading 5404 or 
5405, of textile fibres, combined with metal in the form of thread, strip or powder or covered with 
metal (excl. yarns manufactured from a mixture of textile fibres and metal fibres, with anti-static 
properties; yarns reinforced with metal wire; articles with the character of trimmings)

5607 41 binder or baler twine, of polyethylene or polypropylene

5801 27 warp pile fabrics, of cotton (excl. terry towelling and similar woven terry fabrics, tufted textile 
fabrics and narrow woven fabrics of heading 5806)

5803 00 gauze (excl. narrow woven fabrics of heading 5806)

5806 40 narrow fabrics consisting of warp without weft assembled by means of an adhesive "bolducs", with 
a width of <= 30 cm

5901 10 textile fabrics coated with gum or amylaceous substances, of a kind used for the outer covers of 
books, the manufacture of boxes and articles of cardboard or the like

5905 00 textile wallcoverings

5908 00 textile wicks, woven, plaited or knitted, for lamps, stoves, lighters, candles or the like; incandescent 
gas mantles and tubular knitted gas-mantle fabric for incandescent gas mantles, whether or not 
impregnated (excl. wax-covered wicks of the taper variety, fuses and detonating fuses, wicks in the 
form of textile yarn and glass-fibre wicks)
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5910 00 transmission or conveyor belts or belting, of textile material, whether or not impregnated, coated, 
covered or laminated with plastics, or reinforced with metal or other material (excl. those of a 
thickness of < 3 mm and of indeterminate length or cut to length only, and those impregnated, 
coated, covered or laminated with rubber or made of yarn or cord impregnated or coated with 
rubber)

5911 10 textile fabrics, felt and felt-lined woven fabrics, coated, covered or laminated with rubber, leather or 
other material, of a kind used for card clothing, and similar fabrics of a kind used for other 
technical purposes, incl. narrow fabrics made of velvet impregnated with rubber, for covering 
weaving spindles "weaving beams"

5911 31 textile fabrics and felts, endless or fitted with linking devices, of a kind used in papermaking or 
similar machines, e.g. for paper pulp or asbestos-cement, weighing < 650 g/m2

5911 32 textile fabrics and felts, endless or fitted with linking devices, of a kind used in papermaking or 
similar machines, e.g. for paper pulp or asbestos-cement, weighing >= 650 g/m2

5911 40 straining cloth of a kind used in oil-presses or for similar technical purposes, incl. that of human 
hair

6001 99 pile fabrics, knitted or crocheted (excl. cotton or man-made fibres and "long pile" fabrics)

6003 40 knitted or crocheted fabrics of artificial fibres, of a width of <= 30 cm (excl. those containing by 
weight >= 5% of elastomeric yarn or rubber thread, and pile fabrics, incl. "long pile", looped pile 
fabrics, labels, badges and similar articles, knitted or crocheted fabrics, impregnated, coated, 
covered or laminated, and sterile surgical or dental adhesion barriers of subheading 3006.10.30)

6005 36 unbleached or bleached warp knit fabrics of synthetic fibres "incl. those made on galloon knitting 
machines", of a width of > 30 cm (excl. those containing by weight >= 5% of elastomeric yarn or 
rubber thread, and pile fabrics, incl. "long pile", looped pile fabrics, labels, badges and similar 
articles, and knitted or crocheted fabrics, impregnated, coated, covered or laminated)

6005 44 printed warp knit fabrics of artificial fibres "incl. those made on galloon knitting machines", of a 
width of > 30 cm (excl. those containing by weight >= 5% of elastomeric yarn or rubber thread, 
and pile fabrics, incl. "long pile", looped pile fabrics, labels, badges and similar articles, and knitted 
or crocheted fabrics, impregnated, coated, covered or laminated)

6006 10 fabrics, knitted or crocheted, of a width of > 30 cm, of wool or fine animal hair (excl. warp knit 
fabrics "incl. those made on galloon knitting machines", those containing by weight >= 5% of 
elastomeric yarn or rubber thread, and pile fabrics, incl. "long pile", looped pile fabrics, labels, 
badges and similar articles, and knitted or crocheted fabrics, impregnated, coated, covered or 
laminated)

6309 00 worn clothing and clothing accessories, blankets and travelling rugs, household linen and articles 
for interior furnishing, of all types of textile materials, incl. all types of footwear and headgear, 
showing signs of appreciable wear and presented in bulk or in bales, sacks or similar packings (excl. 
carpets, other floor coverings and tapestries)

6802 92 calcareous stone, in any form (excl. marble, travertine and alabaster, tiles, cubes and similar articles 
of subheading 6802.10, imitation jewellery, clocks, lamps and lighting fittings and parts thereof, 
original sculptures and statuary, setts, curbstones and flagstones)
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6804 23 millstones, grindstones, grinding wheels and the like, without frameworks, for sharpening, 
polishing, trueing or cutting, of natural stone (excl. of agglomerated natural abrasives or ceramics, 
perfumed pumice stones, hand sharpening or polishing stones, and grinding wheels etc. 
specifically for dental drill engines)

6806 10 slag-wool, rock-wool and similar mineral wools, incl. intermixtures thereof, in bulk, sheets or rolls

6806 90 mixtures and articles of heat-insulating, sound-insulating or sound absorbing mineral materials 
(excl. slag-wool, rock-wool and similar mineral wools, exfoliated vermiculite, expanded clays, 
foamed slag and similar expanded mineral materials, articles of light concrete, asbestos-cement, 
cellulose fibre-cement or the like, mixtures and other articles of or based on asbestos, and ceramic 
products)

6807 10 articles of asphalt or of similar materials, e.g. petroleum bitumen or coal tar pitch, in rolls

6807 90 articles of asphalt or of similar materials, e.g. petroleum bitumen or coal tar pitch (excl. in rolls)

6809 19 boards, sheets, panels, tiles and similar articles, of plaster or compositions based on plaster (excl. 
ornamented, faced or reinforced with paper or paperboard only, and with plaster agglomerated 
articles for heat-insulation, sound-insulation or sound absorption)

6810 91 prefabricated structural components for building or civil engineering of cement, concrete or 
artificial stone, whether or not reinforced

6811 81 corrugated sheets of cellulose fibre-cement or the like, not containing asbestos

6811 82 sheets, panels, paving, tiles and similar articles, of cellulose fibre-cement or the like, not containing 
asbestos (excl. corrugated sheets)

6811 89 articles of cellulose fibre-cement or the like, not containing asbestos (excl. corrugated and other 
sheets, panels, tiles and similar articles)

6813 89 friction material and articles thereof, e.g. sheets, rolls, strips, segments, discs, washers and pads, for 
clutches and the like, with a basis of mineral substances or cellulose, whether or not combined with 
textile or other materials (excl. containing asbestos, and brake linings and pads)

6814 90 worked mica and articles of mica (excl. electrical insulators, insulating fittings, resistors and 
capacitors, protective goggles of mica and their glasses, mica in the form of christmas tree 
decorations, and plates, sheets and strips of agglomerated or reconstituted mica, whether or not on 
supports)

6901 00 bricks, blocks, tiles and other ceramic goods of siliceous fossil meals, e.g. kieselguhr, tripolite or 
diatomite, or of similar siliceous earths

6904 10 building bricks (excl. those of siliceous fossil meals or similar siliceous earths, and refractory bricks 
of heading 6902)

6905 10 roofing tiles

6905 90 ceramic chimney pots, cowls, chimney liners, architectural ornaments and other ceramic 
constructional goods (excl. of siliceous fossil meals or similar siliceous earths, refractory ceramic 
constructional components, pipes and other components for drainage and similar purposes, and 
roofing tiles)
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6906 00 ceramic pipes, conduits, guttering and pipe fittings (excl. of siliceous fossil meals or similar 
siliceous earths, refractory ceramic goods, chimney liners, pipes specifically manufactured for 
laboratories, insulating tubing and fittings and other piping for electrotechnical purposes)

6907 22 ceramic flags and paving, hearth or wall tiles, of a water absorption coefficient by weight > 0,5 % 
but <= 10 % (excl. mosaic cubes and finishing ceramics)

6907 40 finishing ceramics

6909 90 ceramic troughs, tubs and similar receptacles of a kind used in agriculture; ceramic pots, jars and 
similar articles of a kind used for the conveyance or packing of goods (excl. general-purpose 
storage vessels for laboratories, containers for shops and household articles)

7002 20 rods of glass, unworked

7002 31 tubes of fused quartz or other fused silica, unworked

7002 32 tubes of glass having a linear coefficient of expansion <= 5 x 10-6 per kelvin within a temperature 
range of 0°c to 300°c, unworked (excl. tubes of glass having a linear coefficient of expansion <= 5 x 
10-6 per kelvin within a temperature range of 0°c to 300°c)

7002 39 tubes of glass, unworked (excl. tubes of glass having a linear coefficient of expansion <= 5 x 10-6 
per kelvin within a temperature range of 0°c to 300°c or of fused quartz or other fused silica)

7003 30 profiles of glass, whether or not having an absorbent, reflecting or non-reflecting layer, but not 
otherwise worked

7004 20 sheets of glass, drawn or blown, coloured throughout the mass "body tinted" opacified, flashed or 
having an absorbent, reflecting or non-reflecting layer, but not otherwise worked

7005 10 float glass and surface ground or polished glass, in sheets, having an absorbent, reflecting or non- 
reflecting layer, but not otherwise worked (excl. wired glass)

7005 30 float glass and surface ground and polished glass, in sheets, whether or not having an absorbent, 
reflecting or non-reflecting layer, wired, but not otherwise worked

7007 11 toughened "tempered" safety glass, of size and shape suitable for incorporation in motor vehicles, 
aircraft, spacecraft, vessels and other vehicles

7007 29 laminated safety glass (excl. glass of size and shape suitable for incorporation in motor vehicles, 
aircraft, spacecraft, vessels or other vehicles, multiple-walled insulating units)

7011 10 glass envelopes, incl. bulbs and tubes, open, and glass parts thereof, without fittings, for electric 
lighting

7202 92 ferro-vanadium

7207 12 semi-finished products of iron or non-alloy steel containing, by weight, < 0,25% of carbon, of 
rectangular "other than square" cross-section, the width measuring >= twice the thickness

7208 25 flat-rolled products of iron or non-alloy steel, of a width of >= 600 mm, in coils, simply hot-rolled, 
not clad, plated or coated, of a thickness of >= 4,75 mm, pickled, without patterns in relief

7208 90 flat-rolled products of iron or steel, of a width >= 600 mm, hot-rolled and further worked, but not 
clad, plated or coated
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7209 25 flat-rolled products of iron or non-alloy steel, of a width of >= 600 mm, not in coils, simply cold- 
rolled "cold-reduced", not clad, plated or coated, of a thickness of >= 3 mm

7209 28 flat-rolled products of iron or non-alloy steel, of a width of >= 600 mm, not in coils, simply cold- 
rolled "cold-reduced", not clad, plated or coated, of a thickness of < 0,5 mm

7210 90 flat-rolled products of iron or non-alloy steel, of a width of >= 600 mm, hot-rolled or cold-rolled 
"cold-reduced", clad, plated or coated (excl. tinned, plated or coated with lead, zinc, chromium 
oxides, chromium and chromium oxides, or aluminium, painted, varnished or coated with plastics)

7211 13 flat-rolled products of iron or non-alloy steel, simply hot-rolled on four faces or in a closed box 
pass, not clad, plated or coated, of a width of > 150 mm but < 600 mm and a thickness of >=  
4 mm, not in coils, without patterns in relief, commonly known as "wide flats"

7211 14 flat-rolled products of iron or non-alloy steel, of a width < 600 mm, not further worked than hot- 
rolled, not clad, plated or coated, of a thickness of >= 4,75 mm (excl. "wide flats")

7211 29 flat-rolled products of iron or non-alloy steel, of a width of < 600 mm, simply cold-rolled "cold- 
reduced", not clad, plated or coated, containing by weight >= 0,25% of carbon

7212 10 flat-rolled products of iron or non-alloy steel, of a width of < 600 mm, hot-rolled or cold-rolled 
"cold-reduced", tinned

7212 60 flat-rolled products of iron or non-alloy steel, of a width of < 600 mm, hot-rolled or cold-rolled 
"cold-reduced", clad

7213 20 bars and rods, hot-rolled, in irregularly wound coils, of non-alloy free-cutting steel (excl. bars and 
rods containing indentations, ribs, grooves or other deformations produced during the rolling 
process)

7213 99 bars and rods, hot-rolled, in irregularly wound coils, of iron or non-alloy steel (excl. products of 
circular cross-section measuring < 14 mm in diameter, bars and rods of free-cutting steel, and bars 
and rods with indentations, ribs, grooves or other deformations produced during the rolling 
process)

7215 50 bars and rods, of iron or non-alloy steel, not further worked than cold-formed or cold-finished 
(excl. of free-cutting steel)

7216 10 u, i or h sections of iron or non-alloy steel, not further worked than hot-rolled, hot-drawn or 
extruded, of a height of < 80 mm

7216 22 t sections of iron or non-alloy steel, not further worked than hot-rolled, hot-drawn or extruded, of 
a height of < 80 mm

7216 33 h sections of iron or non-alloy steel, not further worked than hot-rolled, hot-drawn or hot- 
extruded, of a height >= 80 mm

7216 69 angles, shapes and sections, of iron or non-alloy steel, not further worked than cold-formed or 
cold-finished (excl. profiled sheet)

7218 91 semi-finished products of stainless steel, of rectangular "other than square" cross-section

7219 24 flat-rolled products of stainless steel, of a width of >= 600 mm, not further worked than hot-rolled, 
not in coils, of a thickness of < 3 mm

7222 30 other bars and rods of stainless steel, cold-formed or cold-finished and further worked, or not 
further worked than forged, or forged, or hot-formed by other means and further worked
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7224 10 steel, alloy, other than stainless, in ingots or other primary forms (excl. waste and scrap in ingot 
form, and products obtained by continuous casting)

7225 19 flat-rolled products of silicon-electrical steel, of a width of >= 600 mm, non-grain-oriented

7225 30 flat-rolled products of alloy steel other than stainless, of a width of >= 600 mm, not further worked 
than hot-rolled, in coils (excl. products of silicon-electrical steel)

7225 99 flat-rolled products of alloy steel other than stainless, of a width of >= 600 mm, hot-rolled or cold- 
rolled "cold-reduced" and further worked (excl. plated or coated with zinc and products of silicon- 
electrical steel)

7226 91 flat-rolled products of alloy steel other than stainless, of a width of < 600 mm, not further worked 
than hot-rolled (excl. products of high-speed steel or silicon-electrical steel)

7228 30 bars and rods of alloy steel other than stainless, not further worked than hot-rolled, hot-drawn or 
extruded (excl. products of high-speed steel or silico-manganese steel, semi-finished products, flat- 
rolled products and hot-rolled bars and rods in irregularly wound coils)

7228 60 bars and rods of alloy steel other than stainless, cold-formed or cold-finished and further worked or 
hot-formed and further worked, n.e.s. (excl. products of high-speed steel or silico-manganese steel, 
semi-finished products, flat-rolled products and hot-rolled bars and rods in irregularly wound 
coils)

7228 70 angles, shapes and sections of alloy steel other than stainless, n.e.s.

7228 80 hollow drill bars and rods, of alloy or non-alloy steel

7229 90 wire of alloy steel other than stainless, in coils (excl. bars and rods and wire of silico-manganese 
steel)

7301 20 angles, shapes and sections, of iron or steel, welded

7304 24 casing and tubing, seamless, of a kind used for drilling for oil or gas, of stainless steel

7305 39 tubes and pipes having circular cross-sections and an external diameter of > 406,4 mm, of iron or 
steel, welded (excl. products longitudinally welded or of a kind used for oil or gas pipelines or of a 
kind used in drilling for oil or gas)

7306 50 Tubes, pipes and hollow profiles, welded, of circular cross-section, of alloy steel other than stainless 
(excl. tubes and pipes having internal and external circular cross-sections and an external diameter 
of > 406,4 mm, and line pipe of a kind used for oil or gas pipelines or casing and tubing of a kind 
used in drilling for oil or gas)

7307 22 Threaded elbows, bends and sleeves

7309 00 Reservoirs, tanks, vats and similar containers for any material (other than compressed or liquefied 
gas), of iron or steel, of a capacity exceeding 300 l, whether or not lined or heat-insulated, but not 
fitted with mechanical or thermal equipment

7314 12 Endless bands of stainless steel wire, for machinery

7318 24 Cotters and cotter pins, of iron or steel

7320 20 Helical springs, of iron or steel (excl. flat spiral springs, clock and watch springs, springs for sticks 
and handles of umbrellas or parasols, and shock absorbers of section 17)
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7322 90 Air heaters and hot-air distributors, incl. distributors which can also distribute fresh or conditioned 
air, non-electrically heated, incorporating a motor-driven fan or blower, and parts thereof, of iron 
or steel

7324 29 baths of steel sheet

7407 10 bars, rods and profiles, of refined copper

7408 11 wire of refined copper, with a maximum cross-sectional dimension of > 6 mm

7408 19 wire of refined copper, with a maximum cross-sectional dimension of <= 6 mm

7409 11 plates, sheets and strip, of refined copper, in coils, of a thickness of > 0,15 mm (excl. expanded 
sheet and strip and electrically insulated strip)

7409 19 plates, sheets and strip, of refined copper, not in coils, of a thickness of > 0,15 mm (excl. expanded 
sheet and strip and electrically insulated strip)

7409 40 plates, sheets and strip, of copper-nickel base alloys "cupro-nickel" or copper-nickel-zinc base 
alloys "nickel silver", of a thickness of > 0,15 mm (excl. expanded sheet and strip and electrically 
insulated strip)

7411 29 tubes and pipes of copper alloys (excl. copper-zinc base alloys "brass", copper-nickel base alloys 
"cupro-nickel" and copper-nickel-zinc base alloys "nickel silver")

7415 21 washers, "incl. spring washers and spring lock washers", of copper

7505 11 bars, rods, profiles and wire, of non-alloy nickel, n.e.s. (excl. electrically insulated products)

7505 21 wire of non-alloy nickel (excl. electrically insulated products)

7506 10 plates, sheets, strip and foil, of non-alloy nickel (excl. expanded plates, sheets or strip)

7507 11 tubes and pipes of non-alloy nickel

7508 90 articles of nickel

7605 19 Wire of non-alloy aluminium, with a maximum cross-sectional dimension of <= 7 mm (other than 
stranded wires, cables, ropes and other articles of heading 7614, electrically insulated wires, strings 
for musical instruments)

7605 29 Wire, of aluminium alloys, having a maximum cross-sectional dimension of <= 7 mm (other than 
stranded wires, cables, ropes and other articles of heading 7614, electrically insulated wires, strings 
for musical instruments)

7606 92 Plates, sheets and strip, of aluminium alloys, of a thickness of > 0,2 mm (other than square or 
rectangular)

7607 20 Aluminium foil, backed, of a thickness (excl. any backing) of <= 0,2 mm (excl. stamping foils of 
heading 3212, and foil made up as christmas tree decorating material)

7611 00 Reservoirs, tanks, vats and similar containers, of aluminium, for any material (other than 
compressed or liquefied gas), of a capacity of > 300 l, not fitted with mechanical or thermal 
equipment, whether or not lined or heat-insulated (excl. containers specifically constructed or 
equipped for one or more types of transport)

7612 90 casks, drums, cans, boxes and similar containers, incl. rigid tubular containers, of aluminium, for 
any material (other than compressed or liquefied gas), of a capacity of <= 300 l, n.e.s.

7613 00 Aluminium containers for compressed or liquefied gas
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7616 10 Nails, tacks, staples (other than those of heading 8305), screws, bolts, nuts, screw hooks, rivets, 
cotters, cotter pins, washers and similar articles

7804 11 Lead plates, sheets, strip and foil; lead powders and flakes - Plates, sheets, strip and foil - Sheets, 
strip and foil of a thickness (excluding any backing) not exceeding 0,2 mm

7804 19 Lead plates, sheets, strip and foil; lead powders and flakes - Plates, sheets, strip and foil - Other

7905 00 zinc plates, sheets, strip and foil

8001 20 unwrought tin alloys

8003 00 Tin bars, rods, profiles and wire

8007 00 Articles of tin

8101 10 tungsten powders

8102 97 Molybdenum waste and scrap (excl. ash and residues containing molybdenum)

8105 90 Articles of cobalt

8109 31 Zirconium waste and scrap - Containing less than 1|part hafnium to|500|parts zirconium by 
weight

8109 39 Zirconium waste and scrap - Other

8109 91 Articles of zirconium - Containing less than 1|part hafnium to|500|part zirconium by weight

8109 99 Articles of zirconium - Other

8202 20 Bandsaw blades of base metal

8207 60 Tools for boring or broaching

8208 10 Knives and cutting blades, for machines or for mechanical appliances - for metalworking

8208 20 Knives and cutting blades, for machines or for mechanical appliances - for wood-working

8208 30 Knives and cutting blades, for machines or for mechanical appliances - used by the food industry

8208 90 Knives and cutting blades, for machines or for mechanical appliances - other

8301 20 locks used for motor vehicles, of base metal

8301 70 Keys presented separately

8302 30 Other mountings, fittings and similar articles suitable for motor vehicles

8307 10 flexible tubing of iron or steel, with or without fittings

8309 90 Stoppers, caps and lids, incl. screw caps and pouring stoppers, capsules for bottles, threaded bungs, 
bung covers, seals and other packing accessories of base metal (excl. crow corks)

8402 12 Watertube boilers with a steam production not exceeding 45 tonnes per hour

8402 19 Other vapour generating boilers, including hybrid boilers
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8402 20 Superheated water boilers

8402 90 Steam or other vapour generating boilers (other than central heating hot water boilers capable also 
of producing low pressure steam); superheated water boilers - Parts

8404 10 Auxiliary plant for use with boilers of heading 8402 or 8403, e.g. economizers, superheaters, soot 
removers and gas recoverers;

8404 20 Condensers for steam or other vapour power units

8404 90 Producer gas or water gas generators, with or without their purifiers; acetylene gas generators and 
similar water process gas generators, with or without their purifiers - Parts

8405 90 parts of producer gas or water gas generators and acetylene gas generators or similar water process 
gas generators, n.e.s.

8406 90 Steam turbines and other vapour turbines - Parts

8412 10 Reaction engines other than turbojets

8412 21 Engines and motors - linear acting (cylinders)

8412 29 Hydraulic power engines and motors - Other

8412 39 Pneumatic power engines and motors - Other

8414 90 Air or vacuum pumps, air or other gas compressors and fans; ventilating or recycling hoods 
incorporating a fan, whether or not fitted with filters; gas-tight biological safety cabinets, whether 
or not fitted with filters - Parts

8415 83 Other air-conditioning machines, comprising a motor-driven fan and elements for changing the 
temperature and humidity, including those machines in which the humidity cannot be separately 
regulated - not incorporating a refrigerating unit

8416 10 furnace burners for liquid fuel

8416 20 Furnace burners for pulverised solid fuel or gas, incl. combination burners

8416 30 Mechanical stokers, incl. their mechanical grates, mechanical ash dischargers and similar 
appliances (excl. burners)

8416 90 Parts of furnace burners such as mechanical stokers, incl. their mechanical grates, mechanical ash 
dischargers and similar appliances

8417 20 Bakery ovens, incl. biscuit ovens, non-electric

8419 19 instantaneous or storage water heaters, non-electric (excl. instantaneous gas water heaters and 
boilers or water heaters for central heating)

8420 99 Parts of calendering or other rolling machines, other than for metals or glass, and cylinders therefor 
- Other

8421 19 Centrifuges, including centrifugal dryers - other

8421 91 Parts of centrifuges, incl. centrifugal dryers

8424 89 40 Mechanical appliances for projecting, dispersing, or spraying of a kind used solely or principally for 
the manufacture of printed circuits or printed circuit assemblies

8424 90 20 Parts of mechanical appliances of subheading 8424 89 40

8425 11 Pulley tackle and hoists other than skip hoists or hoists of a kind used for raising vehicles powered 
by electric motor
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8426 12 Mobile lifting frames on tyres and straddle carriers

8426 99 Ships' derricks; cranes, including cable cranes; mobile lifting frames, straddle carriers and works 
trucks fitted with a crane - Other

8428 20 Pneumatic elevators and conveyors

8428 32 Other continuous-action elevators and conveyors, for goods or materials - Other, bucket type

8428 33 Other continuous-action elevators and conveyors, for goods or materials - Other, belt type

8428 90 Other machinery

8429 19 Bulldozers and angledozers - Other

8429 59 Mechanical shovels, excavators and shovel loaders - Other

8430 10 Piledrivers and pile extractors

8430 39 Coal or rock cutters and tunnelling machinery - Other

8439 10 Machinery for making pulp of fibrous cellulosic material

8439 30 Machinery for finishing paper or paperboard

8440 90 Bookbinding machinery, including book-sewing machines - Parts

8441 30 Machines for making cartons, boxes, cases, tubes, drums or similar containers, other than by 
moulding

8442 40 Parts of the foregoing machinery, apparatus or equipment

8443 13 Other offset printing machinery

8443 15 Letterpress printing machinery, other than reel fed, excluding flexographic printing

8443 16 Flexographic printing machinery

8443 17 Gravure printing machinery

8443 91 Parts and accessories of printing machinery used for printing by means of plates, cylinders and 
other printing components of heading 8442

8444 00 Machines for extruding, drawing, texturing or cutting man-made textile materials

8448 11 Dobbies and jacquards; card-reducing, copying, punching or assembling machines for use 
therewith

8448 19 Auxiliary machinery for machines of heading 8444, 8445, 8446 or 8447 - Other

8448 33 Spindles, spindle flyers, spinning rings and ring travellers

8448 42 Reeds for looms, healds and heald-frames

8448 49 Parts and accessories of weaving machines (looms) or of their auxiliary machinery - Other

8448 51 Sinkers, needles and other articles used in forming stitches

8451 10 Dry-cleaning machines

8451 29 Drying machines - Other

8451 30 Ironing machines and presses (including fusing presses)
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8451 90 Machinery (other than machines of heading 8450) for washing, cleaning, wringing, drying, iron-
ing, pressing (including fusing presses), bleaching, dyeing, dressing, finishing, coating or impreg-
nating textile yarns, fabrics or made-up textile articles and machines for applying the paste to the 
base fabric or other support used in the manufacture of floor coverings such as linoleum; machines 
for reeling, unreeling, folding, cutting or pinking textile fabrics - Parts

8453 10 Machinery for preparing, tanning or working hides, skins or leather

8453 80 Other machinery

8453 90 Machinery for preparing, tanning or working hides, skins or leather or for making or repairing 
footwear or other articles of hides, skins or leather, other than sewing machines - Parts

8454 10 Converters

8459 10 Way-type unit head machines

8459 70 Other threading or tapping machines

8461 20 Shaping or slotting machines, for working metals, metal carbides or cermets

8461 30 Broaching machines, for working metals, metal carbides or cermets

8461 40 Gear-cutting, gear-grinding or gear-finishing machines

8461 90 Machine tools for planing, shaping, slotting, broaching, gear cutting, gear grinding or gear 
finishing, sawing, cutting-off and other machine tools working by removing metal or cermets, not 
elsewhere specified or included - Other

8465 20 Machining centres

8465 93 Grinding, sanding or polishing machines

8465 94 Bending or assembling machines

8466 10 Tool holders and self-opening dieheads

8466 91 Other parts and accessories suitable for use solely or principally with the machines of headings 
8456 to 8465, including work or tool holders, self- opening dieheads, dividing heads and other 
special attachments for the machines; tool holders for any type of tool for working in the hand - 
For machines of heading 8464

8466 92 Other parts and accessories suitable for use solely or principally with the machines of headings 
8456 to 8465, including work or tool holders, self- opening dieheads, dividing heads and other 
special attachments for the machines; tool holders for any type of tool for working in the hand - 
For machines of heading 8465

8472 10 Duplicating machines

8472 30 Machines for sorting or folding mail or for inserting mail in envelopes or bands, machines for 
opening, closing or sealing mail and machines for affixing or cancelling postage stamps

8473 21 Parts and accessories of the electronic calculating machines of subheading 8470 10, 8470 21 or 
8470 29

8474 10 Sorting, screening, separating or washing machines

8474 39 Mixing or kneading machines - Other
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8474 80 Machinery for sorting, screening, separating, washing, crushing, grinding, mixing or kneading 
earth, stone, ores or other mineral substances, in solid (including powder or paste) form; 
machinery for agglomerating, shaping or moulding solid mineral fuels, ceramic paste, unhardened 
cements, plastering materials or other mineral products in powder or paste form; machines for 
forming foundry moulds of sand - Other machinery

8475 21 Machines for making optical fibres and preforms thereof

8475 29 Machines for manufacturing or hot working glass or glassware - Other

8475 90 Machines for assembling electric or electronic lamps, tubes or valves or flashbulbs, in glass 
envelopes; machines for manufacturing or hot working glass or glassware - Parts

8477 40 Vacuum-moulding machines and other thermoforming machines

8477 51 For moulding or retreading pneumatic tyres or for moulding or otherwise forming inner tubes

8479 10 Machinery for public works, building or the like

8479 30 Presses for the manufacture of particle board or fibre building board of wood or other ligneous 
materials and other machinery for treating wood or cork

8479 50 Industrial robots, not elsewhere specified or included

8479 90 Machines and mechanical appliances having individual functions, not specified or included 
elsewhere in Chapter 84 - Parts

8480 20 Mould bases

8480 30 Moulding patterns

8480 60 Moulds for mineral materials

8481 10 Pressure-reducing valves

8481 20 Valves for oleohydraulic or pneumatic transmissions

8481 40 Safety or relief valves

8482 20 Tapered roller bearings, including cone and tapered roller assemblies

8482 91 Balls, needles and rollers

8482 99 Other parts

8484 10 Gaskets and similar joints of metal sheeting combined with other material or of two or more layers 
of metal

8484 20 Mechanical seals

8484 90 Gaskets and similar joints of metal sheeting combined with other material or of two or more layers 
of metal; sets or assortments of gaskets and similar joints, dissimilar in composition, put up in 
pouches, envelopes or similar packings; mechanical seals - Other

8501 33 Other DC motors; DC generators, other than photovoltaic generators - of an output exceeding  
75 kW but not exceeding 375 kW

8501 62 AC generators (alternators), other than photovoltaic generators of an output exceeding 75 kVA but 
not exceeding 375 kVA

8501 63 AC generators (alternators), other than photovoltaic generators of an output exceeding 375 kVA 
but not exceeding 750 kVA

8501 64 AC generators (alternators), other than photovoltaic generators of an output exceeding 750 kVA
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8502 31 Generating sets, wind-powered

8502 39 Other generating sets - Other

8502 40 Electric rotary converters

8504 33 Transformers having a power handling capacity exceeding 16 kVA but not exceeding 500 kVA

8504 34 Transformers having a power handling capacity exceeding 500 kVA

8505 20 Electromagnetic couplings, clutches and brakes

8506 90 Primary cells and primary batteries - Parts

8507 30 Electric accumulators, including separators therefor, whether or not rectangular (including square) 
- Nickel-cadmium

8514 31 Electron beam furnaces

8525 50 Transmission apparatus

8530 90 Electrical signalling, safety or traffic control equipment for railways, tramways, roads, inland 
waterways, parking facilities, port installations or airfields (other than those of heading 8608) - 
Parts

8532 10 Fixed capacitors designed for use in 50/60 hz circuits and having a reactive power-handling 
capacity of >= 0,5 kvar "power capacitors"

8533 29 Other fixed resistors - Other

8535 30 Isolating switches and make-and-break switches

8535 90 Electrical apparatus for switching or protecting electrical circuits, or for making connections to or 
in electrical circuits (for example, switches, fuses, lightning arresters, voltage limiters, surge 
suppressors, plugs and other connectors, junction boxes), for a voltage exceeding 1 000 V - Other

8539 41 Arc lamps

8540 20 Television camera tubes; image converters and intensifiers; other photocathode tubes

8540 60 Other cathode ray tubes

8540 79 Microwave tubes (for example, magnetrons, klystrons, travelling-wave tubes, carcinotrons), 
excluding grid-controlled tubes - Other

8540 81 Receiver or amplifier valves and tubes

8540 89 Other valves and tubes - Other

8540 91 Parts of cathode ray tubes

8540 99 Other parts

8543 10 Particle accelerators

8547 90 Insulating fittings for electrical machines, appliances or equipment, being fittings wholly of 
insulating material apart from any minor components of metal (for example, threaded sockets) 
incorporated during moulding solely for purposes of assembly, other than insulators of heading 
8546; electrical conduit tubing and joints therefor, of base metal lined with insulating material - 
Other

8602 90 Other rail locomotives (excl. those powered from an external source of electricity or by 
accumulators and diesel-electric locomotives)
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8604 00 Railway or tramway maintenance or service vehicles, whether or not self-propelled (for example, 
workshops, cranes, ballast tampers, trackliners, testing coaches and track inspection vehicles)

8606 92 Other railway or tramway goods vans and wagons, not self-propelled - Open, with non-removable 
sides of a height exceeding 60 cm

8701 21 Road tractors for semi-trailers - With only compression-ignition internal combustion piston engine 
(diesel or semi-diesel)

8701 22 Road tractors for semi-trailers - With both compression-ignition internal combustion piston 
engine (diesel or semi-diesel) and electric motor as motors for propulsion

8701 23 Road tractors for semi-trailers - With both spark-ignition internal combustion piston engine and 
electric motor as motors for propulsion

8701 24 Road tractors for semi-trailers - With only electric motor for propulsion

8701 30 Track-laying tractors (excl. pedestrian-controlled)

8704 10 Dumpers designed for off-highway use

8704 22 Other motor vehicles for the transport of goods - of a gross vehicle weight exceeding 5 tonnes but 
not exceeding 20 tonnes:

8704 32 Other motor vehicles for the transport of goods - of a gross vehicle weight exceeding 5 tonnes

8705 20 Mobile drilling derricks

8705 30 Fire fighting vehicles

8705 90 Special purpose motor vehicles, other than those principally designed for the transport of persons 
or goods (for example, breakdown lorries, crane lorries, fire fighting vehicles, concrete-mixer 
lorries, road sweeper lorries, spraying lorries, mobile workshops, mobile radiological units) - Other

8709 90 Works trucks, self-propelled, not fitted with lifting or handling equipment, of the type used in 
factories, warehouses, dock areas or airports for short distance transport of goods; tractors of the 
type used on railway station platforms; parts of the foregoing vehicles - Parts

8716 20 Self-loading or self-unloading trailers and semi-trailers for agricultural purposes

8716 39 Other trailers and semi-trailers for the transport of goods - Other

9010 10 Apparatus and equipment for automatically developing photographic (including cinematographic) 
film or paper in rolls or for automatically exposing developed film to rolls of photographic paper

9015 40 Photogrammetrical surveying instruments and appliances

9015 80 Other instruments and appliances

9015 90 Surveying (including photogrammetrical surveying), hydrographic, oceanographic, hydrological, 
meteorological or geophysical instruments and appliances, excluding compasses; rangefinders - 
Parts and acessories

9029 10 Revolution counters, production counters, taximeters, milometers, pedometers and the like

9031 20 Test benches

9032 81 Other automatic regulating or controlling instruments and apparatus - Hydraulic or pneumatic - 
Other
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9401 10 Seats for aircraft

9401 20 Seats for motor vehicles

9403 30 Wooden furniture of a kind used in offices

9406 10 Prefabricated buildings of wood

9406 90 Prefabricated buildings, whether or not complete or already assembled - Other

9606 30 Button moulds and other parts of buttons; button blanks

9608 91 Pen nibs and nib points

9612 20 Of man-made fibres, measuring less than 30 mm in width, permanently put in plastic or metal 
cartridges of a kind used in automatic typewriters, automatic data- processing equipment and other 
machines’
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ANNEX VIII 

In Regulation (EU) No 833/2014, the following Annex is added:

‘ANNEX XXVIII

Prices referred to in Article 3n(6)(a) 

[table with product CN codes and corresponding prices as agreed by the Price Cap Coalition]’
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ANNEX IX 

In Regulation (EU) No 833/2014, the following Annex is added:

‘ANNEX XXIX

List of projects referred to in Article 3n(6)(c) 

Scope of exemption Date of application Date of expiration

The transport by vessel to Japan, the technical 
assistance, brokering services, financing or financial 
assistance related to such transport, of crude oil falling 
under CN 2709 00 commingled with condensate, ori-
ginating in the Sakhalin-2 (Сахалин-2) Project, located 
in Russia

5 December 2022 5 June 2023’
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EU) 2022/1905 

of 6 October 2022

amending Regulation (EU) No 269/2014 concerning restrictive measures in respect of actions 
undermining or threatening the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine 

THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION,

Having regard to the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union, and in particular Article 215 thereof,

Having regard to Council Decision 2014/145/CFSP of 17 March 2014 concerning restrictive measures in respect of actions 
undermining or threatening the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine (1),

Having regard to the joint proposal from the High Representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy and 
the European Commission,

Whereas:

(1) Council Regulation (EU) No 269/2014 (2) gives effect to restrictive measures provided for in Decision 
2014/145/CFSP.

(2) On 6 October 2022, the Council adopted Decision (CFSP) 2022/1907 (3) amending Decision 2014/145/CFSP, which 
introduced a further criterion for the listing of natural or legal persons, entities or bodies subject to asset freeze and 
the prohibition to make funds and economic resources available to designated persons and entities. 
Decision (CFSP) 2022/1907 also introduced further derogations from the asset freeze and the prohibition to make 
funds and economic resources available to certain listed entities, and introduced additional provisions regarding 
Member States’ obligations concerning the granting of derogations.

(3) The amendments made to Decision 2014/145/CFSP by Decision (CFSP) 2022/1907 fall within the scope of the 
Treaty and therefore regulatory action at the level of the Union is necessary in order to implement them, in 
particular with a view to ensuring their uniform application in all Member States.

(4) Regulation (EU) No 269/2014 should therefore be amended accordingly,

HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION:

Article 1

Regulation (EU) No 269/2014 is amended as follows:

(1) in Article 3(1), the following point is added:

(1) OJ L 78, 17.3.2014, p. 16.
(2) Council Regulation (EU) No 269/2014 of 17 March 2014 concerning restrictive measures in respect of actions undermining or 

threatening the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine (OJ L 78, 17.3.2014, p. 6).
(3) Council Decision (CFSP) 2022/1907 of 6 October 2022 amending Decision 2014/145/CFSP concerning restrictive measures in 

respect of actions undermining or threatening the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine (see page 98 of this 
Official Journal).
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‘(h) natural or legal persons, entities or bodies facilitating infringements of the prohibition against circumvention of 
the provisions of this Regulation, of Council Regulations (EU) No 692/2014 (*), (EU) No 833/2014 (**) or (EU) 
2022/263 (***) or of Council Decisions 2014/145/CFSP (****), 2014/386/CFSP (*****), 2014/512/CFSP (******) or 
(CFSP) 2022/266 (*******),

_____________
(*) Council Regulation (EU) No 692/2014 of 23 June 2014 concerning restrictive measures in response to the 

illegal annexation of Crimea and Sevastopol (OJ L 183, 24.6.2014, p. 9).
(**) Council Regulation (EU) No 833/2014 of 31 July 2014 concerning restrictive measures in view of Russia's 

actions destabilising the situation in Ukraine (OJ L 229, 31.7.2014, p. 1).
(***) Council Regulation (EU) 2022/263 of 23 February 2022 concerning restrictive measures in response to the 

recognition of the non-government controlled areas of the Donetsk and Luhansk oblasts of Ukraine and the 
ordering of Russian armed forces into those areas (OJ L 42I, 23.2.2022, p. 77).

(****) Council Decision 2014/145/CFSP of 17 March 2014 concerning restrictive measures in respect of actions 
undermining or threatening the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine (OJ L 78, 
17.3.2014, p. 16).

(*****) Council Decision 2014/386/CFSP of 23 June 2014 concerning restrictive measures in response to the illegal 
annexation of Crimea and Sevastopol (OJ L 183, 24.6.2014, p. 70).

(******) Council Decision 2014/512/CFSP of 31 July 2014 concerning restrictive measures in view of Russia's 
actions destabilising the situation in Ukraine (OJ L 229, 31.7.2014, p. 13).

(*******) Council Decision (CFSP) 2022/266 of 23 February 2022 concerning restrictive measures in response to the 
recognition of the non-government controlled areas of the Donetsk and Luhansk oblasts of Ukraine and the 
ordering of Russian armed forces into those areas (OJ L 42I, 23.2.2022, p. 109).’;

(2) Article 6a is replaced by the following:

‘Article 6a

1. By way of derogation from Article 2(2), the competent authorities of a Member State may authorise payments to 
the Crimean Sea Ports for services provided at the ports of Kerch Fishery Port, Yalta Commercial Port and Evpatoria 
Commercial Port, and for services provided by Gosgidrografiya and by Port-Terminal branches of the Crimean Sea 
Ports.

2. The Member State concerned shall inform the other Member States and the Commission of any authorisation 
granted under paragraph 1, within two weeks of the authorisation.’;

(3) in Article 6b, the following paragraphs are added:

‘4. By way of derogation from Article 2, the competent authorities of a Member State may authorise the release of 
certain frozen funds or economic resources belonging to the entity listed under entry number 91 in Annex I, or the 
making available of certain funds or economic resources to that entity, under such conditions as the competent 
authorities deem appropriate and after having determined that such funds or economic resources are necessary for the 
completion of transactions, including sales, which are strictly necessary for the wind-down, by 31 December 2022, of a 
joint venture or similar legal arrangement concluded before 16 March 2022, involving a legal person, entity or body 
listed in Annex XIX to Regulation (EU) No 833/2014.

5. By way of derogation from Article 2, the competent authorities of a Member State may authorise the release of 
certain frozen funds or economic resources belonging to the entity listed under entry number 101 in Annex I, or the 
making available of certain funds or economic resources to that entity, under such conditions as the competent 
authorities deem appropriate and after having determined that such funds or economic resources are necessary for the 
termination by 7 January 2023 of operations, contracts or other agreements concluded with, or otherwise involving, 
that entity before 3 June 2022.

6. The Member State concerned shall inform the other Member States and the Commission of any authorisation 
granted under this Article within two weeks of the authorisation.’.
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Article 2

This Regulation shall enter into force on the date of its publication in the Official Journal of the European Union.

This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member States.

Done at Brussels, 6 October 2022.

For the Council
The President

M. BEK
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COUNCIL IMPLEMENTING REGULATION (EU) 2022/1906 

of 6 October 2022

implementing Regulation (EU) No 269/2014 concerning restrictive measures in respect of actions 
undermining or threatening the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine 

THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION,

Having regard to the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union,

Having regard to Council Regulation (EU) No 269/2014 of 17 March 2014 concerning restrictive measures in respect of 
actions undermining or threatening the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine (1), and in particular 
Article 14(1) thereof,

Having regard to the proposal from the High Representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy,

Whereas:

(1) On 17 March 2014, the Council adopted Regulation (EU) No 269/2014.

(2) The Union remains unwavering in its support for Ukraine’s sovereignty and territorial integrity.

(3) On 21 September 2022, notwithstanding numerous calls by the international community on the Russian Federation 
to immediately stop its military aggression against Ukraine, the Russian Federation decided to further escalate its 
aggression against Ukraine by supporting the organisation of illegal ‘referenda’ in the parts of the Donetsk, Kherson, 
Luhansk and Zaporizhzhia regions that are currently occupied by the Russian Federation. The Russian Federation 
also further escalated its aggression against Ukraine by announcing a mobilisation in the Russian Federation and by 
again threatening to use weapons of mass destruction.

(4) On 28 September 2022, the High Representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy (the ‘High 
Representative’) issued a declaration on behalf of the Union condemning in the strongest possible terms the illegal 
sham ‘referenda’ conducted in parts of the Donetsk, Kherson, Luhansk, and Zaporizhzhia regions of Ukraine 
currently and partially occupied by Russia. The High Representative also declared that the Union does not and will 
never recognise those illegal sham ‘referenda’ and their falsified outcome, nor any decision taken on the basis of this 
outcome, and urged all Members of the United Nations to do the same. By organising those illegal sham ‘referenda’, 
Russia aimed to change by force the internationally recognised borders of Ukraine, which constitutes a clear and 
serious breach of the Charter of the United Nations (the ‘UN Charter’). The High Representative also indicated that 
all those involved in organising those illegal sham ‘referenda’ as well as those responsible for other violations of 
international law in Ukraine will be held accountable and that additional restrictive measures against Russia will be 
brought forward in this regard. The High Representative recalled that the Union remains unwavering in its support 
for Ukraine’s independence, sovereignty and territorial integrity within its internationally recognised borders, and 
demands that Russia immediately, completely and unconditionally withdraw all of its troops and military 
equipment from the entire territory of Ukraine. The High Representative further declared that the Union and its 
Member States will continue to support Ukraine’s efforts to this end, as long as necessary.

(5) On 30 September 2022, the members of the European Council adopted a statement in which they firmly rejected 
and unequivocally condemned the illegal annexation by Russia of Ukraine’s Donetsk, Kherson Luhansk and 
Zaporizhzhia regions. By wilfully undermining the rules-based international order and blatantly violating the 
fundamental rights of Ukraine to independence, sovereignty and territorial integrity, core principles as enshrined in 
the UN Charter and international law, Russia is putting global security at risk. The members of the European 
Council stated that they do not and will never recognise the illegal ‘referenda’ that Russia has engineered as a pretext 
for this further violation of Ukraine’s independence, sovereignty and territorial integrity, nor their falsified and illegal 
results. They declared that they will never recognise the illegal annexation, that those decisions are null and void and 
cannot produce any legal effect whatsoever and that Crimea, Donetsk, Kherson, Luhansk and Zaporizhzhia are 
Ukraine. They called on all States and international organisations to unequivocally reject the illegal annexation and 
recalled that Ukraine is exercising its legitimate right to defend itself against the Russian aggression to regain full 

(1) OJ L 78, 17.3.2014, p. 6.
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control of its territory and has the right to liberate occupied territories within its internationally recognised borders. 
The members of the European Council stated that they will strengthen the Union’s restrictive measures countering 
Russia’s illegal actions and further increase pressure on Russia to end its war of aggression.

(6) In view of the gravity of the situation, the Council considers that 30 persons and seven entities responsible for 
actions undermining or threatening the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine should be 
added to the list of natural and legal persons, entities and bodies subject to restrictive measures set out in Annex I to 
Regulation (EU) No 269/2014.

(7) Regulation (EU) No 269/2014 should therefore be amended accordingly,

HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION:

Article 1

The persons and entities listed in the Annex to this Regulation shall be added to the list set out in Annex I to Regulation (EU) 
No 269/2014.

Article 2

This Regulation shall enter into force on the date of its publication in the Official Journal of the European Union.

This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member States.

Done at Brussels, 6 October 2022.

For the Council
The President

M. BEK
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ANNEX 

The following persons and entities are added to the list of natural and legal persons, entities and bodies set out in Annex I to Regulation (EU) No 269/2014:

Persons

Name Identifying information Statement of Reasons Date of listing

‘1233. Aleksander Dmitrievich 
KHARICHEV

(Александр Дмитриевич ХАРИЧЕВ)

DOB: 8.2.1966

POB: Kostroma, former USSR (now 
Russian Federation)

Nationality: Russian

Gender: male

Head of the Division of Operation of the State Council in the Administration of the 
President of the Russian Federation. The Division has been tasked with the 
preparations for the illegal referenda in the occupied regions of Ukraine.

He is therefore responsible for, supporting and implementing actions and policies 
which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and 
independence of Ukraine.

6.10.2022

1234. Boris Yakovlevich RAPOPORT

(Борис Яковлевич РАПОПОРТ)

DOB: 14.8.1967

POB: Leningrad, former USSR (now St. 
Petersburg, Russian Federation)

Nationality: Russian

Gender: male

Associated individuals: Alexander 
Kharichev

Associated entities: Presidential 
Directorate of the Russian Federation

Deputy head of the Division of Operation of the State Council in the 
Administration of the President of the Russian Federation. The Division has been 
tasked with the preparations for the illegal referenda in the occupied regions of 
Ukraine.

He is therefore responsible for, supporting and implementing actions and policies 
which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and 
independence of Ukraine.

6.10.2022

1235. Anton Viktorovich KOLTSOV

(Антон Викторович КОЛЬЦОВ)

DOB: 24.6.1973

POB: Cherepovets, former USSR (now 
Russian Federation)

Nationality: Russian

Gender: male

Associated entities: Government of the 
Russian Federation

Appointed so-called “Head of the Government of the Zaporizhzhia Oblast” on 
18 July 2022 and was involved in the preparations for the illegal referendum for 
Zaporizhzhia to become part of the Russian Federation.

He is therefore responsible for, supporting and implementing actions and policies 
which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and 
independence of Ukraine.

6.10.2022
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Name Identifying information Statement of Reasons Date of listing

1236. Alexey Sergeyevich SELIVANOV

(Russian: Алексей Сергеевич 
СЕЛИВАНОВ)

a.k.a. Oleksiy Sergiyovich 
SELIVANOV

(Ukrainian: Олексiй Сергiйович 
СЕЛIВАНОВ)

DOB: 7.12.1980

POB:Kyiv, former Ukrainian SSR (now 
Ukraine)

Nationality: Ukrainian, Russian

Gender: male

Associated entities: Government of the 
Russian Federation

The so-called “Deputy Head of the Main Directorate of the Ministry of Internal 
Affairs of the Zaporizhzhia Military-Civilian Administration”.

As such he is part of the so-called government of the occupied Zaporizhzhia 
Oblast responsible for the preparations of an illegal referendum for Zaporizhzhia 
to become part of the Russian Federation.

He is therefore responsible for, supporting and implementing actions and policies 
which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and 
independence of Ukraine.

6.10.2022

1237. Anton Robertovich TITSKIY

(Антон Робертович ТИЦКИЙ)

DOB: 12.2.1990

Nationality: Russian

Gender: male

Associated entities: Government of the 
Russian Federation

Appointed so-called “Minister of Youth Policy of Zaporizhzhia Oblast” by the 
government of the Russian Federation on 18 July 2022. As such he is part of the 
so-called government of the Zaporizhzhia Oblast responsible for preparing an 
illegal referendum for Zaporizhzhia to become part of the Russian Federation.

He is therefore responsible for, supporting and implementing actions and policies 
which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and 
independence of Ukraine.

6.10.2022

1238. Sergey Vladimirovich ELISEEV

(Сергей Владимирович ЕЛИСЕЕВ)

DOB: 5.5.1971

POB: Stavropol, former USSR (now 
Russian Federation)

Nationality: Russian

Gender: Male

Address: Kherson Oblast, Ukraine

Associated entities: Government of the 
Russian Federation

Appointed so-called “Head of the Kherson Military-Civilian Administration” by the 
government of the Russian Federation on 5 July 2022. As such he is part of the 
so-called government of the occupied Kherson Oblast responsible for the 
preparations of an illegal referendum for Kherson to become part of the Russian 
Federation.

He is therefore responsible for, supporting and implementing actions and policies 
which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and 
independence of Ukraine.

6.10.2022
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Name Identifying information Statement of Reasons Date of listing

1239. Mikhail Leonidovich RODIKOV

(Михаил Леонидович РОДИКОВ)

DOB: 26.1.1958

POB: Ozyory, Moscow region, former 
USSR (now Russian Federation)

Nationality: Russian

Gender: male

Associated individuals: Sergey Eliseev

Associated entities: Government of the 
Russian Federation

Appointed so-called “Minister of Education and Science” of the Kherson Military- 
Civilian Administration by the government of the Russian Federation on 4 July 
2022 and is responsible for adapting the Kherson education system to Russian 
standards.

As such he is part of the so-called government of the occupied Kherson Oblast 
responsible for the preparations of an illegal referendum for Kherson to become 
part of the Russian Federation.

He is therefore responsible for, supporting and implementing actions and policies 
which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and 
independence of Ukraine.

6.10.2022

1240. Vladimir Alexandrovich BESPALOV

(Владимир Александрович 
БЕСПАЛОВ)

Nationality: Russian

Gender: male

Associated entities: Government of the 
Russian Federation

Appointed so-called “Minister of Domestic Policy” of the Kherson Military-Civilian 
Administration by the government of the Russian Federation on 4 July 2022.

As such he is part of the so-called government of the occupied Kherson Oblast 
responsible for the preparations of an illegal referendum for Kherson to become 
part of the Russian Federation.

He is therefore responsible for, supporting and implementing actions and policies 
which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and 
independence of Ukraine.

6.10.2022

1241. Vitaliy Pavlovich KHOTSENKO

(Витaлий Пaвлович ХОЦЕEНКО)

DOB: 18.3.1986

POB: Dnepropetrovsk, former USSR 
(now Ukraine)

Nationality: Russian

Gender: male

Address: Donetsk, Ukraine

Appointed Prime Minister of the so-called Donetsk People’s Republic on 8 June 
2022 and is as such responsible for the separatist ‘governmental’ activities of the 
so-called “government of the Donetsk People’s Republic”.

He is therefore responsible for, supporting and implementing actions and policies 
which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and 
independence of Ukraine.

6.10.2022
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Name Identifying information Statement of Reasons Date of listing

1242. Vladislav Garievich KUZNETSOV

(Владислав Гариевич КУЗНЕЦОВ)

DOB: 18.3.1969

POB: Moscow, former USSR (now 
Russian Federation)

Nationality: Russian

Gender: male

Appointed First Deputy Chairman of the government of the so-called “Luhansk 
People’s Republic” on 8 June 2022 and is as such responsible for the separatist 
“governmental” activities of the government of the so-called “Luhansk People’s 
Republic”.

He is therefore responsible for, supporting and implementing actions and policies 
which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and 
independence of Ukraine.

6.10.2022

1243. Nikolay Ivanovich BULAYEV

(Николай Иванович БУЛАЕВ)

DOB: 1.9.1949

POB: Kazachya Sloboda, former USSR 
(now Russian Federation)

Nationality: Russian

Gender: male

Deputy chairman of the Russian Central Election Commission. He was responsible 
for overseeing the voting procedures to conduct the illegal “referenda” on the illegal 
annexation of the so-called “Donetsk People’s Republic”, so-called “Luhansk 
People’s Republic”, Zaporozhzhia and Kherson Regions of Ukraine by the Russian 
Federation in September 2022. Under his guidance, voting stations were opened 
inside the Russian Federation in order to facilitate this vote.

He is therefore responsible for, supporting and implementing actions and policies 
which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and 
independence of Ukraine, or stability or security in Ukraine, or which obstruct the 
work of international organisations in Ukraine.

6.10.2022

1244. Evgeniy Alexandrovich SOLNTSEV

(Евгений Александрович СОЛНЦЕВ)

DOB: 1980

Nationality: Russian

Gender: male

So-called “Deputy Chairman of the Government of the Donetsk People’s Republic” 
since 8 June 2022.

By taking on and acting in this capacity, he is responsible for, supporting and 
implementing actions and policies which undermine or threaten the territorial 
integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, or stability or security in 
Ukraine, or which obstruct the work of international organisations in Ukraine.

6.10.2022
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Name Identifying information Statement of Reasons Date of listing

1245. Alexander Konstantinovich 
KOSTOMAROV

(Александр Константинович 
КОСТОМАРОВ)

DOB: 13.5.1977

POB: Chelyabinsk, former USSR (now 
Russian Federation)

Nationality: Russian

Gender: male

So-called “First Deputy Head of the administration of the Head of the Donetsk 
People’s Republic” since 8 June 2022.

By taking on and acting in this capacity, he is responsible for, supporting and 
implementing actions and policies which undermine or threaten the territorial 
integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, or stability or security in 
Ukraine, or which obstruct the work of international organisations in Ukraine.

6.10.2022

1246. Alan Valerievich LUSHNIKOV

(Алан Валерьевич ЛУШНИКОВ)

DOB: 10.8.1976

POB: Leningrad, former USSR (now St. 
Petersburg, Russian Federation)

Nationality: Russian

Gender: male

Associated entities: JSC Kalashnikov 
Concern

The largest shareholder of arms producer JSC Kalashnikov Concern. JSC 
Kalashnikov Concern is a Russian developer and manufacturer of army equipment, 
including personal rifles, missiles and vehicles. It is directly controlled by Rostec. 
Vikhr-1 guided aircraft missiles and AK-12 assault rifles produced by JSC 
Kalashnikov Concern were used by the Russian Armed Forces during Russia’s war 
of aggression against Ukraine in 2022.

He is therefore responsible for supporting materially or financially actions which 
undermined or threatened the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence 
of Ukraine. Furthermore, he is associated with JSC Kalashnikov Concern, which is 
responsible for supporting materially or financially actions which undermined or 
threatened the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine.

Russia’s defense corporations and individuals affiliated with them benefit from the 
ongoing war of aggression of Russia against Ukraine. JSC Kalashnikov Concern 
both contributes to the supply of arms to the Russian Armed Forces and benefits 
from the growing need for arms. Therefore, Alan Lushnikov is benefitting from the 
Government of the Russian Federation, which is responsible for the annexation of 
Crimea and the destabilisation of Ukraine.

6.10.2022
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1247. Yulia Dmitrievna CHICHERINA

(Юлия Дмитриевна ЧИЧЕРИНА)

DOB: 7.8. 1978

POB: Sverdlovsk, Russian Federation

Nationality: Russian

Gender: female

Prominent Russian singer. She uses her considerable prominence to publicly 
undermine or threaten the territorial integrity and sovereignty of Ukraine, e.g. by 
denigrating symbols of Ukrainian statehood and publically displaying her support 
for the Russian annexation of Ukraine in Russian-occupied Ukrainian territory.

She therefore materially supports actions which undermine or threaten the 
territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, as well as the 
stability and security in Ukraine.

6.10.2022

1248. Dmitriy Vitalyevich BULGAKOV

(Дмитрий Витальевич БУЛГАКОВ)

DOB: 20.10.1954

POB: Verkhneye Gurovo, Former USSR 
(now Russian Federation)

Nationality: Russian

Gender: male

Deputy Minister of Defense of the Russian Federation until September 2022 and 
General in the Russian Army. In this role, he is responsible for the Russian war 
effort at large. Furthermore, he has openly justified, defended and supported 
Russia’s war of aggression against Ukraine.

He is therefore responsible for supporting actions and policies which undermine 
and threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine.

6.10.2022

1249. Yunus-Bek Bamatgireevich 
EVKUROV

(Юнус-Бек Баматгиреевич ЕВКУРОВ)

DOB: 30.7.1963

POB: North Ossetian Autonomous SSR 
(now Russian Federation)

Nationality: Russian

Gender: male

Deputy Minister of Defense of the Russian Federation. In this role he is responsible 
for the Russian war effort at large. In his public appearances, he openly justifies 
Russia’s war of aggression against Ukraine. By means of his public appearances and 
participation in reward and medal ceremonies, he rallies domestic support for the 
war. Furthermore, his actions show that he actively supports Russia’s war of 
aggression against Ukraine.

He is therefore responsible for supporting actions and policies which undermine 
and threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine.

6.10.2022
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1250. Ruslan Khadzhismelovich 
TSALIKOV

(Руслан Хаджисмелович ЦАЛИКОВ)

DOB: 31.7.1956

POB: Ordzhonikidze, North Ossetian 
Autonomous SSR (now Vladikavkaz, 
Republic of North Ossetia–Alania, 
Russian Federation)

Nationality: Russian

Gender: male

Deputy Minister of Defense of the Russian Federation. He ranks fourth in the 
overall hierarchy of the Russian military leadership. In this role, he is responsible 
for the Russian war effort at large. In his various public appearances, such as his 
participation in an “anti-fascist” conference organised by the Ministry of Defense of 
the Russian Federation, he has expressed support for Russia’s war of aggression 
against Ukraine. His actions show that he actively supports, justifies and defends 
Russia’s war of aggression against Ukraine. Therefore, he is responsible for, 
supporting and implementing actions and policies undermining and threatening 
the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine.

6.10.2022

1251. Nikolay Aleksandrovich PANKOV

(Николай Александрович ПАНКОВ)

DOB: 2.12.1954

POB: Maryino, Former USSR (now 
Russian Federation)

Nationality: Russian

Gender: male

Deputy Minister of Defense, general of the Russian army reserve and state secretary 
of the Russian Federation. He ranks fifth in the overall hierarchy of the Russian 
military leadership. Given his key position in Russia’s military enterprise, he is 
responsible for the Russian war effort at large. He has been involved in the 
deployment of troops to Ukraine. Additionally, he has openly supported and 
justified Russia’s war of aggression against Ukraine in his public appearances. He 
has also awarded Russian paratroopers with awards for their participation in 
Russia’s war of aggression against Ukraine. Those actions demonstrate that he 
actively supports and defends Russia’s war of aggression against Ukraine.

He is therefore responsible for, supporting and implementing actions and policies 
undermining and threatening the territorial integrity, sovereignty and 
independence of Ukraine.

6.10.2022
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1252. Yuriy Eduardovich SADOVENKO

(Юрий Эдуардович САДОВЕНКО)

DOB: 11.9.1969

POB: Zhitomyr, former USSR (now 
Ukraine)

Nationality: Ukrainian

Gender: male

Deputy Minister of Defense of the Russian Federation, as well as head of the Office 
of the Russian Federation Defense Minister, and Colonel General of the Russian 
armed forces. He ranks seventh in the overall hierarchy of the Russian military 
leadership. Given his key position in Russia’s military enterprise, Yuriy Sadovenko 
is responsible for the Russian war effort at large. He has been involved in the 
deployment of troops to Ukraine. Additionally, he has openly supported and 
justified Russia’s war of aggression against Ukraine in his public appearances.

He is therefore responsible for, supporting and implementing actions and policies 
undermining and threatening the territorial integrity, sovereignty and 
independence of Ukraine.

6.10.2022

1253. Timur Vadimovich IVANOV

(Тимур Вадимович ИВАНОВ)

DOB: 15.8.1975

POB: Moscow, former USSR (now 
Russian Federation)

Nationality: Russian

Gender: male

Deputy Minister of Defense. In this position, he is responsible for the procurement 
of military goods and the construction of military facilities. He ranks tenth in the 
overall hierarchy of the Russian military leadership. Given his key position in the 
Russian Federation’s military enterprise, he is responsible for the Russian war effort 
at large. During Russia’s war of aggression against Ukraine, he has made various 
visits to the so-called “Luhansk People’s Republic” and the so-called “Donetsk 
People’s Republic” to inspect facilities under construction by the Russian 
occupying forces. Additionally, he has handed various state awards to Russian 
military personnel wounded in Russia’s war of aggression against Ukraine. Those 
actions demonstrate that he actively supports and defends the war against Ukraine.

He is therefore responsible for, supporting and implementing actions and policies 
undermining and threatening the territorial integrity, sovereignty and 
independence of Ukraine.

6.10.2022
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1254. Sergey Borissovich RYZHKOV

(Сергей Борисович РЫЖКОВ)

DOB: 25.10.1968

POB: Voronezh, Former USSR (now 
Russian Federation)

Nationality: Russian

Gender: male

Major General of the Russian armed forces and Commander of the 41st Combined 
Arms Army. As such, he is a key figure in Russia’s order of battle and has played a 
central role in the invasion and occupation of Ukrainian territory. In this role, he is 
responsible for the Russian war effort at large.

He is therefore responsible for, implementing and supporting actions and policies 
which undermine and threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and 
independence of Ukraine.

6.10.2022

1255. Aleksander Viktorovich KOCHKIN

(Александр Викторович КОЧКИН)

DOB: 10.2.1957

Nationality: Russian

Gender: male

Executive Director of the Tecmash concern. Tecmash is a key designer and 
manufacturer of missiles and munitions used by the Russian Armed Forces. Its 
subordinate company, NPO Splav, manufactures BM-27 Uragan and BM-30 
Smerch multiple rocket launchers that were used by the Russian Armed Forces 
during Russia’s war of aggression against Ukraine. Russian Armed Forces employed 
BM-27 Uragan and BM-30 Smerch multiple rocket launchers in cluster munition 
strikes against civilian targets in Ukraine, that caused multiple casualties.

He is therefore responsible for, supporting and implementing actions and policies 
which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and 
independence of Ukraine, or stability or security in Ukraine, or which obstruct the 
work of international organisations in Ukraine.

6.10.2022

1256. Vladimir Grigorevich KULISHOV

(Владимир Григoрьевич КУЛИШOВ)

DOB: 20.7.1957

POB: Rostov Oblast, Former USSR 
(now Russian Federation)

Nationality: Russian

Gender: male

Head of Russia’s Border Service and Deputy Director of the Federal Security Service 
(FSB) of the Russian Federation.

The functionaries of the FSB’s Border Service of the Russian Federation under his 
command took part in systematic “filtration” operations and forced deportations 
of Ukrainians from the occupied territories of Ukraine. Russian border guards 
illegally subjected Ukrainian citizens to lengthy interrogations, searches and 
detentions.

He is therefore responsible for, supporting and implementing actions and policies 
which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and 
independence of Ukraine, or stability or security in Ukraine, or which obstruct the 
work of international organisations in Ukraine.

6.10.2022
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1257. Nikolay Viacheslavovich 
RASTORGUEV

(Николaй Вячеслaвович 
РАСТОРГУЕВ)

DOB: 21.2.1957

POB: Lytkarino, Moscow Oblast, 
former USSR (now Russian Federation)

Nationality: Russian

Gender: male

Russian singer and member of the Public Council of the Ministry of Defense of the 
Russian Federation. He actively supported Russia’s war of aggression against 
Ukraine through his musical performances and public activities. He performed 
during the propaganda rally in support of the illegal annexation of Crimea and the 
war against Ukraine, which took place on 18 March 2022 at Luzhniki Stadium in 
Moscow. Moreover, he performed for soldiers fighting in the war against Ukraine, 
and donated funds to the Russian-occupied Donbas.

He is therefore responsible for, actively supporting and implementing, actions or 
policies which undermine and threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and 
independence of Ukraine, or stability or security in Ukraine.

6.10.2022

1258. Oleg Mikhaylovich GAZMANOV

(Олег Михайлович ГАЗМАНОВ)

DOB: 22.7.1951

POB: Gusev, former USSR (now 
Russian Federation)

Nationality: Russian

Gender: male

Russian musician. A member of the Public Council of the Ministry of Defense of 
the Russian Federation, which was established in 2006 by the Decree of the 
President of the Russian Federation with a publicly stated purpose to assure civil 
control over the Ministry of Defense and the Armed Forced of the Russian 
Federation. He participated in the public events organised by the ruling United 
Russia party.

He supported Russia’s war of aggression against Ukraine in his statements and 
musical performances. He justified Russia’s war of aggression against Ukraine by 
spreading false allegations about NATO’s threat against Russia, and the purported 
inevitability of larger war in case of no action on the Russian side.

He performed during the propaganda rally in support for the illegal annexation of 
Crimea and the war against Ukraine, which took place on 18 March 2022 at 
Luzhniki Stadium in Moscow. He also performed at the concert for the wounded 
Russian servicemen who fought in Russia’s war of aggression against Ukraine. He is 
one of the Russian artists who publicly supported President Putin’s policy 
regarding Ukraine and the illegal annexation of Crimea and Sevastopol in 2014.

He is therefore responsible for, actively supporting and implementing, actions and 
policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and 
independence of Ukraine, or stability or security in Ukraine.

6.10.2022
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1259. Dmitry Evgenevich SHUGAEV

(Дмитрий Евгеньевич ШУГАЕВ)

DOB: 11.8.1965

POB: Moscow, former USSR (now 
Russian Federation)

Nationality: Russian

Gender: male

Director of the Federal Service for Military-Technical Cooperation of the Russian 
Federation (FSVTS). The FSVTS is a federal executive body responsible for control 
and oversight in the field of military-technical cooperation between the Russian 
Federation and foreign countries. In this role, he is responsible for control and 
supervision in the field of military-technical cooperation, as well as the 
development of state policy in the field of military-technical cooperation, thus 
making him responsible for the Russian war effort at large.

He is therefore responsible for, implementing and supporting actions and policies 
which undermine and threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and 
independence of Ukraine.

6.10.2022

1260. Gennadiy Valeryevich ZHIDKO

(Геннадий Валериевич ЖИДКО)

DOB: 12.9.1965

POB: Yangiabad, former USSR (now 
Uzbekistan)

Nationality: Russian

Gender: male

Key member of the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation. In June 2022 he was 
given operational command of Russia’s war of aggression against Ukraine and he 
has been in command of Russia’s Southern Grouping of Forces. He has been 
actively involved in the deployment of troops to Ukraine and oversaw the 
implementation of an order to deploy Russian minors to the Ukrainian war theatre. 
He actively supports, justifies and defends Russia’s war of aggression against 
Ukraine. He is therefore responsible for, supporting and implementing actions and 
policies undermining and threatening the territorial integrity, sovereignty and 
independence of Ukraine.

6.10.2022
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1261. Aleksander Gelyevich DUGIN

(Александр Гельевич ДУГИН)

DOB: 7.1.1962

POB: Moscow, former USSR (now 
Russian Federation)

Nationality: Russian

Gender: male

Russian political philosopher, political scientist, analyst, strategist and long- 
standing ideologue of the theories of Russky Mir and Eurasianism. He is a member 
of the so-called Izborsk Club, a Russian Conservative think tank which specializes 
in studying Russia’s foreign and domestic policy.

Dugin has ideologically and theologically justified Crimea’s annexation and 
Russia’s war of aggression against Ukraine, seeing it as a “liberation” of Ukraine 
from Western influence. Dugin’s ideology is centered on the idea of building a 
totalitarian, Russia-dominated Eurasian empire, which includes Ukraine for 
historical, religious and geographical reasons. Dugin’s ideological assumption is 
that Ukraine is an artificial state threatening the security of Russia and the 
envisioned Eurasian Empire. Therefore the military invasion of Ukraine was 
inevitable. He called on President Vladimir Putin to militarily invade eastern 
Ukraine.

Dugin has promoted the Russian World concept linked to the expansive, revanchist 
nationalism of the Putin era, entailing the idea of the historic motherland 
protecting the subjects of the Russian World. He has helped to revive the concept of 
“Novorossiya” or “New Russia” — a historical name, used during the era of the 
Russian Empire for an administrative area that is currently part of Ukraine.

Dugin called on the denazification of Ukraine and called its government fascist. He 
actively supported the pro-Russian separatist movement in Eastern Ukraine and 
instrumentalised his worldview theory by establishing the “Eurasian Youth Union”, 
which was undertaking activities directed at undermining the sovereignty of 
Ukraine.

Therefore Aleksander Dugin is responsible for, supporting and implementing 
actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, 
sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, or stability or security in Ukraine.
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1262. Ella Aleksandrovna PAMFILOVA

(Элла Александровна 
ПАМФИЛОВА)

DOB: 12.9.1953

POB: Olmaliq, former USSR (now 
Uzbekistan)

Nationality: Russian

Gender: female

Chairperson of the Central Election Commission (CEC) of the Russian Federation. 
The CEC is responsible for organising the illegal referenda in the occupied regions 
of Ukraine. In this role, Ella Aleksandrovna Pamfilova is responsible for, supporting 
and implementing actions and policies which undermine or threaten the territorial 
integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine.

6.10.2022’

Entities

Name Identifying information Statement of Reasons Date of listing

‘112. JSC Goznak

(Russian: АО «Гознак»)

Address: 17 Mytnaya Street, Moscow, 
Russian Federation

Type of entity: Joint Stock Company

Place of registration: Russian 
Federation

Registration number: TIN 
7813252159

Principal place of business: Moscow, 
Russian Federation

Other associated entities: Government 
of the Russian Federation

Russian state-owned joint-stock company responsible for the manufacturing of 
security products including banknotes, coins, stamps, identity cards, secure 
documents, state orders and medals. As such, JSC Goznak is responsible for 
printing all Russian passports, including passports distributed in the occupied 
regions of Ukraine, including the Donbas, as well as military documents for 
Russia’s Defense Sector. The distribution of passports plays an important role in 
Russia’s attempt to “russify” and destabilize Ukraine.

JSC Goznak is therefore responsible for supporting, materially or financially, 
actions, which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and 
independence of Ukraine.
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113. OJSC V.A. Degtyarev Plant

(Russian: ОАО «Завод имени В.А. 
Дегтярева»)

alias Degtyarev Plant

(Russian: «Завод имени Дегтярева»)

alias ZiD

(Russian: «ЗиД»)

Address: 4 Truda st., Kovrov 601900 
Vladimir region, Russian Federation

Telephone: +8 (49232) 9-12-09

Website: www.zid.ru

Email: zid@zid.ru

Associated individuals: Aleksander 
Vladimirovich Tmenov

A defense company which provides weapons to the Russian Armed Forces. It 
manufactured Igla MANPADS, 9M119M “Refleks” and 9M120 “Ataka” missiles 
and 3UBK20 missile launchers that were used by the Russian Armed Forces during 
Russia’s war of aggression against Ukraine.

Degtyarev Plant is therefore responsible for supporting, materially or financially, 
actions which undermined or threatened the territorial integrity, sovereignty and 
independence of Ukraine.

6.10.2022

114. MKB “Fakel” named after P.D. 
Grushin

(Russian: МКБ «Факел» имени 
академика П. Д. Грушина)

Address: Khimki, Akademika Grushina 
33, 141401 Moscow region, Russian 
Federation

Telephone: 8 (495) 572-01-33

Website: https://www.mkbfakel.ru

Email: info@npofakel.ru

Associated entities: JSC Concern VKO 
“Almaz-Antey”

A Russian defense company which designed the S-300, S-400 and TOR missile 
systems that were used by the Russian Armed Forces during Russia’s war of 
aggression against Ukraine.

MKB Fakel is therefore responsible for supporting, materially or financially, actions 
which undermined or threatened the territorial integrity, sovereignty and 
independence of Ukraine.
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115. JSC Irkut Corporation

(Russian: Корпорация «ИРКУТ»)

Address: Leningradskiy Prospect 68, 
Moscow, 125315, Russian Federation

Telephone: +7 (495) 777-21-01

Website: www.irkut.com

Email: office@irkut.com

Associated individuals: Alexander 
Veprev, Deputy General Director of JSC 
“Irkut” Corporation, and Yuri Slyusar, 
CEO of PJSC “UAC”.

Russian aircraft manufacturer which provides fighter aircraft to the Russian Armed 
Forces.

It manufactured Su-30SM supermaneuverable fighter aircraft that were used by the 
Russian Armed Forces during Russia’s war of aggression against Ukraine.

Irkut Corp is therefore responsible for supporting, materially or financially, actions 
which undermined or threatened the territorial integrity, sovereignty and 
independence of Ukraine.

6.10.2022

116. MMZ Avangard

(Russian: АО "ММЗ "АВАНГАРД"")

Address: Klary Tsetkin street 33, 
125130, Moscow, Russian Federation

Telephone: +7 (495) 639-99-90

Website: https://mmzavangard.ru/

Email: avangardmos@mmza.ru

Associated entities: JSC Concern VKO 
"Almaz-Antey"

Russian defense contractor, which provides weapons to the Russian Armed Forces.

It manufactured missiles for the S-300 and S-400 missile systems that were used by 
the Russian Armed Forces during Russia’s war of aggression against Ukraine.

MMZ Avangard is therefore responsible for supporting, materially or financially, 
actions which undermined or threatened the territorial integrity, sovereignty and 
independence of Ukraine.
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117. JSC A.N. Ganichev Scientific and 
Production Association “SPLAV”

(Russian: АО «Научно- 
производственное объединение 
«СПЛАВ» имени А. Н. Ганичева»)

alias JSC NPO “Splav” (Russian: АО 
НПО «Сплав»)

Address: Shcheglovskaya zaseka Str. 
33, Tula, 300004 Russian Federation

Telephone: +7 (4872) 46-44-09

Website: www.splav.org, www. 
splavtula.ru, сплав.рф

Email: mail@splavtula.ru

Associated individuals: Aleksander 
Vladimirovich Smirnov

Sergey Yurevich Alekseev

Boris Andreevich Belobragin

Sergey Anatolevich Guliy

Vladimir Nikolaevich Kondaurov

Denis Nikolaevich Kochetkov

Maksim Grigorevich Rapota

Oleg Veniaminovich Stolyarov

Viktor Ivanovich Tregubov

Olga Olegovna Yakunina

Associated entities: JSC Research and 
Industrial Concern “Machine 
Engineering Technologies” - JSC RIC 
TECMASH

Russian weapons manufacturer, which provides weapons to the Russian Armed 
Forces.

It produced BM-27 Uragan and BM-30 Smerch multiple rocket launchers that were 
used by the Russian Armed Forces during Russia’s war of aggression against 
Ukraine. Russian Armed Forces employed BM-27 Uragan and BM-30 Smerch 
multiple rocket launchers in cluster munition strikes against civilian targets in 
Ukraine, that caused multiple casualties.

NPO Splav is therefore responsible for supporting, materially or financially, actions 
which undermined or threatened the territorial integrity, sovereignty and 
independence of Ukraine.
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118. Central Election Commission (CEC) Address: 109012, Bol'shoy Cherkassky 
Pereulok, Building 9, Moscow, Russian 
Federation.

Type of entity: State body of the Russian 
Federation

Place of registration: Moscow, Russian 
Federation

Date of Registration: 12.6.2002 by 
Federal Law No. 67-FZ

Other associated entities: Government 
of the Russian Federation

The Central Election Commission (CEC) of the Russian Federation is a Russian state 
body responsible for organizing elections and referenda for the Russian Federation. 
As such, the CEC is responsible for organizing the illegal referenda in the occupied 
regions of Ukraine and thus responsible for, supporting and implementing actions 
and policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and 
independence of Ukraine.
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DECISIONS

COUNCIL DECISION (CFSP) 2022/1907 

of 6 October 2022

amending Decision 2014/145/CFSP concerning restrictive measures in respect of actions 
undermining or threatening the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine 

THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION,

Having regard to the Treaty on European Union, and in particular Article 29 thereof,

Having regard to the proposal from the High Representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy,

Whereas:

(1) On 17 March 2014, the Council adopted Decision 2014/145/CFSP (1).

(2) The Union remains unwavering in its support for Ukraine’s sovereignty and territorial integrity.

(3) On 21 September 2022, notwithstanding numerous calls by the international community on the Russian Federation 
to immediately stop its military aggression against Ukraine, the Russian Federation decided to further escalate its 
aggression against Ukraine by supporting the organisation of illegal ‘referenda’ in the parts of the Donetsk, Kherson, 
Luhansk and Zaporizhzhia regions that are currently occupied by the Russian Federation. The Russian Federation 
also further escalated its aggression against Ukraine by announcing a mobilisation in the Russian Federation and by 
again threatening to use weapons of mass destruction.

(4) On 28 September 2022, the High Representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy (the ‘High 
Representative’) issued a declaration on behalf of the Union condemning in the strongest possible terms the illegal 
sham ‘referenda’ conducted in parts of the Donetsk, Kherson, Luhansk and Zaporizhzhia regions of Ukraine 
currently and partially occupied by Russia. The High Representative also declared that the Union does not and will 
never recognise those illegal sham ‘referenda’ and their falsified outcome, nor any decision taken on the basis of this 
outcome, and urged all Members of the United Nations to do the same. By organising those illegal sham ‘referenda’, 
Russia aimed to change by force the internationally recognised borders of Ukraine, which constitutes a clear and 
serious breach of the Charter of the United Nations (the ‘UN Charter’). The High Representative also indicated that 
all those involved in organising those illegal sham ‘referenda’ as well as those responsible for other violations of 
international law in Ukraine will be held accountable and that additional restrictive measures against Russia will be 
brought forward in this regard. The High Representative recalled that the Union remains unwavering in its support 
for Ukraine’s independence, sovereignty and territorial integrity within its internationally recognised borders, and 
demands that Russia immediately, completely and unconditionally withdraw all of its troops and military 
equipment from the entire territory of Ukraine. The High Representative further declared that the Union and its 
Member States will continue to support Ukraine’s efforts to this end, as long as necessary.

(5) On 30 September 2022, the members of the European Council adopted a statement in which they firmly rejected 
and unequivocally condemned the illegal annexation by Russia of Ukraine’s Donetsk, Kherson, Luhansk and 
Zaporizhzhia regions. By wilfully undermining the rules-based international order and blatantly violating the 
fundamental rights of Ukraine to independence, sovereignty and territorial integrity, core principles as enshrined in 
the UN Charter and international law, Russia is putting global security at risk. The members of the European 
Council stated that they do not and will never recognise the illegal ‘referenda’ that Russia has engineered as a pretext 
for this further violation of Ukraine’s independence, sovereignty and territorial integrity, nor their falsified and illegal 
results. They declared that they will never recognise the illegal annexation, that those decisions are null and void and 

(1) Council Decision 2014/145/CFSP of 17 March 2014 concerning restrictive measures in respect of actions undermining or threatening 
the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine (OJ L 78, 17.3.2014, p. 16).
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cannot produce any legal effect whatsoever and that Crimea, Donetsk, Kherson, Luhansk and Zaporizhzhia are 
Ukraine. They called on all States and international organisations to unequivocally reject the illegal annexation and 
recalled that Ukraine is exercising its legitimate right to defend itself against the Russian aggression to regain full 
control of its territory and has the right to liberate occupied territories within its internationally recognised borders. 
The members of the European Council stated that they will strengthen the Union’s restrictive measures countering 
Russia’s illegal actions and further increase pressure on Russia to end its war of aggression.

(6) In view of the gravity of the situation, the Council considers that 30 persons and seven entities responsible for 
actions undermining or threatening the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine should be 
added to the list of persons, entities and bodies subject to restrictive measures set out in the Annex to 
Decision 2014/145/CFSP.

(7) The Council considers that facilitating infringements of the prohibition against circumvention of certain Union 
restrictive measures is likely to contribute to destabilising Ukraine or undermining its territorial integrity, 
sovereignty and independence. Therefore, the Council deems it necessary to introduce a further listing criterion 
specifically targeting such facilitation.

(8) It is also appropriate to introduce a derogation from the asset freeze and the prohibition to make funds and 
economic resources available with respect to two listed entities, as well as to include additional provisions on 
Member States’ obligations concerning the granting of derogations.

(9) Further action by the Union is needed in order to implement certain measures.

(10) Decision 2014/145/CFSP should therefore be amended accordingly,

HAS ADOPTED THIS DECISION:

Article 1

Decision 2014/145/CFSP is amended as follows:

(1) in Article 1(1), the following point is added:

‘(f) natural or legal persons, entities or bodies facilitating infringements of the prohibition against circumvention of the 
provisions of this Decision, of Council Regulations (EU) No 269/2014 (*), (EU) No 692/2014 (**), (EU) 
No 833/2014 (***) or (EU) 2022/263 (****), or of Council Decisions 2014/386/CFSP (*****), 
2014/512/CFSP (******) or (CFSP) 2022/266 (*******),

_____________
(*) Council Regulation (EU) No 269/2014 of 17 March 2014 concerning restrictive measures in respect of 

actions undermining or threatening the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine 
(OJ L 78, 17.3.2014, p. 6).

(**) Council Regulation (EU) No 692/2014 of 23 June 2014 concerning restrictive measures in response to the 
illegal annexation of Crimea and Sevastopol (OJ L 183, 24.6.2014, p. 9).

(***) Council Regulation (EU) No 833/2014 of 31 July 2014 concerning restrictive measures in view of Russia’s 
actions destabilising the situation in Ukraine (OJ L 229, 31.7.2014, p. 1).

(****) Council Regulation (EU) 2022/263 of 23 February 2022 concerning restrictive measures in response to the 
recognition of the non-government controlled areas of the Donetsk and Luhansk oblasts of Ukraine and the 
ordering of Russian armed forces into those areas (OJ L 42I, 23.2.2022, p. 77).

(*****) Council Decision 2014/386/CFSP of 23 June 2014 concerning restrictive measures in response to the illegal 
annexation of Crimea and Sevastopol (OJ L 183, 24.6.2014, p. 70).

(******) Council Decision 2014/512/CFSP of 31 July 2014 concerning restrictive measures in view of Russia’s 
actions destabilising the situation in Ukraine (OJ L 229, 31.7.2014, p. 13).

(*******) Council Decision (CFSP) 2022/266 of 23 February 2022 concerning restrictive measures in response to the 
recognition of the non-government controlled areas of the Donetsk and Luhansk oblasts of Ukraine and the 
ordering of Russian armed forces into those areas (OJ L 42I, 23.2.2022, p. 109).’;
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(2) Article 2 is amended as follows:

(a) in paragraph 1, the following point is added:

‘(h) natural or legal persons, entities or bodies facilitating infringements of the prohibition against circumvention 
of the provisions of this Decision, of Council Regulations (EU) No 269/2014, (EU) No 692/2014, (EU) 
No 833/2014 or (EU) 2022/263, or of Council Decisions 2014/386/CFSP, 2014/512/CFSP or (CFSP) 
2022/266,’;

(b) paragraph 7 is replaced by the following:

‘7. By way of derogation from paragraph 2, the competent authorities of a Member State may authorise 
payments to the Crimean Sea Ports for services provided at the ports of Kerch Fishery Port, Yalta Commercial Port 
and Evpatoria Commercial Port, and for services provided by Gosgidrografiya and by Port-Terminal branches of the 
Crimean Sea Ports. The Member State concerned shall inform the other Member States and the Commission of any 
authorisation granted under this paragraph, within two weeks of the authorisation.’;

(c) the following paragraphs are added:

‘18. By way of derogation from paragraphs 1 and 2, the competent authorities of a Member State may authorise 
the release of certain frozen funds or economic resources belonging to the entity listed under entry number 91 
under the heading ‘Entities’ in the Annex, or the making available of certain funds or economic resources to that 
entity, under such conditions as the competent authorities deem appropriate and after having determined that 
such funds or economic resources are necessary for the completion of transactions, including sales, which are 
strictly necessary for the winding down, by 31 December 2022, of a joint venture or similar legal arrangement 
concluded before 16 March 2022, involving a legal person, entity or body referred to in Annex X to 
Decision 2014/512/CFSP. The Member State concerned shall inform the other Member States and the 
Commission of any authorisation granted under this paragraph within two weeks of the authorisation.

19. By way of derogation from paragraphs 1 and 2, the competent authorities of a Member State may authorise 
the release of certain frozen funds or economic resources belonging to the entity listed under entry number 101 
under the heading ‘Entities’ in the Annex, or the making available of certain funds or economic resources to that 
entity, under such conditions as the competent authorities deem appropriate and after having determined that 
such funds or economic resources are necessary for the termination by 7 January 2023 of operations, contracts or 
other agreements concluded with, or otherwise involving, that entity before 3 June 2022. The Member State 
concerned shall inform the other Member States and the Commission of any authorisation granted under this 
paragraph within two weeks of the authorisation.’;

(3) the persons and entities listed in the Annex to this Decision shall be added to the list set out in the Annex to 
Decision 2014/145/CFSP.

Article 2

This Decision shall enter into force on the date of its publication in the Official Journal of the European Union.

Done at Brussels, 6 October 2022.

For the Council
The President

M. BEK
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ANNEX 

The following persons and entities are added to the list of persons, entities and bodies set out in the Annex to Decision 2014/145/CFSP:

Persons

Name Identifying information Statement of Reasons Date of listing

‘1233. Aleksander Dmitrievich 
KHARICHEV

(Александр Дмитриевич ХАРИЧЕВ)

DOB: 8.2.1966

POB: Kostroma, former USSR (now 
Russian Federation)

Nationality: Russian

Gender: male

Head of the Division of Operation of the State Council in the Administration of the 
President of the Russian Federation. The Division has been tasked with the 
preparations for the illegal referenda in the occupied regions of Ukraine.

He is therefore responsible for, supporting and implementing actions and policies 
which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and 
independence of Ukraine.

6.10.2022

1234. Boris Yakovlevich RAPOPORT

(Борис Яковлевич РАПОПОРТ)

DOB: 14.8.1967

POB: Leningrad, former USSR (now St. 
Petersburg, Russian Federation)

Nationality: Russian

Gender: male

Associated individuals: Alexander 
Kharichev

Associated entities: Presidential 
Directorate of the Russian Federation

Deputy head of the Division of Operation of the State Council in the 
Administration of the President of the Russian Federation. The Division has been 
tasked with the preparations for the illegal referenda in the occupied regions of 
Ukraine.

He is therefore responsible for, supporting and implementing actions and policies 
which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and 
independence of Ukraine.

6.10.2022

1235. Anton Viktorovich KOLTSOV

(Антон Викторович КОЛЬЦОВ)

DOB: 24.6.1973

POB: Cherepovets, former USSR (now 
Russian Federation)

Nationality: Russian

Gender: male

Associated entities: Government of the 
Russian Federation

Appointed so-called “Head of the Government of the Zaporizhzhia Oblast” on 
18 July 2022 and was involved in the preparations for the illegal referendum for 
Zaporizhzhia to become part of the Russian Federation.

He is therefore responsible for, supporting and implementing actions and policies 
which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and 
independence of Ukraine.
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1236. Alexey Sergeyevich SELIVANOV

(Russian: Алексей Сергеевич 
СЕЛИВАНОВ)

a.k.a. Oleksiy Sergiyovich 
SELIVANOV

(Ukrainian: Олексiй Сергiйович 
СЕЛIВАНОВ)

DOB: 7.12.1980

POB:Kyiv, former Ukrainian SSR (now 
Ukraine)

Nationality: Ukrainian, Russian

Gender: male

Associated entities: Government of the 
Russian Federation

The so-called “Deputy Head of the Main Directorate of the Ministry of Internal 
Affairs of the Zaporizhzhia Military-Civilian Administration”.

As such he is part of the so-called government of the occupied Zaporizhzhia 
Oblast responsible for the preparations of an illegal referendum for Zaporizhzhia 
to become part of the Russian Federation.

He is therefore responsible for, supporting and implementing actions and policies 
which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and 
independence of Ukraine.

6.10.2022

1237. Anton Robertovich TITSKIY

(Антон Робертович ТИЦКИЙ)

DOB: 12.2.1990

Nationality: Russian

Gender: male

Associated entities: Government of the 
Russian Federation

Appointed so-called “Minister of Youth Policy of Zaporizhzhia Oblast” by the 
government of the Russian Federation on 18 July 2022. As such he is part of the 
so-called government of the Zaporizhzhia Oblast responsible for preparing an 
illegal referendum for Zaporizhzhia to become part of the Russian Federation.

He is therefore responsible for, supporting and implementing actions and policies 
which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and 
independence of Ukraine.

6.10.2022

1238. Sergey Vladimirovich ELISEEV

(Сергей Владимирович ЕЛИСЕЕВ)

DOB: 5.5.1971

POB: Stavropol, former USSR (now 
Russian Federation)

Nationality: Russian

Gender: Male

Address: Kherson Oblast, Ukraine

Associated entities: Government of the 
Russian Federation

Appointed so-called “Head of the Kherson Military-Civilian Administration” by the 
government of the Russian Federation on 5 July 2022. As such he is part of the 
so-called government of the occupied Kherson Oblast responsible for the 
preparations of an illegal referendum for Kherson to become part of the Russian 
Federation.

He is therefore responsible for, supporting and implementing actions and policies 
which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and 
independence of Ukraine.
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1239. Mikhail Leonidovich RODIKOV

(Михаил Леонидович РОДИКОВ)

DOB: 26.1.1958

POB: Ozyory, Moscow region, former 
USSR (now Russian Federation)

Nationality: Russian

Gender: male

Associated individuals: Sergey Eliseev

Associated entities: Government of the 
Russian Federation

Appointed so-called “Minister of Education and Science” of the Kherson Military- 
Civilian Administration by the government of the Russian Federation on 4 July 
2022 and is responsible for adapting the Kherson education system to Russian 
standards.

As such he is part of the so-called government of the occupied Kherson Oblast 
responsible for the preparations of an illegal referendum for Kherson to become 
part of the Russian Federation.

He is therefore responsible for, supporting and implementing actions and policies 
which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and 
independence of Ukraine.

6.10.2022

1240. Vladimir Alexandrovich BESPALOV

(Владимир Александрович 
БЕСПАЛОВ)

Nationality: Russian

Gender: male

Associated entities: Government of the 
Russian Federation

Appointed so-called “Minister of Domestic Policy” of the Kherson Military-Civilian 
Administration by the government of the Russian Federation on 4 July 2022.

As such he is part of the so-called government of the occupied Kherson Oblast 
responsible for the preparations of an illegal referendum for Kherson to become 
part of the Russian Federation.

He is therefore responsible for, supporting and implementing actions and policies 
which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and 
independence of Ukraine.

6.10.2022

1241. Vitaliy Pavlovich KHOTSENKO

(Витaлий Пaвлович ХОЦЕEНКО)

DOB: 18.3.1986

POB: Dnepropetrovsk, former USSR 
(now Ukraine)

Nationality: Russian

Gender: male

Address: Donetsk, Ukraine

Appointed Prime Minister of the so-called Donetsk People’s Republic on 8 June 
2022 and is as such responsible for the separatist ‘governmental’ activities of the 
so-called “government of the Donetsk People’s Republic”.

He is therefore responsible for, supporting and implementing actions and policies 
which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and 
independence of Ukraine.

6.10.2022
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1242. Vladislav Garievich KUZNETSOV

(Владислав Гариевич КУЗНЕЦОВ)

DOB: 18.3.1969

POB: Moscow, former USSR (now 
Russian Federation)

Nationality: Russian

Gender: male

Appointed First Deputy Chairman of the government of the so-called “Luhansk 
People’s Republic” on 8 June 2022 and is as such responsible for the separatist 
“governmental” activities of the government of the so-called “Luhansk People’s 
Republic”.

He is therefore responsible for, supporting and implementing actions and policies 
which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and 
independence of Ukraine.

6.10.2022

1243. Nikolay Ivanovich BULAYEV

(Николай Иванович БУЛАЕВ)

DOB: 1.9.1949

POB: Kazachya Sloboda, former USSR 
(now Russian Federation)

Nationality: Russian

Gender: male

Deputy chairman of the Russian Central Election Commission. He was responsible 
for overseeing the voting procedures to conduct the illegal “referenda” on the illegal 
annexation of the so-called “Donetsk People’s Republic”, so-called “Luhansk 
People’s Republic”, Zaporozhzhia and Kherson Regions of Ukraine by the Russian 
Federation in September 2022. Under his guidance, voting stations were opened 
inside the Russian Federation in order to facilitate this vote.

He is therefore responsible for, supporting and implementing actions and policies 
which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and 
independence of Ukraine, or stability or security in Ukraine, or which obstruct the 
work of international organisations in Ukraine.

6.10.2022

1244. Evgeniy Alexandrovich SOLNTSEV

(Евгений Александрович СОЛНЦЕВ)

DOB: 1980

Nationality: Russian

Gender: male

So-called “Deputy Chairman of the Government of the Donetsk People’s Republic” 
since 8 June 2022.

By taking on and acting in this capacity, he is responsible for, supporting and 
implementing actions and policies which undermine or threaten the territorial 
integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, or stability or security in 
Ukraine, or which obstruct the work of international organisations in Ukraine.

6.10.2022
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1245. Alexander Konstantinovich 
KOSTOMAROV

(Александр Константинович 
КОСТОМАРОВ)

DOB: 13.5.1977

POB: Chelyabinsk, former USSR (now 
Russian Federation)

Nationality: Russian

Gender: male

So-called “First Deputy Head of the administration of the Head of the Donetsk 
People’s Republic” since 8 June 2022.

By taking on and acting in this capacity, he is responsible for, supporting and 
implementing actions and policies which undermine or threaten the territorial 
integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, or stability or security in 
Ukraine, or which obstruct the work of international organisations in Ukraine.

6.10.2022

1246. Alan Valerievich LUSHNIKOV

(Алан Валерьевич ЛУШНИКОВ)

DOB: 10.8.1976

POB: Leningrad, former USSR (now St. 
Petersburg, Russian Federation)

Nationality: Russian

Gender: male

Associated entities: JSC Kalashnikov 
Concern

The largest shareholder of arms producer JSC Kalashnikov Concern. JSC 
Kalashnikov Concern is a Russian developer and manufacturer of army equipment, 
including personal rifles, missiles and vehicles. It is directly controlled by Rostec. 
Vikhr-1 guided aircraft missiles and AK-12 assault rifles produced by JSC 
Kalashnikov Concern were used by the Russian Armed Forces during Russia’s war 
of aggression against Ukraine in 2022.

He is therefore responsible for supporting materially or financially actions which 
undermined or threatened the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence 
of Ukraine. Furthermore, he is associated with JSC Kalashnikov Concern, which is 
responsible for supporting materially or financially actions which undermined or 
threatened the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine.

Russia’s defense corporations and individuals affiliated with them benefit from the 
ongoing war of aggression of Russia against Ukraine. JSC Kalashnikov Concern 
both contributes to the supply of arms to the Russian Armed Forces and benefits 
from the growing need for arms. Therefore, Alan Lushnikov is benefitting from the 
Government of the Russian Federation, which is responsible for the annexation of 
Crimea and the destabilisation of Ukraine.
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1247. Yulia Dmitrievna CHICHERINA

(Юлия Дмитриевна ЧИЧЕРИНА)

DOB: 7.8. 1978

POB: Sverdlovsk, Russian Federation

Nationality: Russian

Gender: female

Prominent Russian singer. She uses her considerable prominence to publicly 
undermine or threaten the territorial integrity and sovereignty of Ukraine, e.g. by 
denigrating symbols of Ukrainian statehood and publically displaying her support 
for the Russian annexation of Ukraine in Russian-occupied Ukrainian territory.

She therefore materially supports actions which undermine or threaten the 
territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, as well as the 
stability and security in Ukraine.

6.10.2022

1248. Dmitriy Vitalyevich BULGAKOV

(Дмитрий Витальевич БУЛГАКОВ)

DOB: 20.10.1954

POB: Verkhneye Gurovo, Former USSR 
(now Russian Federation)

Nationality: Russian

Gender: male

Deputy Minister of Defense of the Russian Federation until September 2022 and 
General in the Russian Army. In this role, he is responsible for the Russian war 
effort at large. Furthermore, he has openly justified, defended and supported 
Russia’s war of aggression against Ukraine.

He is therefore responsible for supporting actions and policies which undermine 
and threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine.

6.10.2022

1249. Yunus-Bek Bamatgireevich 
EVKUROV

(Юнус-Бек Баматгиреевич ЕВКУРОВ)

DOB: 30.7.1963

POB: North Ossetian Autonomous SSR 
(now Russian Federation)

Nationality: Russian

Gender: male

Deputy Minister of Defense of the Russian Federation. In this role he is responsible 
for the Russian war effort at large. In his public appearances, he openly justifies 
Russia’s war of aggression against Ukraine. By means of his public appearances and 
participation in reward and medal ceremonies, he rallies domestic support for the 
war. Furthermore, his actions show that he actively supports Russia’s war of 
aggression against Ukraine.

He is therefore responsible for supporting actions and policies which undermine 
and threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine.
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1250. Ruslan Khadzhismelovich 
TSALIKOV

(Руслан Хаджисмелович ЦАЛИКОВ)

DOB: 31.7.1956

POB: Ordzhonikidze, North Ossetian 
Autonomous SSR (now Vladikavkaz, 
Republic of North Ossetia–Alania, 
Russian Federation)

Nationality: Russian

Gender: male

Deputy Minister of Defense of the Russian Federation. He ranks fourth in the 
overall hierarchy of the Russian military leadership. In this role, he is responsible 
for the Russian war effort at large. In his various public appearances, such as his 
participation in an “anti-fascist” conference organised by the Ministry of Defense of 
the Russian Federation, he has expressed support for Russia’s war of aggression 
against Ukraine. His actions show that he actively supports, justifies and defends 
Russia’s war of aggression against Ukraine. Therefore, he is responsible for, 
supporting and implementing actions and policies undermining and threatening 
the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine.

6.10.2022

1251. Nikolay Aleksandrovich PANKOV

(Николай Александрович ПАНКОВ)

DOB: 2.12.1954

POB: Maryino, Former USSR (now 
Russian Federation)

Nationality: Russian

Gender: male

Deputy Minister of Defense, general of the Russian army reserve and state secretary 
of the Russian Federation. He ranks fifth in the overall hierarchy of the Russian 
military leadership. Given his key position in Russia’s military enterprise, he is 
responsible for the Russian war effort at large. He has been involved in the 
deployment of troops to Ukraine. Additionally, he has openly supported and 
justified Russia’s war of aggression against Ukraine in his public appearances. He 
has also awarded Russian paratroopers with awards for their participation in 
Russia’s war of aggression against Ukraine. Those actions demonstrate that he 
actively supports and defends Russia’s war of aggression against Ukraine.

He is therefore responsible for, supporting and implementing actions and policies 
undermining and threatening the territorial integrity, sovereignty and 
independence of Ukraine.
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1252. Yuriy Eduardovich SADOVENKO

(Юрий Эдуардович САДОВЕНКО)

DOB: 11.9.1969

POB: Zhitomyr, former USSR (now 
Ukraine)

Nationality: Ukrainian

Gender: male

Deputy Minister of Defense of the Russian Federation, as well as head of the Office 
of the Russian Federation Defense Minister, and Colonel General of the Russian 
armed forces. He ranks seventh in the overall hierarchy of the Russian military 
leadership. Given his key position in Russia’s military enterprise, Yuriy Sadovenko 
is responsible for the Russian war effort at large. He has been involved in the 
deployment of troops to Ukraine. Additionally, he has openly supported and 
justified Russia’s war of aggression against Ukraine in his public appearances.

He is therefore responsible for, supporting and implementing actions and policies 
undermining and threatening the territorial integrity, sovereignty and 
independence of Ukraine.

6.10.2022

1253. Timur Vadimovich IVANOV

(Тимур Вадимович ИВАНОВ)

DOB: 15.8.1975

POB: Moscow, former USSR (now 
Russian Federation)

Nationality: Russian

Gender: male

Deputy Minister of Defense. In this position, he is responsible for the procurement 
of military goods and the construction of military facilities. He ranks tenth in the 
overall hierarchy of the Russian military leadership. Given his key position in the 
Russian Federation’s military enterprise, he is responsible for the Russian war effort 
at large. During Russia’s war of aggression against Ukraine, he has made various 
visits to the so-called “Luhansk People’s Republic” and the so-called “Donetsk 
People’s Republic” to inspect facilities under construction by the Russian 
occupying forces. Additionally, he has handed various state awards to Russian 
military personnel wounded in Russia’s war of aggression against Ukraine. Those 
actions demonstrate that he actively supports and defends the war against Ukraine.

He is therefore responsible for, supporting and implementing actions and policies 
undermining and threatening the territorial integrity, sovereignty and 
independence of Ukraine.
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1254. Sergey Borissovich RYZHKOV

(Сергей Борисович РЫЖКОВ)

DOB: 25.10.1968

POB: Voronezh, Former USSR (now 
Russian Federation)

Nationality: Russian

Gender: male

Major General of the Russian armed forces and Commander of the 41st Combined 
Arms Army. As such, he is a key figure in Russia’s order of battle and has played a 
central role in the invasion and occupation of Ukrainian territory. In this role, he is 
responsible for the Russian war effort at large.

He is therefore responsible for, implementing and supporting actions and policies 
which undermine and threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and 
independence of Ukraine.

6.10.2022

1255. Aleksander Viktorovich KOCHKIN

(Александр Викторович КОЧКИН)

DOB: 10.2.1957

Nationality: Russian

Gender: male

Executive Director of the Tecmash concern. Tecmash is a key designer and 
manufacturer of missiles and munitions used by the Russian Armed Forces. Its 
subordinate company, NPO Splav, manufactures BM-27 Uragan and BM-30 
Smerch multiple rocket launchers that were used by the Russian Armed Forces 
during Russia’s war of aggression against Ukraine. Russian Armed Forces employed 
BM-27 Uragan and BM-30 Smerch multiple rocket launchers in cluster munition 
strikes against civilian targets in Ukraine, that caused multiple casualties.

He is therefore responsible for, supporting and implementing actions and policies 
which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and 
independence of Ukraine, or stability or security in Ukraine, or which obstruct the 
work of international organisations in Ukraine.

6.10.2022

1256. Vladimir Grigorevich KULISHOV

(Владимир Григoрьевич КУЛИШOВ)

DOB: 20.7.1957

POB: Rostov Oblast, Former USSR 
(now Russian Federation)

Nationality: Russian

Gender: male

Head of Russia’s Border Service and Deputy Director of the Federal Security Service 
(FSB) of the Russian Federation.

The functionaries of the FSB’s Border Service of the Russian Federation under his 
command took part in systematic “filtration” operations and forced deportations 
of Ukrainians from the occupied territories of Ukraine. Russian border guards 
illegally subjected Ukrainian citizens to lengthy interrogations, searches and 
detentions.

He is therefore responsible for, supporting and implementing actions and policies 
which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and 
independence of Ukraine, or stability or security in Ukraine, or which obstruct the 
work of international organisations in Ukraine.
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1257. Nikolay Viacheslavovich 
RASTORGUEV

(Николaй Вячеслaвович 
РАСТОРГУЕВ)

DOB: 21.2.1957

POB: Lytkarino, Moscow Oblast, 
former USSR (now Russian Federation)

Nationality: Russian

Gender: male

Russian singer and member of the Public Council of the Ministry of Defense of the 
Russian Federation. He actively supported Russia’s war of aggression against 
Ukraine through his musical performances and public activities. He performed 
during the propaganda rally in support of the illegal annexation of Crimea and the 
war against Ukraine, which took place on 18 March 2022 at Luzhniki Stadium in 
Moscow. Moreover, he performed for soldiers fighting in the war against Ukraine, 
and donated funds to the Russian-occupied Donbas.

He is therefore responsible for, actively supporting and implementing, actions and 
policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and 
independence of Ukraine, or stability or security in Ukraine.

6.10.2022

1258. Oleg Mikhaylovich GAZMANOV

(Олег Михайлович ГАЗМАНОВ)

DOB: 22.7.1951

POB: Gusev, former USSR (now 
Russian Federation)

Nationality: Russian

Gender: male

Russian musician. A member of the Public Council of the Ministry of Defense of 
the Russian Federation, which was established in 2006 by the Decree of the 
President of the Russian Federation with a publicly stated purpose to assure civil 
control over the Ministry of Defense and the Armed Forced of the Russian 
Federation. He participated in the public events organised by the ruling United 
Russia party.

He supported Russia’s war of aggression against Ukraine in his statements and 
musical performances. He justified Russia’s war of aggression against Ukraine by 
spreading false allegations about NATO’s threat against Russia, and the purported 
inevitability of larger war in case of no action on the Russian side.

He performed during the propaganda rally in support for the illegal annexation of 
Crimea and the war against Ukraine, which took place on 18 March 2022 at 
Luzhniki Stadium in Moscow. He also performed at the concert for the wounded 
Russian servicemen who fought in Russia’s war of aggression against Ukraine. He is 
one of the Russian artists who publicly supported President Putin’s policy 
regarding Ukraine and the illegal annexation of Crimea and Sevastopol in 2014.

He is therefore responsible for, actively supporting and implementing, actions and 
policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and 
independence of Ukraine, or stability or security in Ukraine.
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1259. Dmitry Evgenevich SHUGAEV

(Дмитрий Евгеньевич ШУГАЕВ)

DOB: 11.8.1965

POB: Moscow, former USSR (now 
Russian Federation)

Nationality: Russian

Gender: male

Director of the Federal Service for Military-Technical Cooperation of the Russian 
Federation (FSVTS). The FSVTS is a federal executive body responsible for control 
and oversight in the field of military-technical cooperation between the Russian 
Federation and foreign countries. In this role, he is responsible for control and 
supervision in the field of military-technical cooperation, as well as the 
development of state policy in the field of military-technical cooperation, thus 
making him responsible for the Russian war effort at large.

He is therefore responsible for, implementing and supporting actions and policies 
which undermine and threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and 
independence of Ukraine.

6.10.2022

1260. Gennadiy Valeryevich ZHIDKO

(Геннадий Валериевич ЖИДКО)

DOB: 12.9.1965

POB: Yangiabad, former USSR (now 
Uzbekistan)

Nationality: Russian

Gender: male

Key member of the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation. In June 2022 he was 
given operational command of Russia’s war of aggression against Ukraine and he 
has been in command of Russia’s Southern Grouping of Forces. He has been 
actively involved in the deployment of troops to Ukraine and oversaw the 
implementation of an order to deploy Russian minors to the Ukrainian war theatre. 
He actively supports, justifies and defends Russia’s war of aggression against 
Ukraine. He is therefore responsible for, supporting and implementing actions and 
policies undermining and threatening the territorial integrity, sovereignty and 
independence of Ukraine.
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1261. Aleksander Gelyevich DUGIN

(Александр Гельевич ДУГИН)

DOB: 7.1.1962

POB: Moscow, former USSR (now 
Russian Federation)

Nationality: Russian

Gender: male

Russian political philosopher, political scientist, analyst, strategist and long- 
standing ideologue of the theories of Russky Mir and Eurasianism. He is a member 
of the so-called Izborsk Club, a Russian Conservative think tank which specializes 
in studying Russia’s foreign and domestic policy.

Dugin has ideologically and theologically justified Crimea’s annexation and 
Russia’s war of aggression against Ukraine, seeing it as a “liberation” of Ukraine 
from Western influence. Dugin’s ideology is centered on the idea of building a 
totalitarian, Russia-dominated Eurasian empire, which includes Ukraine for 
historical, religious and geographical reasons. Dugin’s ideological assumption is 
that Ukraine is an artificial state threatening the security of Russia and the 
envisioned Eurasian Empire. Therefore the military invasion of Ukraine was 
inevitable. He called on President Vladimir Putin to militarily invade eastern 
Ukraine.

Dugin has promoted the Russian World concept linked to the expansive, revanchist 
nationalism of the Putin era, entailing the idea of the historic motherland 
protecting the subjects of the Russian World. He has helped to revive the concept of 
“Novorossiya” or “New Russia” — a historical name, used during the era of the 
Russian Empire for an administrative area that is currently part of Ukraine.

Dugin called on the denazification of Ukraine and called its government fascist. He 
actively supported the pro-Russian separatist movement in Eastern Ukraine and 
instrumentalised his worldview theory by establishing the “Eurasian Youth Union”, 
which was undertaking activities directed at undermining the sovereignty of 
Ukraine.

Therefore Aleksander Dugin is responsible for, supporting and implementing 
actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, 
sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, or stability or security in Ukraine.
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1262. Ella Aleksandrovna PAMFILOVA

(Элла Александровна 
ПАМФИЛОВА)

DOB: 12.9.1953

POB: Olmaliq, former USSR (now 
Uzbekistan)

Nationality: Russian

Gender: female

Chairperson of the Central Election Commission (CEC) of the Russian Federation. 
The CEC is responsible for organising the illegal referenda in the occupied regions 
of Ukraine. In this role, Ella Aleksandrovna Pamfilova is responsible for, supporting 
and implementing actions and policies which undermine or threaten the territorial 
integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine.

6.10.2022’

Entities

Name Identifying information Statement of Reasons Date of listing

‘112. JSC Goznak

(Russian: АО «Гознак»)

Address: 17 Mytnaya Street, Moscow, 
Russian Federation

Type of entity: Joint Stock Company

Place of registration: Russian 
Federation

Registration number: TIN 
7813252159

Principal place of business: Moscow, 
Russian Federation

Other associated entities: Government 
of the Russian Federation

Russian state-owned joint-stock company responsible for the manufacturing of 
security products including banknotes, coins, stamps, identity cards, secure 
documents, state orders and medals. As such, JSC Goznak is responsible for 
printing all Russian passports, including passports distributed in the occupied 
regions of Ukraine, including the Donbas, as well as military documents for 
Russia’s Defense Sector. The distribution of passports plays an important role in 
Russia’s attempt to “russify” and destabilize Ukraine.

JSC Goznak is therefore responsible for supporting, materially or financially, 
actions, which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and 
independence of Ukraine.
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113. OJSC V.A. Degtyarev Plant

(Russian: ОАО «Завод имени В.А. 
Дегтярева»)

alias Degtyarev Plant

(Russian: «Завод имени Дегтярева»)

alias ZiD

(Russian: «ЗиД»)

Address: 4 Truda st., Kovrov 601900 
Vladimir region, Russian Federation

Telephone: +8 (49232) 9-12-09

Website: www.zid.ru

Email: zid@zid.ru

Associated individuals: Aleksander 
Vladimirovich Tmenov

A defense company which provides weapons to the Russian Armed Forces. It 
manufactured Igla MANPADS, 9M119M “Refleks” and 9M120 “Ataka” missiles 
and 3UBK20 missile launchers that were used by the Russian Armed Forces during 
Russia’s war of aggression against Ukraine.

Degtyarev Plant is therefore responsible for supporting, materially or financially, 
actions which undermined or threatened the territorial integrity, sovereignty and 
independence of Ukraine.

6.10.2022

114. MKB “Fakel” named after P.D. 
Grushin

(Russian: МКБ «Факел» имени 
академика П. Д. Грушина)

Address: Khimki, Akademika Grushina 
33, 141401 Moscow region, Russian 
Federation

Telephone: 8 (495) 572-01-33

Website: https://www.mkbfakel.ru

Email: info@npofakel.ru

Associated entities: JSC Concern VKO 
“Almaz-Antey”

A Russian defense company which designed the S-300, S-400 and TOR missile 
systems that were used by the Russian Armed Forces during Russia’s war of 
aggression against Ukraine.

MKB Fakel is therefore responsible for supporting, materially or financially, actions 
which undermined or threatened the territorial integrity, sovereignty and 
independence of Ukraine.
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115. JSC Irkut Corporation

(Russian: Корпорация «ИРКУТ»)

Address: Leningradskiy Prospect 68, 
Moscow, 125315, Russian Federation

Telephone: +7 (495) 777-21-01

Website: www.irkut.com

Email: office@irkut.com

Associated individuals:Alexander 
Veprev, Deputy General Director of JSC 
“Irkut” Corporation, and Yuri Slyusar, 
CEO of PJSC “UAC”.

Russian aircraft manufacturer which provides fighter aircraft to the Russian Armed 
Forces.

It manufactured Su-30SM supermaneuverable fighter aircraft that were used by the 
Russian Armed Forces during Russia’s war of aggression against Ukraine.

Irkut Corp is therefore responsible for supporting, materially or financially, actions 
which undermined or threatened the territorial integrity, sovereignty and 
independence of Ukraine.

6.10.2022

116. MMZ Avangard

(Russian: АО "ММЗ "АВАНГАРД"")

Address: Klary Tsetkin street 33, 
125130, Moscow, Russian Federation

Telephone: +7 (495) 639-99-90

Website: https://mmzavangard.ru/

Email: avangardmos@mmza.ru

Associated entities: JSC Concern VKO 
"Almaz-Antey"

Russian defense contractor, which provides weapons to the Russian Armed Forces.

It manufactured missiles for the S-300 and S-400 missile systems that were used by 
the Russian Armed Forces during Russia’s war of aggression against Ukraine.

MMZ Avangard is therefore responsible for supporting, materially or financially, 
actions which undermined or threatened the territorial integrity, sovereignty and 
independence of Ukraine.
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117. JSC A.N. Ganichev Scientific and 
Production Association “SPLAV”

(Russian: АО «Научно- 
производственное объединение 
«СПЛАВ» имени А. Н. Ганичева»)

alias JSC NPO “Splav” (Russian: АО 
НПО «Сплав»)

Address: Shcheglovskaya zaseka Str. 
33, Tula, 300004 Russian Federation

Telephone: +7 (4872) 46-44-09

Website: www.splav.org, www. 
splavtula.ru, сплав.рф

Email: mail@splavtula.ru

Associated individuals: Aleksander 
Vladimirovich Smirnov

Sergey Yurevich Alekseev

Boris Andreevich Belobragin

Sergey Anatolevich Guliy

Vladimir Nikolaevich Kondaurov

Denis Nikolaevich Kochetkov

Maksim Grigorevich Rapota

Oleg Veniaminovich Stolyarov

Viktor Ivanovich Tregubov

Olga Olegovna Yakunina

Associated entities: JSC Research and 
Industrial Concern “Machine 
Engineering Technologies” - JSC RIC 
TECMASH

Russian weapons manufacturer, which provides weapons to the Russian Armed 
Forces.

It produced BM-27 Uragan and BM-30 Smerch multiple rocket launchers that were 
used by the Russian Armed Forces during Russia’s war of aggression against 
Ukraine. Russian Armed Forces employed BM-27 Uragan and BM-30 Smerch 
multiple rocket launchers in cluster munition strikes against civilian targets in 
Ukraine, that caused multiple casualties.

NPO Splav is therefore responsible for supporting, materially or financially, actions 
which undermined or threatened the territorial integrity, sovereignty and 
independence of Ukraine.
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118. Central Election Commission (CEC) Address: 109012, Bol'shoy Cherkassky 
Pereulok, Building 9, Moscow, Russian 
Federation.

Type of entity: State body of the Russian 
Federation

Place of registration: Moscow, Russian 
Federation

Date of Registration: 12.6.2002 by 
Federal Law No. 67-FZ

Other associated entities: Government 
of the Russian Federation

The Central Election Commission (CEC) of the Russian Federation is a Russian state 
body responsible for organizing elections and referenda for the Russian Federation. 
As such, the CEC is responsible for organizing the illegal referenda in the occupied 
regions of Ukraine and thus responsible for, supporting and implementing actions 
and policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and 
independence of Ukraine.
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COUNCIL DECISION (CFSP) 2022/1908 

of 6 October 2022

amending Decision (CFSP) 2022/266 concerning restrictive measures in response to the recognition 
of the non-government controlled areas of the Donetsk and Luhansk oblasts of Ukraine and the 

ordering of Russian armed forces into those areas 

THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION,

Having regard to the Treaty on European Union, and in particular Article 29 thereof,

Having regard to the proposal from the High Representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy,

Whereas:

(1) On 23 February 2022, the Council adopted Decision (CFSP) 2022/266 (1).

(2) On 24 February 2022, the Russian Federation launched an illegal, unprovoked and unjustified aggression against 
Ukraine.

(3) The Union remains unwavering in its support for Ukraine’s sovereignty and territorial integrity.

(4) On 21 September 2022, notwithstanding numerous calls by the international community on the Russian Federation 
to immediately stop its military aggression against Ukraine, the Russian Federation decided to further escalate its 
aggression against Ukraine by supporting the organisation of illegal ‘referenda’ in the parts of the Donetsk, Kherson, 
Luhansk and Zaporizhzhia regions that are currently occupied by the Russian Federation. The Russian Federation 
also further escalated its aggression against Ukraine by announcing a mobilisation in the Russian Federation and by 
again threatening to use weapons of mass destruction.

(5) On 28 September 2022, the High Representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy (the ‘High 
Representative’) issued a declaration on behalf of the Union condemning in the strongest possible terms the illegal 
sham ‘referenda’ conducted in parts of the Donetsk, Kherson, Luhansk, and Zaporizhzhia regions of Ukraine 
currently and partially occupied by Russia. The High Representative also declared that the Union does not and will 
never recognise those illegal sham ‘referenda’ and their falsified outcome, nor any decision taken on the basis of this 
outcome, and urged all Members of the United Nations to do the same. By organising those illegal sham ‘referenda’, 
Russia aimed to change by force the internationally recognised borders of Ukraine, which constitutes a clear and 
serious breach of the Charter of the United Nations (the ‘UN Charter’). The High Representative also indicated that 
all those involved in organising those illegal sham ‘referenda’ as well as those responsible for other violations of 
international law in Ukraine will be held accountable and that additional restrictive measures against Russia will be 
brought forward in this regard. The High Representative recalled that the Union remains unwavering in its support 
for Ukraine’s independence, sovereignty and territorial integrity within its internationally recognised borders, and 
demands that Russia immediately, completely and unconditionally withdraw all of its troops and military 
equipment from the entire territory of Ukraine. The High Representative further declared that the Union and its 
Member States will continue to support Ukraine’s efforts to this end, as long as necessary.

(1) Council Decision (CFSP) 2022/266 of 23 February 2022 concerning restrictive measures in response to the recognition of the non- 
government controlled areas of the Donetsk and Luhansk oblasts of Ukraine and the ordering of Russian armed forces into those areas 
(OJ L 42 I, 23.2.2022, p. 109).
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(6) On 30 September 2022, the members of the European Council adopted a statement in which they firmly rejected 
and unequivocally condemned the illegal annexation by Russia of Ukraine’s Donetsk, Kherson, Luhansk and 
Zaporizhzhia regions. By wilfully undermining the rules-based international order and blatantly violating the 
fundamental rights of Ukraine to independence, sovereignty and territorial integrity, core principles as enshrined in 
the UN Charter and international law, Russia is putting global security at risk. The members of the European 
Council stated that they do not and will never recognise the illegal ‘referenda’ that Russia has engineered as a pretext 
for this further violation of Ukraine’s independence, sovereignty and territorial integrity, nor their falsified and illegal 
results. They declared that they will never recognise the illegal annexation, that those decisions are null and void and 
cannot produce any legal effect whatsoever and that Crimea, Donetsk, Kherson, Luhansk and Zaporizhzhia are 
Ukraine. They called on all States and international organisations to unequivocally reject the illegal annexation and 
recalled that Ukraine is exercising its legitimate right to defend itself against the Russian aggression to regain full 
control of its territory and has the right to liberate occupied territories within its internationally recognised borders. 
The members of the European Council stated that they will strengthen the Union’s restrictive measures countering 
Russia’s illegal actions and further increase pressure on Russia to end its war of aggression.

(7) In view of those grave circumstances, the Council considers that the title of Decision (CFSP) 2022/266 should be 
amended and the geographical scope of the restrictions contained therein should be extended to cover all the non- 
government controlled areas of Ukraine in the oblasts of Donetsk, Kherson, Luhansk and Zaporizhzhia.

(8) Further action by the Union is needed in order to implement certain measures.

(9) Decision (CFSP) 2022/266 should therefore be amended accordingly,

HAS ADOPTED THIS DECISION:

Article 1

Decision (CFSP) 2022/266 is amended as follows:

(1) the title is replaced by the following:

‘Council Decision (CFSP) 2022/266 of 23 February 2022 concerning restrictive measures in response to the illegal 
recognition, occupation or annexation by the Russian Federation of certain non-government controlled areas of 
Ukraine’;

(2) Article 1 is replaced by the following:

‘Article 1

1. The import into the Union of goods originating in the non-government controlled areas of Ukraine in the oblasts 
of Donetsk, Kherson, Luhansk, and Zaporizhzhia shall be prohibited.

2. It shall be prohibited to provide, directly or indirectly, financing or financial assistance, as well as insurance and 
reinsurance, related to the import of goods originating in the non-government controlled areas of Ukraine referred to 
in paragraph 1.’;

(3) in Article 6, paragraphs 2a and 2b are replaced by the following:

‘2a. The prohibitions set out in paragraphs 1 and 2 shall not apply to:

(a) public bodies or legal persons, entities or bodies which receive public funding from the Union or Member States, 
provided that the goods, technology, services and assistance referred to in paragraphs 1 and 2 are necessary for 
exclusively humanitarian purposes in the non-government controlled areas of Ukraine referred to in Article 1;

(b) organisations and agencies which are pillar-assessed by the Union and with which the Union has signed a financial 
framework partnership agreement on the basis of which the organisations and agencies act as humanitarian 
partners of the Union, provided that the goods, technology, services and assistance referred to in paragraphs 1 
and 2 are necessary for exclusively humanitarian purposes in the non-government controlled areas of Ukraine 
referred to in Article 1;
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(c) organisations and agencies to which the Union has granted the Humanitarian Partnership Certificate or which are 
certified or recognised by a Member State in accordance with national procedures, provided that the goods, 
technology, services and assistance referred to in paragraphs 1 and 2 are necessary for exclusively humanitarian 
purposes in the non-government controlled areas of Ukraine referred to in Article 1; or

(d) Member States’ specialised agencies, provided that the goods, technology, services and assistance referred to in 
paragraphs 1 and 2 are necessary for exclusively humanitarian purposes in the non-government controlled areas 
of Ukraine referred to in Article 1.

2b. In cases not covered by paragraph 2a, and by way of derogation from paragraphs 1 and 2, the competent 
authorities of a Member State may grant general or specific authorisations, under such general and specific terms and 
conditions as they deem appropriate, for the sale, supply, transfer or export of goods or technology referred to in 
paragraph 1 and the provision of services and assistance referred to in paragraph 2, after having determined that such 
goods, technology, services and assistance are necessary for exclusively humanitarian purposes in the non-government 
controlled areas of Ukraine referred to in Article 1.

The Member State concerned shall inform the other Member States and the Commission of any authorisation granted 
under this paragraph within two weeks of any authorisation granted.’;

(4) in Article 7, paragraphs 1a and 1b are replaced by the following:

‘1a. The prohibitions set out in paragraph 1 shall not apply to:

(a) public bodies or legal persons, entities or bodies which receive public funding from the Union or Member States, 
provided that the assistance and services referred to in paragraph 1 are necessary for exclusively humanitarian 
purposes in the non-government controlled areas of Ukraine referred to in Article 1;

(b) organisations and agencies which are pillar-assessed by the Union and with which the Union has signed a financial 
framework partnership agreement on the basis of which the organisations and agencies act as humanitarian 
partners of the Union, provided that the assistance and services referred to in paragraph 1 are necessary for 
exclusively humanitarian purposes in the non-government controlled areas of Ukraine referred to in Article 1;

(c) organisations and agencies to which the Union has granted the Humanitarian Partnership Certificate or which are 
certified or recognised by a Member State in accordance with national procedures, provided that the assistance 
and services referred to in paragraph 1 are necessary for exclusively humanitarian purposes in the non- 
government controlled areas of Ukraine referred to in Article 1; or

(d) Member States’ specialised agencies, provided that the assistance and services referred to in paragraph 1 are 
necessary for exclusively humanitarian purposes in the non-government controlled areas of Ukraine referred to in 
Article 1.

1b. In cases not covered by paragraph 1a, and by way of derogation from paragraph 1, the competent authorities of 
a Member State may grant general or specific authorisations, under such general and specific terms and conditions as 
they deem appropriate, for the provision of the assistance and services referred to in paragraph 1 after having 
determined that such assistance and services are necessary for exclusively humanitarian purposes in the non- 
government-controlled areas of Ukraine referred to in Article 1.

The Member State concerned shall inform the other Member States and the Commission of any authorisation granted 
under this paragraph within two weeks of any authorisation granted.’.

Article 2

This Decision shall enter into force on the day following that of its publication in the Official Journal of the European Union.
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Done at Brussels, 6 October 2022.

For the Council
The President

M. BEK
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COUNCIL DECISION (CFSP) 2022/1909 

of 6 October 2022

amending Decision 2014/512/CFSP concerning restrictive measures in view of Russia’s actions 
destabilising the situation in Ukraine 

THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION,

Having regard to the Treaty on European Union and in particular Article 29 thereof,

Having regard to the proposal from the High Representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy,

Whereas:

(1) On 31 July 2014, the Council adopted Decision 2014/512/CFSP (1).

(2) The Union remains unwavering in its support for Ukraine’s sovereignty and territorial integrity.

(3) On 24 February 2022, the President of the Russian Federation announced a military operation in Ukraine and 
Russian armed forces began an attack on Ukraine. That attack is a blatant violation of the territorial integrity, 
sovereignty and independence of Ukraine.

(4) In its conclusions of 24 February 2022, the European Council condemned in the strongest possible terms the 
Russian Federation’s unprovoked and unjustified military aggression against Ukraine. By its illegal military actions, 
the Russian Federation is grossly violating international law and the principles of the Charter of the United Nations 
(the ‘UN Charter’), and undermining European and global security and stability. The European Council called for the 
urgent preparation and adoption of a further individual and economic sanctions package.

(5) In its conclusions of 23–24 June 2022, the European Council stated that work will continue on sanctions, including 
to strengthen implementation and prevent circumvention.

(6) On 21 September 2022, notwithstanding numerous calls by the international community on Russia to immediately 
stop its military aggression against Ukraine, the Russian Federation decided to further escalate its aggression against 
Ukraine by supporting the organisation of illegal ‘referenda’ in the parts of the Donetsk, Kherson, Luhansk and 
Zaporizhzhia regions that are currently occupied by Russia. The Russian Federation also further escalated its 
aggression against Ukraine by announcing a mobilisation in the Russian Federation and by again threatening to use 
weapons of mass destruction.

(7) On 28 September 2022, the High Representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy (the ‘High 
Representative’) issued a declaration on behalf of the Union condemning in the strongest possible terms the illegal 
sham ‘referenda’ conducted in parts of the Donetsk, Kherson, Luhansk and Zaporizhzhia regions of Ukraine 
currently and partially occupied by Russia. The High Representative also declared that the Union does not and will 
never recognise those illegal sham ‘referenda’ and their falsified outcome, nor any decision taken on the basis of that 
outcome, and urged all Members of the United Nations to do the same. By organising those illegal sham ‘referenda’, 
Russia aimed to change by force the internationally recognised borders of Ukraine, which constitutes a clear and 
serious breach of the UN Charter. The High Representative also indicated that all those involved in organising those 
illegal sham ‘referenda’ as well as those responsible for other violations of international law in Ukraine will be held 
accountable and that additional restrictive measures against Russia will be brought forward in this regard. The High 
Representative recalled that the Union remains unwavering in its support for Ukraine's independence, sovereignty 
and territorial integrity within its internationally recognised borders, and demands that Russia immediately, 
completely and unconditionally withdraw all of its troops and military equipment from the entire territory of 
Ukraine. The High Representative further declared that the Union and its Member States will continue to support 
Ukraine’s efforts to this end, as long as necessary.

(1) Council Decision 2014/512/CFSP of 31 July 2014 concerning restrictive measures in view of Russia's actions destabilising the 
situation in Ukraine (OJ L 229, 31.7.2014, p. 13).
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(8) On 30 September 2022, the members of the European Council adopted a statement in which they firmly rejected 
and unequivocally condemned the illegal annexation by Russia of Ukraine's Donetsk, Kherson, Luhansk and 
Zaporizhzhia regions. By wilfully undermining the rules-based international order and blatantly violating the 
fundamental rights of Ukraine to independence, sovereignty and territorial integrity, core principles as enshrined in 
the UN Charter and international law, Russia is putting global security at risk. The members of the European 
Council stated that they do not and will never recognise the illegal ‘referenda’ that Russia has engineered as a pretext 
for this further violation of Ukraine's independence, sovereignty and territorial integrity, nor their falsified and illegal 
results. They declared that they will never recognise that illegal annexation, that those decisions are null and void and 
cannot produce any legal effect whatsoever and that Crimea, Donetsk, Kherson, Luhansk and Zaporizhzhia are 
Ukraine. They called on all States and international organisations to unequivocally reject that illegal annexation and 
recalled that Ukraine is exercising its legitimate right to defend itself against the Russian aggression to regain full 
control of its territory and has the right to liberate occupied territories within its internationally recognised borders. 
The Members of the European Council stated that they will strengthen the Union's restrictive measures countering 
Russia's illegal actions and further increase pressure on Russia to end its war of aggression.

(9) In view of the gravity of the situation it is appropriate to introduce further restrictive measures.

(10) In particular, it is appropriate to expand the prohibition to engage in any transaction with certain Russian State- 
owned or State-controlled legal persons, entities or bodies by including a ban on Union nationals to hold any posts 
on the governing bodies of those legal persons, entities or bodies. It is also appropriate to add to the list of Russian 
State-owned or State-controlled entities that are subject to that transaction ban the Russian Maritime Register of 
Shipping, a 100 % State-owned entity which performs activities related to the classification and inspection, 
including in the field of security, of Russian and non-Russian ships and crafts. That addition prohibits the provision 
of any sort of economically valuable benefit to the Russian Maritime Register of Shipping. In this regard, it is also 
appropriate to require the withdrawal of authorisations granted by Member States to the Russian Maritime Register 
of Shipping under Directive 2005/65/EC (2), 2009/15/EC (3) or (EU) 2016/1629 (4) of the European Parliament and 
of the Council or Regulation (EC) No 725/2004 (5) of the European Parliament and of the Council.

To enable the Member States to effect such withdrawals in compliance with Regulation (EC) No 391/2009 of the 
European Parliament and of the Council (6) and Directive (EU) 2016/1629, it is also appropriate to withdraw the 
Union’s recognition of the Russian Maritime Register of Shipping. In addition, it is appropriate to extend the port 
access and lock ban in the territory of the Union to vessels certified by the Russian Maritime Register of Shipping.

(11) Moreover, it is appropriate to remove the threshold for the existing prohibition on the provision of crypto-asset 
wallet, account or custody services to Russian persons and residents, thereby banning the provision of such services 
regardless of the total value of such crypto-assets.

(12) It is also appropriate to extend the existing prohibition on the provision of certain services to the Russian Federation 
by banning the provision of architectural and engineering services as well as of IT consultancy services and legal 
advisory services. In line with the Central Products Classification as set out in Statistical Office of the United 
Nations, Statistical Papers, Series M, No 77, CPC prov., 1991, ‘architectural and engineering services’ covers both 
architectural and engineering services as well as integrated engineering services, urban planning and landscape 
architectural services and engineering-related scientific and technical consulting services. ‘Engineering services’ does 
not cover technical assistance related to goods exported to Russia where their sale, supply, transfer or export is not 
prohibited at the time at which such technical assistance is provided. ‘IT consultancy services’ covers consultancy 

(2) Directive 2005/65/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 October 2005 on enhancing port security (OJ L 310, 
25.11.2005, p. 28).

(3) Directive 2009/15/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 23 April 2009 on common rules and standards for ship 
inspection and survey organisations and for the relevant activities of maritime administrations (OJ L 131, 28.5.2009, p. 47).

(4) Directive (EU) 2016/1629 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 14 September 2016 laying down technical requirements 
for inland waterway vessels, amending Directive 2009/100/EC and repealing Directive 2006/87/EC (OJ L 252, 16.9.2016, p. 118).

(5) Regulation (EC) No 725/2004 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 31 March 2004 on enhancing ship and port facility 
security (OJ L 129, 29.4.2004, p. 6).

(6) Regulation (EC) No 391/2009 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 23 April 2009 on common rules and standards for 
ship inspection and survey organisations (OJ L 131, 28.5.2009, p. 11).
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services related to the installation of computer hardware, including assistance services to the clients in the 
installation of computer hardware (i.e. physical equipment) and computer networks, and software implementation 
services, including all services involving consultancy services on, development of and implementation of software.

(13) ‘Legal advisory services’ covers: the provision of legal advice to customers in non-contentious matters, including 
commercial transactions, involving the application or interpretation of law; participation with or on behalf of 
clients in commercial transactions, negotiations and other dealings with third parties; and preparation, execution 
and verification of legal documents. ‘Legal advisory services’ does not include any representation, advice, 
preparation of documents or verification of documents in the context of legal representation services, namely in 
matters or proceedings before administrative agencies, courts or other duly constituted official tribunals, or in 
arbitral or mediation proceedings.

(14) Furthermore, it is appropriate to specify that the prohibition to import, purchase or transport arms and related 
materiel of all types, including weapons and ammunition, military vehicles and equipment, paramilitary equipment, 
and spare parts therefor, from the Russian Federation applies to both direct and indirect import.

(15) It is also appropriate to extend the list of restricted items which might contribute to the Russian Federation’s military 
and technological enhancement or to the development of its defence and security sector, by including in that list 
certain chemical substances, nerve agents and goods which have no practical use other than for capital punishment, 
torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment, or which could be used for those purposes. 
Goods subject to that prohibition are also covered by Regulation (EU) 2019/125 of the European Parliament and of 
the Council (7). In this context, Decision 2014/512/CFSP is to be treated as lex specialis and therefore, in the event of a 
conflict, takes precedence over Regulation (EU) 2019/125.

(16) It is also appropriate to prohibit the sale, supply, transfer or export of firearms, their parts and essential components 
and ammunition to any natural or legal person, entity or body in the Russian Federation, or for use in the Russian 
Federation. Goods subject to that prohibition are also covered by Regulation (EU) No 258/2012 of the 
European Parliament and of the Council (8). In this context, Decision 2014/512/CFSP is to be treated as lex specialis 
and therefore, in the event of a conflict, takes precedence over Regulation (EU) No 258/2012.

(17) It is also appropriate to extend the import ban on steel products that either originate in the Russian Federation or 
have been exported from it, as well as to impose import restrictions on additional items that generate significant 
revenues for the Russian Federation. That prohibition applies to goods that originate in the Russian Federation or 
are exported from it and includes such items as wood pulp and paper, certain elements used in the jewellery 
industry such as stones and precious metals, certain machinery and chemical items, cigarettes, plastics and finished 
chemical products such as cosmetics. It is also appropriate to extend the export prohibition by adding new items to 
the list of goods which could contribute to the enhancement of Russian industrial capacities, as well as to impose 
restrictions on the sale, supply, transfer or export of additional goods used in the aviation sector.

(18) The Union is committed to avoiding threats to nuclear safety and security. Consequently, none of the measures in 
this Decision seek to undermine the safety of civil nuclear capabilities or civil nuclear cooperation, in particular in 
the field of research and development, or to undermine the planning, construction and engineering, 
commissioning, maintenance or fuel supply of newly built nuclear projects.

(7) Regulation (EU) 2019/125 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 16 January 2019 concerning trade in certain goods which 
could be used for capital punishment, torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment (OJ L 30, 31.1.2019, 
p. 1).

(8) Regulation (EU) No 258/2012 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 14 March 2012 implementing Article 10 of the 
United Nations’ Protocol against the illicit manufacturing of and trafficking in firearms, their parts and components and ammunition, 
supplementing the United Nations Convention against Transnational Organised Crime (UN Firearms Protocol), and establishing 
export authorisation, and import and transit measures for firearms, their parts and components and ammunition (OJ L 94, 
30.3.2012, p. 1).
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(19) In addition to the existing prohibitions related to the provision of services for the maritime transport of crude oil and 
certain petroleum products to third countries, it is appropriate to further prohibit the maritime transport of such 
goods to third countries. That prohibition should be conditional upon the Council introducing a pre-established 
price cap agreed by the Price Cap Coalition.

(20) It is also appropriate to introduce an exemption from the prohibition to provide maritime transport and the 
prohibition to provide technical assistance, brokering services or financing or financial assistance, related to the 
maritime transport to third countries of crude oil or petroleum products which originate in or are exported from 
Russia, purchased at or below the price cap. That exemption should mitigate adverse consequences on energy 
supply to third countries and reduce price surges driven by extraordinary market conditions, while limiting Russian 
oil revenues. That exemption should be time-limited, in order to ensure that it remains appropriate, and can be 
renewed, if justified by the third country’s energy security needs. The application to that exemption of the price cap 
mechanism would rely on an attestation process that would enable operators in the supply chain of seaborne 
Russian oil to demonstrate that it has been purchased at or below that price cap. The Commission, in close 
consultation with the Council, would issue guidance to specify the practical aspects of the price cap application, in 
order to facilitate uniform application and enable a level playing field in the Union and globally.

(21) In deciding whether to introduce the price cap, the Council will take into account the effectiveness of the measure in 
terms of its expected results, international adherence to and informal alignment with the price cap mechanism, and 
its potential impact on the Union and its Member States. The Commission should fully support the Council in 
making the assessment as to whether to introduce the price cap, including by convening coordination meetings 
with the Member States and representatives of the affected industries. Following the entry into force of the first 
Council Decision making the price cap applicable, the Commission will continue to convene such meetings to 
assess, inter alia, potential circumvention practices of the price cap, such as deflagging of vessels, and their impact 
on the effectiveness of the price cap mechanism, and will propose appropriate solutions.

(22) In order to ensure the uniform application of the price cap, the Council should swiftly update the price agreed in 
coordination with partner countries in the Price Cap Coalition. The price cap would not affect in any way the 
exceptions allowing certain Member States to continue importing crude oil and petroleum products from Russia 
due to their specific situation or to import seaborne crude oil from Russia if the supply of crude oil by pipeline 
from Russia is interrupted for reasons outside their control. Specific projects which are essential for the energy 
security of certain third countries may be exempted from the price cap.

(23) In the event that a vessel under the flag of a third country has transported Russian crude oil or petroleum products 
purchased at a price above the price cap, it should be prohibited to provide technical assistance, brokering services, 
financing or financial assistance, including insurance, related to any transport in the future by that vessel of crude 
oil or petroleum products.

(24) Further action by the Union is needed in order to implement certain measures.

(25) Decision 2014/512/CFSP should therefore be amended accordingly,

HAS ADOPTED THIS DECISION:

Article 1

Decision 2014/512/CFSP is amended as follows:

(1) Article 1aa is amended as follows:

(a) the following paragraph is inserted:

‘1a. It shall be prohibited as from 22 October 2022 to hold any posts in the governing bodies of any legal 
person, entity or body referred to in paragraph 1.’;
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(b) paragraph 2 is replaced by the following:

‘2. The prohibition in paragraph 1 shall not apply to the execution until 15 May 2022 of contracts concluded 
with a legal person, entity or body referred to in Part A of Annex X before 16 March 2022, or of ancillary 
contracts necessary for the execution of such contracts.’;

(c) paragraph 2a is replaced by the following:

‘2a. The prohibition in paragraph 1 shall not apply to the reception of payments due by the legal persons, 
entities or bodies referred to in Part A of Annex X pursuant to contracts performed before 15 May 2022.’;

(d) the following paragraphs are inserted:

‘2b. The prohibition in paragraph 1 shall not apply to the execution until 8 January 2023 of contracts 
concluded with a legal person, entity or body referred to in Part B of Annex X before 7 October 2022, or of 
ancillary contracts necessary for the execution of such contracts.

2c. The prohibition in paragraph 1 shall not apply to the reception of payments due by the legal persons, 
entities or bodies referred to in Part B of Annex X pursuant to contracts performed before 8 January 2023.’;

(2) the following Article is inserted:

‘Article 1ab

1. Member States that have authorised the Russian Maritime Register of Shipping to undertake fully or in part 
inspections and surveys related to statutory certificates and, where appropriate, to issue or renew the related 
certificates in accordance with Article 3(2) and Article 5 of Directive 2009/15/EC of the European Parliament and of 
the Council (*) shall withdraw those authorisations in accordance with Article 8 of that Directive before 5 January 
2023.

During the period until such authorisations have been withdrawn, Member States shall not allow, or grant a 
delegation to, the Russian Maritime Register of Shipping to perform any of the tasks which, in accordance with 
Union rules on maritime safety, are reserved to organisations recognised by the Union, including to undertake 
inspections and surveys related to statutory certificates as well as to issue, endorse or renew the related certificates.

2. Any statutory certificates issued on behalf of a Member State by the Russian Maritime Register of Shipping 
before 7 October 2022 shall be withdrawn and terminated by the relevant Member State, acting as a flag State, 
before 8 April 2023.

3. By way of derogation from the procedure laid down in Article 7(3) of Regulation (EC) No 391/2009 of the 
European Parliament and of the Council (**) and in Article 21(3) of Directive (EU) 2016/1629 of the 
European Parliament and of the Council (***), the Union’s recognition of the Russian Maritime Register of Shipping 
under Regulation (EC) No 391/2009 and Directive (EU) 2016/1629 is withdrawn.

4. Member States that have delegated any inspection-related duties to the Russian Maritime Register of Shipping, 
as defined in Article 20(3) of Directive (EU) 2016/1629, in particular to carry out technical inspections to check 
whether the craft complies with the technical requirements referred to in Directive (EU) 2016/1629, in particular in 
its Annexes II and V, shall withdraw those authorisations before 6 November 2022.

5. Member States that have delegated any security-related duties to the Russian Maritime Register of Shipping in 
accordance with point 4.3 of Annex II to Regulation (EC) No 725/2004 of the European Parliament and of the 
Council (****) or with Article 11 of Directive 2005/65/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council (*****), in 
particular relating to the issuance or renewal of International Ship Security Certificates and to any related 
verifications in accordance with points 19.1.2 and 19.2.2 of Annex II to Regulation (EC) No 725/2004, shall 
withdraw those authorisations before 5 January 2023.
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6. Any International Ship Security Certificate issued on behalf of a Member State by the Russian Maritime Register 
of Shipping before 7 October 2022 shall be withdrawn and terminated by the relevant Member State, acting as a 
Contracting Government, before 8 April 2023.

_____________
(*) Directive 2009/15/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 23 April 2009 on common rules and 

standards for ship inspection and survey organisations and for the relevant activities of maritime 
administrations (OJ L 131, 28.5.2009, p. 47).

(**) Regulation (EC) No 391/2009 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 23 April 2009 on common 
rules and standards for ship inspection and survey organisations (OJ L 131, 28.5.2009, p. 11).

(***) Directive (EU) 2016/1629 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 14 September 2016 laying down 
technical requirements for inland waterway vessels, amending Directive 2009/100/EC and repealing Directive 
2006/87/EC (OJ L 252, 16.9.2016, p. 118).

(****) Regulation (EC) No 725/2004 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 31 March 2004 on 
enhancing ship and port facility security (OJ L 129, 29.4.2004, p. 6).

(*****) Directive 2005/65/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 October 2005 on enhancing port 
security (OJ L 310, 25.11.2005, p. 28).’;

(3) in Article 1b, paragraph 2 is replaced by the following:

‘2. It shall be prohibited to provide crypto-asset wallet, account or custody services to Russian nationals or natural 
persons residing in Russia, or legal persons, entities or bodies established in Russia.’;

(4) in Article 1j, paragraph 4 is replaced by the following:

‘4. Paragraphs 1 and 2 shall not apply when the trustor or beneficiary is a national of a Member State, of a country 
member of the European Economic Area or of Switzerland, or a natural person having a temporary or permanent 
residence permit in a Member State, in a country member of the European Economic Area or in Switzerland.’;

(5) Article 1k is replaced by the following:

‘Article 1k

1. It shall be prohibited to provide, directly or indirectly, accounting, auditing, including statutory audit, 
bookkeeping or tax consulting services, or business and management consulting or public relations services to:

(a) the Government of Russia; or

(b) legal persons, entities or bodies established in Russia.

2. It shall be prohibited, directly or indirectly, to provide architectural and engineering services, legal advisory 
services and IT consultancy services to:

(a) the Government of Russia; or

(b) legal persons, entities or bodies established in Russia.

3. Paragraph 1 shall not apply to the provision of services that are strictly necessary for the termination by 5 July 
2022 of contracts which are not compliant with this Article concluded before 4 June 2022, or of ancillary contracts 
necessary for the execution of such contracts.

4. Paragraph 2 shall not apply to the provision of services that are strictly necessary for the termination by 
8 January 2023 of contracts which are not compliant with this Article concluded before 7 October 2022, or of 
ancillary contracts necessary for the execution of such contracts.

5. Paragraphs 1 and 2 shall not apply to the provision of services that are strictly necessary for the exercise of the 
right of defence in judicial proceedings and the right to an effective legal remedy.
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6. Paragraphs 1 and 2 shall not apply to the provision of services which are strictly necessary to ensure access to 
judicial, administrative or arbitral proceedings in a Member State, or for the recognition or enforcement of a 
judgment or an arbitration award rendered in a Member State, provided that such provision of services is consistent 
with the objectives of this Decision and of Decision 2014/145/CFSP.

7. Paragraphs 1 and 2 shall not apply to the provision of services intended for the exclusive use of legal persons, 
entities or bodies established in Russia that are owned by, or solely or jointly controlled by, a legal person, entity or 
body which is incorporated or constituted under the law of a Member State, a country member of the European 
Economic Area, Switzerland or a partner country as listed in Annex VII.

8. Paragraph 2 shall not apply to the provision of services necessary for public health emergencies, the urgent 
prevention or mitigation of an event likely to have a serious and significant impact on human health and safety or 
the environment, or as a response to natural disasters.

9. Paragraph 2 shall not apply to the provision of services necessary for software updates for non-military use and 
for a non-military end user, permitted by Articles 3(3)(d) and 3a(3)(d).

10. By way of derogation from paragraphs 1 and 2, the competent authorities may authorise the services referred 
to therein, under such conditions as they deem appropriate, after having determined that this is necessary for:

(a) humanitarian purposes such as delivering or facilitating the delivery of assistance, including medical supplies, 
food, or the transfer of humanitarian workers and related assistance, or for evacuations;

(b) civil society activities that directly promote democracy, human rights or the rule of law in Russia; or

(c) the functioning of diplomatic and consular representations of the Union and of the Member States or partner 
countries in Russia, including delegations, embassies and missions, or international organisations in Russia 
enjoying immunities in accordance with international law.

11. By way of derogation from paragraphs 1 and 2, the competent authorities may authorise the services referred 
to therein, under such conditions as they deem appropriate, after having determined that this is necessary for:

(a) ensuring critical energy supply within the Union and the purchase, import or transport into the Union of 
titanium, aluminium, copper, nickel, palladium and iron ore;

(b) ensuring the continuous operation of infrastructures, hardware and software which are critical for human health 
and safety, or the safety of the environment;

(c) the establishment, operation, maintenance, fuel supply and retreatment and safety of civil nuclear capabilities, and 
the continuation of design, construction and commissioning required for the completion of civil nuclear facilities, 
the supply of precursor material for the production of medical radioisotopes and similar medical applications, or 
critical technology for environmental radiation monitoring, as well as for civil nuclear cooperation, in particular 
in the field of research and development; or

(d) the provision of electronic communication services by Union telecommunication operators necessary for the 
operation, maintenance and security, including cybersecurity, of electronic communication services, in Russia, in 
Ukraine, in the Union, between Russia and the Union, and between Ukraine and the Union, and for data centre 
services in the Union.

12. The Member State concerned shall inform the other Member States and the Commission of any authorisation 
granted under paragraphs 10 and 11 within two weeks of the authorisation.’;

(6) in Article 2, paragraph 3 is replaced by the following:

‘3. The direct or indirect import, purchase or transport of arms and related materiel of all types, including weapons 
and ammunition, military vehicles and equipment, paramilitary equipment, and spare parts therefor, from Russia by 
nationals of Member States or using their flag vessels or aircraft, shall be prohibited.’;
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(7) the following Article is inserted:

‘Article 3aa

1. It shall be prohibited to sell, supply, transfer or export, directly or indirectly, firearms, their parts and essential 
components and ammunition as listed in Annex I to Regulation (EU) No 258/2012 of the European Parliament and 
of the Council (*), whether or not originating in the Union, to any natural or legal person, entity or body in Russia or 
for use in Russia.

2. It shall be prohibited to:

(a) provide technical assistance, brokering services or other services related to the goods referred to in paragraph 1 
and to the provision, manufacture, maintenance and use of those goods, directly or indirectly, to any natural or 
legal person, entity or body in Russia or for use in Russia;

(b) provide financing or financial assistance related to the goods referred to in paragraph 1 for any sale, supply, 
transfer or export of those goods, or for the provision of related technical assistance, brokering services or other 
services, directly or indirectly to any natural or legal person, entity or body in Russia, or for use in Russia.

_____________
(*) Regulation (EU) No 258/2012 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 14 March 2012 implementing 

Article 10 of the United Nations’ Protocol against the illicit manufacturing of and trafficking in firearms, their 
parts and components and ammunition, supplementing the United Nations Convention against Transnational 
Organised Crime (UN Firearms Protocol), and establishing export authorisation, and import and transit 
measures for firearms, their parts and components and ammunition (OJ L 94, 30.3.2012, p. 1).’;

(8) Article 4d is amended as follows:

(a) paragraph 5 is replaced by the following:

‘5. With regard to the goods listed in Part A of Annex XI to Council Regulation (EU) No 833/2014 (*), the 
prohibitions in paragraphs 1 and 4 shall not apply to the execution until 28 March 2022 of contracts concluded 
before 26 February 2022, or of ancillary contracts necessary for the execution of such contracts.

_____________
(*) Council Regulation (EU) No 833/2014 of 31 July 2014 concerning restrictive measures in view of Russia's 

actions destabilising the situation in Ukraine (OJ L 229, 31.7.2014, p. 1).’;

(b) the following paragraph is inserted:

‘5a. With regard to the goods listed in Part B of Annex XI to Regulation (EU) No 833/2014, the prohibitions in 
paragraphs 1 and 4 shall not apply to the execution until 6 November 2022 of contracts concluded before 
7 October 2022, or of ancillary contracts necessary for the execution of such contracts.’;

(c) the following paragraph is inserted:

‘6a. By way of derogation from paragraphs 1 and 4, the competent authorities may authorise, under such 
conditions as they deem appropriate, the sale, supply, transfer or export of goods listed in Part B of Annex XI to 
Regulation (EU) No 833/2014, or related technical assistance, brokering services, financing or financial 
assistance, after having determined that this is necessary for the production of titanium goods required in the 
aeronautic industry, for which no alternative supply is available.’;

(9) Article 4ha is amended as follows:

(a) the following paragraph is inserted:

‘1a. The prohibition in paragraph 1 shall also apply, after 8 April 2023, to any vessel certified by the Russian 
Maritime Register of Shipping.’;
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(b) in paragraph 3, the introductory wording is replaced by the following:

‘3. For the purposes of this Article, with the exception of paragraph 1a, a “vessel” means:’;

(c) paragraph 4 is replaced by the following:

‘4. Paragraphs 1 and 1a shall not apply in the case of a vessel in need of assistance seeking a place of refuge, of 
an emergency port call for reasons of maritime safety, or for saving life at sea.’;

(d) in paragraph 5, the introductory wording is replaced by the following:

‘5. By way of derogation from paragraphs 1 and 1a, the competent authorities may authorise a vessel to access 
a port or lock, under such conditions as they deem appropriate, after having determined that the access is 
necessary for:’;

(e) the following paragraph is inserted:

’5b. By way of derogation from paragraph 2, the competent authorities may authorise, under such conditions 
as they deem appropriate, a vessel to access a port or lock provided that it:

(a) has flown the Russian Federation flag under a bareboat charter registration initially effected prior to 
24 February 2022;

(b) has resumed its right to fly the flag of the underlying Member State registry before 31 January 2023; and

(c) is not owned, chartered, operated or otherwise controlled by a Russian national or any legal person, entity or 
body incorporated or constituted under the law of the Russian Federation.’;

(10) Article 4i is amended as follows:

(a) in paragraph 1, point (d) is replaced by the following:

‘(d) to import or purchase, as from 30 September 2023, directly or indirectly, iron and steel products as listed in 
Annex XVII to Regulation (EU) No 833/2014 when processed in a third country incorporating iron and steel 
products originating in Russia as listed in Annex XVII to Regulation (EU) No 833/2014; with regard to 
products listed in Annex XVII to Regulation (EU) No 833/2014 processed in a third country incorporating 
steel products originating in Russia of CN code 7207 11 or 7207 12 10, this prohibition shall apply as of 
1 April 2024 for CN code 7207 11 and as of 1 October 2024 for CN code 7207 12 10;’;

(b) in paragraph 1, the following point is added:

‘(e) to provide, directly or indirectly, technical assistance, brokering services, financing or financial assistance, 
including financial derivatives, as well as insurance and re-insurance, related to the prohibitions in points (a), 
(b), (c) and (d).’;

(c) paragraph 2 is replaced by the following:

‘2. With regard to the goods listed in Part A of Annex XVII to Regulation (EU) No 833/2014, and irrespective 
of whether they are listed in Part B of that Annex, the prohibitions in paragraph 1 shall not apply to the execution 
until 17 June 2022 of contracts concluded before 16 March 2022, or of ancillary contracts necessary for the 
execution of such contracts.’;

(d) the following paragraphs are added:

‘3. With regard to the goods listed in Part B of Annex XVII to Regulation (EU) No 833/2014 that are not listed 
in Part A of that Annex, and without prejudice to paragraph 4, the prohibitions in paragraph 1 shall not apply to 
the execution until 8 January 2023 of contracts concluded before 7 October 2022, or of ancillary contracts 
necessary for the execution of such contracts. This provision does not apply to goods falling under CN codes 
7207 11 and 7207 12 10, for which paragraphs 4 and 5 apply.
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4. The prohibitions in points (a), (b), (c) and (e) of paragraph 1 shall not apply to the import, purchase or 
transport, or related technical or financial assistance, of the following quantities of goods falling under CN code 
7207 12 10:

(a) 3 747 905 metric tonnes between 7 October 2022 and 30 September 2023;

(b) 3 747 905 metric tonnes between 1 October 2023 and 30 September 2024.

5. The prohibitions in paragraph 1 shall not apply to the import, purchase or transport, or related technical or 
financial assistance, of the following quantities of goods falling under CN code 7207 11:

(a) 487 202 metric tonnes between 7 October 2022 and 30 September 2023;

(b) 85 260 metric tonnes between 1 October 2023 and 31 December 2023;

(c) 48 720 metric tonnes between 1 January 2024 and 31 March 2024.

6. The import volume quotas set out in paragraphs 4 and 5 shall be managed by the Commission and the 
Member States in accordance with the management system for tariff-rate quotas provided for in Articles 49 to 
54 of Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) 2015/2447 (*).

7. By way of derogation from paragraph 1, the competent authorities may authorise the purchase, import or 
transfer of the goods listed in Annex XVII to Regulation (EU) No 833/2014, under such conditions as they deem 
appropriate, after having determined that this is necessary for the establishment, operation, maintenance, fuel 
supply and retreatment and safety of civil nuclear capabilities, and the continuation of design, construction and 
commissioning required for the completion of civil nuclear facilities, the supply of precursor material for the 
production of medical radioisotopes and similar medical applications, or critical technology for environmental 
radiation monitoring, as well as for civil nuclear cooperation, in particular in the field of research and 
development.

8. The Member State concerned shall inform the other Member States and the Commission of any 
authorisation granted under paragraph 7 within two weeks of the authorisation.

_____________
(*) Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) 2015/2447 of 24 November 2015 laying down detailed rules 

for implementing certain provisions of Regulation (EU) No 952/2013 of the European Parliament and of 
the Council laying down the Union Customs Code (OJ L 343 29.12.2015, p. 558).’;

(11) Article 4k is amended as follows:

(a) paragraph 3 is replaced by the following:

‘3. With regard to the goods listed in Part A of Annex XXI to Regulation (EU) No 833/2014, the prohibitions 
in paragraphs 1 and 2 shall not apply to the execution until 10 July 2022 of contracts concluded before 9 April 
2022, or of ancillary contracts necessary for the execution of such contracts.’;

(b) the following paragraphs are inserted:

‘3a. The prohibition in paragraph 1 shall not apply to purchases in Russia which are necessary for the 
functioning of diplomatic and consular representations of the Union and of the Member States, including 
delegations, embassies and missions, or for the personal use of nationals of Member States and their immediate 
family members.

3b. With regard to the goods listed in Part B of Annex XXI to Regulation (EU) No 833/2014, the prohibitions 
in paragraphs 1 and 2 shall not apply to the execution until 8 January 2023 of contracts concluded before 
7 October 2022, or of ancillary contracts necessary for the execution of such contracts.’;
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3c. By way of derogation from paragraphs 1 and 2, the competent authorities may authorise the purchase, 
import or transfer of the goods listed in Annex XXI to Regulation (EU) No 833/2014, or the provision of related 
technical and financial assistance, under such conditions as they deem appropriate, after having determined that 
this is necessary for the establishment, operation, maintenance, fuel supply and retreatment and safety of civil 
nuclear capabilities, and the continuation of design, construction and commissioning required for the 
completion of civil nuclear facilities, the supply of precursor material for the production of medical 
radioisotopes and similar medical applications, or critical technology for environmental radiation monitoring, as 
well as for civil nuclear cooperation, in particular in the field of research and development.’;

(c) the following paragraph is inserted:

‘5a. The Member State concerned shall inform the other Member States and the Commission of any 
authorisation granted under paragraph 3c within two weeks of the authorisation.’;

(12) in Article 4l, paragraph 1 is replaced by the following:

‘1. It shall be prohibited to purchase, import or transfer, directly or indirectly, coal and other products into the 
Union if they originate in Russia or are exported from Russia.’;

(13) Article 4m is amended as follows:

(a) the following paragraph is inserted:

‘3a. With regard to the goods falling under CN codes 2701, 2702, 2703 and 2704 as listed in Annex XXIII to 
Regulation (EU) No 833/2014, the prohibitions in paragraphs 1 and 2 shall not apply to the execution until 
8 January 2023 of contracts concluded before 7 October 2022, or of ancillary contracts necessary for the 
execution of such contracts.’;

(b) in paragraph 5, the following point is added:

‘(c) the establishment, operation, maintenance, fuel supply and retreatment and safety of civil nuclear capabilities, 
and the continuation of design, construction and commissioning required for the completion of civil nuclear 
facilities, the supply of precursor material for the production of medical radioisotopes and similar medical 
applications, or critical technology for environmental radiation monitoring, as well as for civil nuclear 
cooperation, in particular in the field of research and development.’;

(14) Article 4p is amended as follows:

(a) paragraph 2 is replaced by the following:

‘2. The prohibition in paragraph 1 shall not apply to the execution of contracts concluded before 4 June 2022, 
or of ancillary contracts necessary for the execution of such contracts, until:

(a) 5 December 2022, for crude oil falling under CN code 2709 00;

(b) 5 February 2023, for petroleum products falling under CN code 2710.’;

(b) the following paragraphs are added:

‘3. The prohibition in paragraph 1 does not apply to the payment of insurance claims after 5 December 2022, 
for crude oil falling under CN code 2709 00, or after 5 February 2023, for petroleum products falling under CN 
code 2710, on the basis of insurance contracts concluded before 4 June 2022 and provided that the insurance 
coverage has ceased by the relevant date.

4. It shall be prohibited to transport, including through ship-to-ship transfers, to third countries crude oil 
falling under CN code 2709 00, as of 5 December 2022, or petroleum products falling under CN code 2710, as 
of 5 February 2023, as listed in Annex XXV to Regulation (EU) No 833/2014, which originate in Russia or 
which have been exported from Russia.

5. The prohibition in paragraph 4 shall apply as from the date of entry into force of the first Council Decision 
amending Annex XI in accordance with paragraph 9(a) of this Article.
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As from the date of entry into force of every subsequent Council Decision amending Annex XI to this Decision, 
the prohibition in paragraph 4 shall not apply, for a period of 90 days, to the transport of products listed in 
Annex XXV to Regulation (EU) No 833/2014 which originate in Russia or which have been exported from 
Russia, provided that:

(a) the transport is based on a contract concluded before that date of entry into force; and

(b) the purchase price per barrel did not exceed the price laid down in Annex XI to this Decision on the date of 
conclusion of that contract.

6. The prohibitions in paragraphs 1 and 4 shall not apply:

(a) as of 5 December 2022, to crude oil falling under CN code 2709 00, and as of 5 February 2023, to 
petroleum products falling under CN code 2710, which originate in Russia or which have been exported 
from Russia, provided that the purchase price per barrel of such products does not exceed the prices laid 
down in Annex XI;

(b) to crude oil or petroleum products as listed in Annex XXV to Regulation (EU) No 833/2014 where those 
goods originate in a third country and are only being loaded in, departing from or transiting through Russia, 
provided that both the origin and the owner of those goods are non-Russian;

(c) to the transport, or to technical assistance, brokering services, financing or financial assistance related to such 
transport, of the products mentioned in Annex XII to this Decision to the third countries mentioned therein, 
for the duration specified in that Annex.

7. The prohibition in paragraph 1 shall not apply to the provision of pilot services necessary for reasons of 
maritime safety.

8. In the event that, after the entry into force of a Council Decision amending Annex XI, a vessel has 
transported the crude oil or petroleum products referred to in paragraph 4 whose purchase price per barrel 
exceeded the price laid down in Annex XI on the date of conclusion of the contract for such purchase, it shall be 
prohibited thereafter to provide the services referred to in paragraph 1 relating to the transport of crude oil or 
petroleum products by that vessel.

9. The Council, acting by unanimity on a proposal by the High Representative with the Commission’s support, 
shall amend:

(a) Annex XI on the basis of the prices agreed by the Price Cap Coalition;

(b) Annex XII on the basis of objective eligibility criteria agreed by the Price Cap Coalition to exempt specific 
energy projects essential for the energy security of certain third countries.’;

(15) The Annexes are amended as set out in the Annex to this Decision.

Article 2

This Decision shall enter into force on the day following that of its publication in the Official Journal of the European Union.

Done at Brussels, 6 October 2022.

For the Council
The President

M. BEK
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ANNEX 

In Decision 2014/512/CFSP, the Annexes are amended as follows:

(1) in Annex VII, the title is replaced by the following:

‘List of partner countries referred to in Articles 1k(7), 3(9), 4j(3) and 4m(4)’;

(2) Annex X is replaced by the following:

‘ANNEX X

LIST OF LEGAL PERSONS, ENTITIES AND BODIES REFERRED TO IN ARTICLE 1aa

PART A

OPK OBORONPROM

UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION

URALVAGONZAVOD

ROSNEFT

TRANSNEFT

GAZPROM NEFT

ALMAZ-ANTEY

KAMAZ

ROSTEC (RUSSIAN TECHNOLOGIES STATE CORPORATION)

JSC PO SEVMASH

SOVCOMFLOT

UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION

PART B

RUSSIAN MARITIME REGISTER of SHIPPING (RMRS)’;

(3) the following Annexes are added:

‘ANNEX XI

Prices referred to in Article 4p(9)(a) 

[table with product CN codes and corresponding prices as agreed by the Price Cap Coalition]

ANNEX XII

List of projects referred to in Article 4p(9)(b) 

Scope of exemption Date of application Date of expiration

The transport by vessel to Japan, the technical assistance, 
brokering services, financing or financial assistance 
related to such transport, of crude oil falling under CN 
code 2709 00 commingled with condensate, originating 
in the Sakhalin-2 (Сахалин-2) Project, located in Russia

5 December 2022 5 June 2023’
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